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SUMMARY
The simulation and design of advanced materials for fatigue resistance requires
an understanding of the response of their hierarchical microstructure attributes to
imposed load, temperature, and environment over time. For Ni-base superalloy
components used in aircraft jet turbine engines, different competing mechanisms (ex.
surface vs. subsurface, crystallographic vs. inclusion crack formation, transgranular vs.
intergranular propagation) are present depending on applied load, temperature, and
environment. Typically, the life-limiting features causing failure in Ni-base superalloy
components are near surface inclusions. Compressive surface residual stresses are often
introduced in Ni-base superalloy components to help retard fatigue crack initiation
and early growth at near surface inclusions and shift the fatigue crack initiation sites
from surface to sub-surface locations, thereby increasing fatigue life. To model the
effects of residual stresses, inclusions, and microstructure heterogeneity on fatigue
crack driving force and fatigue scatter, a computational crystal plasticity framework
is presented that imposes quasi-thermal eigenstrain to induce near surface residual
stresses in polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy IN100 smooth specimens with and without
nonmetallic inclusions. In addition, the effect of near surface inclusions in notched
Ni-base superalloy components on MSC growth and fatigue life scatter was investigated
in this work. A fatigue indicator parameter (FIP)-based microstructurally small crack
(MSC) growth model incorporating crack tip/grain boundary effects was introduced
and fit to experiments (in both laboratory air and vacuum) for the case of 1D crack
growth and then computationally applied to 3D crack growth starting (1) from a
focused ion beam (FIB) notch in a smooth specimen, (2) from a debonded inclusion
located at different depths within notched components containing different notch
root radii, and (3) from inclusions located at different depths relative to the surface
xxi
in smooth specimens containing simulated shot-peened induced residual stresses.
Computational predictions in MSC growth rate scatter and distribution of fatigue life
were in general accordance with experiments.
The general approach presented in this Dissertation can be used to advance
integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) by predicting variation of
fatigue resistance and minimum life as a function of heat treatment/microstructure
and surface treatments for a given alloy system and providing support for design of
materials for enhanced fatigue resistance. In addition, this framework can reduce
the number of experiments required to support modification of material to enhance
fatigue resistance, which can lead to accelerated insertion (from design conception
to production parts) of new or improved materials for specific design applications.






Nickel-base superalloys are used in aircraft gas turbine engine components (ex. blades,
disks, spacers, and seals) due to their enhanced strength, creep resistance, fatigue
resistance, and corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures (∼ 650-1000◦C). The
fatigue mechanisms of Ni-base superalloys depend strongly on the response of their
hierarchical microstructure attributes to imposed load, temperature, and environment
over time [1–4]. In the high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime, since fatigue is a weakest-
link phenomenon, cyclic plastic strain is often limited to a few fatigue critical “hot
spots” where microstructure flaws (inclusions, pores, larger and/or favorably oriented
grains, etc.) promote localized plastic slip intensification, fatigue crack formation and
early growth. Thus, the ability to predict the microstructure features that promote
plastic slip intensification is crucial in materials design for fatigue resistance. Current
materials design methods for HCF resistance in Ni-base superalloys suffer from many
problems and uncertainties: (1) an extensive amount of time is required (5-10 years)
to qualify a new Ni-base superalloy material, (2) expensive material costs and time
required to complete HCF experiments leads to limited experimental data sets, (3)
variance in microstructure leads to scatter in fatigue response, (4) size effects (specimen-
versus component-sized parts), and (5) different competing fatigue mechanisms are
present depending on applied load, temperature, and environment. Therefore, limited
experimental data are available to fully characterize the fatigue mechanisms responsible
for the probabilistic distribution of HCF lives under a given temperature and loading
condition. Understanding the life-limiting tail of this distribution is crucial for
minimum fatigue life design because often turbine engine components are designed for
a certain level of fatigue risk (usually 0.1% probability of failure [5]). Thus, we seek to
use computational and probabilistic methods concurrently as a design tool to reduce
the number of costly experiments required to predict the microstructure-sensitive HCF
1
and VHCF response of Ni-base superalloy components.
1.2 Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Design Considerations
Nickel-base superalloys are processed through various techniques (casting, powder
metallurgy), depending on the location-specitic microstructure desired (single crystal,
directionally solidified, polycrystal) and the end product application (turbine disks,
spacers, seals, blades). As shown in Figure 1.1, very fine-grained microstructures
could potentially be used in disk bore regions (stress concentration regions) due to
their very high strength and structural homogeneity. In the disk rim region, higher
temperatures require the microstructure to be more creep-resistant, and, as a result,
coarse-grained polycrystalline Ni-base superalloys could potentially be used in this
region. Directionally-solidified and single crystal microstructures are used in the
highest temperature locations such as turbine blades because they are more creep
resistant through suppression or elimination of grain boundary diffusional creep and
intergranular oxidation mechanisms at elevated temperatures. Hence, location-specific
design of components (e.g., dual or hybrid microstructures [6]) could be used to
optimize microstructure to meet operational requirements at different component
regions.
The design of aircraft gas turbine engine components is complex and multifaceted.
As shown in Figure 1.2, engineers and designers must consider the effect of the
high-temperature operating environment on many input parameters, including:
• Environmental effects: At such high temperatures, these alloys are susceptible
to environmental degradation, as shown in Figure 1.2 for a DS superalloy with
fatigue crack formation at an oxide spike [11].
• Microstructure effects: Fatigue failure mechanisms depend on microstructure
characteristics and loading conditions. For example, in fine grained Ni-base
superalloys, tensile dwell periods can change the microstructurally small crack
(MSC) growth mode from transgranular to intergranular resulting in a faster
MSC growth rate [12].
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Figure 1.1: Potential use of single versus polycrystalline Ni-base superalloys.
• Notch effects: Notches exist in aircraft gas turbine engine components (e.g.
cooling holes, disk bore, etc.) due to geometric/functional design requirements
and are preferential zones for fatigue crack formation and early growth.
• Inclusion and pore effects: Materials processing induced inclusions and pores
are often the life-limiting defect in these alloys.
• Complex loading effects: These components are subjected to very complex
combined low cycle fatigue (LCF), HCF and thermomechanical fatigue (TMF)
loading [13].
• Residual stress relaxation effects: At such extreme loading and temperature
environments, residual stress relaxation can occur through fatigue loading and
by means of thermal recovery [14–16].
The determination of these input parameter effects and optimization of aircraft
gas turbine engine component design normally require extensive, time-consuming
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Figure 1.2: Multifaceted design of aircraft gas turbine engine components.
experimental characterization/optimization design loops to systematically establish
the relative effect each individual input parameter has on fatigue variabilty. This
work seeks to assist in reducing the number of experiments required by developing
computational schemes that can help design, analyze and qualify new microstructures
that are more fatigue resistant for a given application. Specifically, the purpose
of this work is to analyze the effects of notches, inclusions, and process-induced
residual stresses on the microstructure-sensitive HCF/VHCF (very high cycle fatigue)
failure of smooth and notched polycrystalline Inconel 100 (IN100) Ni-base superalloy
components.
1.3 Scope and Layout of Thesis
The main focus of this work is to use computational crystal plasticity to model
the deformation and fatigue behavior of polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy IN100
smooth and notched components for applications in high temperature gas turbine
4
engine disks. An emphasis is placed on the following four areas: (1) simulating the
effect of grain boundary character on MSC propagation, (2) determining the effect
of inclusion depth on fatigue of notched components, (3) developing a framework
to impose residual stresses using an eigenstrain approach within a finite element
framework that is universally applicable to any specimen geometry, and (4) simulating
the effectiveness of shot peening in suppressing near surface crack initiation from
inclusions in polycrystalline IN100 at an elevated temperature of 650◦C, which is
representative of the operating temperature for coarse grain Ni-base superalloys. As a
result, the remaining chapters of this Dissertation are framed as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the polycrystalline plasticity framework used to model
the complex deformation behavior of Ni-base superalloy IN100 at elevated
temperatures.
• Chapter 3 describes how MSC propagation is modeled through a polycrystalline
microstructure accounting for the grain boundary effects on MSC growth.
• Chapter 4 applies the framework described in Chapter 3 to the problem of inclu-
sions located within the subsurface of notched polycrystalline IN100 components
to determine the effect of inclusion depth on fatigue life.
• Chapter 5 presents an eigenstrain-based approach to apply an initial distribution
of residual stresses within a crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM)
model.
• Chapter 6 simulates the effectiveness of shot-peened residual stresses on sup-
pressing fatigue crack formation and early growth for inclusions located near
the surface of smooth specimens.
• Finally, Chapter 7 provides a summary and conclusions from this work, and
suggests potential avenues for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
POLYCRYSTALLINE PLASTICITY FRAMEWORK FOR
IN100
2.1 Introduction
Nickel-base superalloys are processed through various techniques, depending on the
end product characteristics and microstructure desired. The two means of preparing
billets are casting and powder metallurgy (PM) techniques. These billets can be
further processed through hot-isostatic pressing, extrusion, forging, machining and
final protective coating application. Over the years, casting techniques have drastically
improved the creep characteristics of Ni-base superalloys. The advent of directionally
solidified and single-crystal superalloys greatly suppress or eliminate the grain boundary
diffusional creep mechanism at higher temperatures. These types of casting processes
allow for preferential orientation of the crystals to maximize fatigue resistance in that
orientation.
For components made of many different chemical constituents, powder metallurgy
processes are preferred in order to reduce individual phase segregation. The use of
very fine powder and appropriate particle sifting techniques [13] can help decrease
the number of nonmetallic inclusions and pores, which have a significant effect on
fatigue crack nucleation and crack growth. Powder metallurgy has also been used to
process very fine-grained Ni-base superalloy microstructures with very high strength
and structural homogeneity. These fine-grain Ni-base superalloy microstructures are
typically used for components operating in the intermediate temperature (∼ 650◦C)
regime such as disks, spacers and seals.
Nickel has a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystalline structure that is stable from
room temperature to its melting point. Nickel-base superalloys are often strengthened
through solid solution strengthening of the γ matrix and precipitation strengthening
using L12 (ordered FCC) γ
′
precipitates in the austenitic γ matrix. Typically there
can be three different size distributions of γ
′
precipitates (≈ 1.0 µm, ≈ 0.1 µm, and
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≈ 0.01 µm in diameter), often referred to as primary, secondary, and tertiary γ′
precipitates, respectively. The larger primary γ
′
precipitates form during the first step
of heat treatment (for subsolvus heat treatment) and typically form high-angle grain
boundaries between the primary γ
′
precipitates and the γ matrix. The secondary and
tertiary precipitates form during cooling and subsequent aging. These two precipitates
are coherent with the γ matrix. Due to the unique deformation mechanisms in the
ordered Ni3Al γ
′
precipitates, these alloys display an anomalous yield strength with
increasing temperature, up to about 800◦C.
One of the limiting factors in fatigue performance in PM nickel-base superalloys is
the presence of nonmetallic ceramic inclusions that serve as crack initiation sites [23,24].
These inclusions are often introduced to the molten metal, due to erosion or spalling
of the crucible, tundish or nozzle, prior to the gas atomization process used to create
the powder [13, 25]. To reduce the size and frequency of these particles, the metal
powder is repeatedly sieved with screens of progressively finer mesh size to remove
the largest harmful oxide particles [13,25]. This screening process also removes the
largest metal particles which reduces usable metal particle yield and increases overall
production cost.
2.2 Key Features for Microstructure of Consideration
In this study, a supersolvus coarse-grained Ni-base superalloy Inconel 100 (IN100)
is modeled. IN100 was first developed in cast form in the early 1960s and has been
significantly improved due to PM processing. The use of PM processing is appropriate
when considering the chemically complex microstructure with over 10 constituent
elements (ref. Table 2.1). IN100 is used extensively for intermediate temperature
(∼ 650◦C) applications such as turbine engine disks due to its enhanced strength, creep,
fatigue, and corrosion resistance at these temperatures. The particular microstructure
studied here is the coarse grain (CG) “super weak” microstructure outlined by Milligan
et al. [26].
Following the forging process, the PM-processed Ni-base superalloy is heat-treated
to create the final desired microstructure. The microstructure features differ depending
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Table 2.1: Chemical Constituents of IN100 and Its Phases (Weight Percent) [27]
Alloy/Phase Ni Al Cr Co Mo Ti V Fe C Zr B
IN100 56.0 4.9 12.3 18.3 3.3 4.3 0.70 0.10 0.06 0.02 0.02
γ matrix 38.7 2.25 24.5 27.8 5.73 0.93 0.05
γ
′
ppt 71.8 7.06 2.59 8.94 1.42 6.97 1.23
on the heat treatment process. A typical heat treatment for IN100 consists of a
subsolvus (at 1143◦C) or supersolvus (at 1205◦C) heat treatment for 2 hours, followed
by subsequent stabilization (at 982◦C) for 1 hour and aging (at 732◦C) for 8 hours [27],
as shown in Figure 2.1. The γ
′
solvus temperature, or the temperature at which the
phase transformation of γ → (γ + γ′) occurs upon cooling, is approximately 1185◦C.
Often Ni-base superalloys are characterized based on whether the first heat treatment is
above or below the solvus temperature (respectively, supersolvus and subsolvus). The
heat treatment is selected based on the desired material properties of the end product.
The strength of IN100 is highly dependent on a number of interrelated microstructure
features including the volume fraction, particle size, particle distribution, and grain
















































Figure 2.1: Typical heat treatment for subsolvus and supersolvus IN100 microstruc-
tures. After ref. [27].
Other minor phases are present in these alloys including carbides and borides.
These phases are present in very low quantities (total volume fraction equal to about
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1.6 %). Elongated carbides of the M23C6 type tend to form at the grain boundaries
while smaller spherical particles of MC type are more predominantly located within
the grain structure. Although it is possible to form topologically close-packed (TCP)
phases σ, µ, and Laves phases in IN100, the exposure time required to form such phases
is longer than the typical processing regime of these microstructures [28]. Therefore,
the TCP phases are not present in the IN100 microstructures used in this study.
2.2.1 Fine Grain IN100
Fine-grained IN100 is produced using a subsolvus heat treatment. The primary γ
′
precipitates created in this step help control the grain size of the γ matrix through grain
boundary pinning. As stated previously, the secondary and tertiary γ
′
precipitates
are formed during subsequent cooling and aging processes. An example of a fine grain
IN100 microstructure is shown in Figure 2.2 via scanning electron micrope (SEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images. Note that the size of the primary γ
′
is of the same order of magnitude as the γ matrix grain size. Typical microstructure
details of a subsolvus fine grain IN100, including size and volume fractions of each
phase, are summarized in Table 2.2.
(a) Grain structure showing γ matrix (lighter




(b) Grain structure showing closer view of γ
matrix (lighter gray) and primary γ
′
precipitate
(darker gray) distribution. The inset is a dark-
field TEM image which shows morphology of
cuboidal secondary (large white) and tertiary
(small white dots) γ
′
distribution [28].
Figure 2.2: SEM and TEM images of a fine grain subsolvus IN100 microstructure.
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2.2.2 Coarse Grain IN100
Coarse grain IN100 microstructures are created through supersolvus heat treatment.
During this heat treatment the primary γ
′
are dissolved, resulting in a bimodal
distribution of precipitates. An example of a coarse grain IN100 is shown in Figure 2.3.
As seen in these SEM images, the coarse grain IN100 has a bi-modal distribution of
secondary and tertiary γ
′
precipitates. These precipitates are formed in the cooling and
aging processing steps after the supersolvus heat treatment. The key microstructure
details of the supersolvus coarse grain IN100 used in this study are summarized in
Table 2.2.








Figure 2.3: SEM images of a coarse grain supersolvus IN100 microstructure [7].
Table 2.2: Microstructural Details for IN100 [26].












Coarse Grain (CG) - 340 0.46 11 0.137 34
Fine Grain (FG) 0.25 109 0.32 21 0.024 4.2
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2.3 Crystal Plasticity Finite Element Model for IN100
To model the complex behavior of the coarse grain IN100 microstructure, a fully
three-dimensional computational crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM)
model is used. The crystal plasticity model used here follows that of Przybyla and
McDowell [29]. The key points of this model are reviewed here. More details on
the development of the IN100 model and the numerical implementation technique
in ABAQUS can be found in the work of Shenoy et al. [30, 31] and McGinty [32],
respectively. The IN100 constitutive model is a rate-dependent, microstructure-
sensitive model used to capture the first order effects on the macroscopic stress-strain
response due to grain size, γ
′
precipitate size distribution and γ
′
precipitate volume
fraction. These microstructure features all greatly affect the material and fatigue
response of nickel-base superalloys. This model was calibrated to complex cyclic
stress-strain data of multiple microstructure variations at an operating temperature
of 650◦C with and without hold times [30]. Physically-based hardening models are
used based on dislocation/precipitate interactions evidenced from experiments.
The kinematics of deformation are based on the fundamental multiplicative de-
composition of the deformation gradient, F, into an elastic portion, Fe, and a plastic
portion, Fp, i.e. F = Fe ·Fp. The elastic portion, Fe takes into account the elastic
lattice distortion and rotation and Fp addresses dislocation glide along crystallographic
slip planes. The elastic Green strain and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are
denoted by Ee = 1
2
(
FeT ·Fe − 1
)
and σpk2 = det (Fe) Fe−1 ·σ ·Fe−T , respectively.
Assuming small elastic strains, (εe ≈ Ee), the linear hyperelastic relation is given by
σpk2 = C : Ee, where C is the fourth rank anisotropic elasticity tensor of the crystal.
In the reference configuration, the slip plane unit normal vector m
(α)
o and slip
direction unit vector s
(α)
o for each slip system (α) frame the plastic velocity gradient










where γ̇(α) is the shearing rate for each slip system (α). The slip system normals and
directions in the current configuration are respectfully related to that in the reference
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configuration s(α) = Fe · s(α)o and m(α) = m(α)o ·Fe−1. Thus, the resolved shear stress




, where σ is the Cauchy stress.













τ (α) − χ(α)
)
(2.2)
Here γ̇1 and γ̇2 are constants, n1 and n2 are flow exponents, κ
(α) is the threshold stress,
and Dα is an average drag resistance. The first term in Equation 2.2 captures the
dominant cyclic behavior with the threshold stress playing the role of yield strength.
The second term incorporates the effect of thermally activated creep at lower stresses.
At lower stresses, the first term may not be active, and the dominant flow mechanisms
are controlled by heterogeneous partial dislocation dissociation and matrix faulting.
The use of a two term flow rule is necessary to model complex cyclic stress-strain
histories.
The anomalous yield behavior of nickel base superalloys can be attributed to the
unique deformation mechanisms in its constituent phases. As mentioned previously,
the γ matrix is an FCC crystalline lattice. At lower temperatures, dislocation motion
within the matrix is often limited to planar slip along the 12 octahedral slip planes
〈110〉 {111}, which is typical for the FCC lattice structure. At higher temperatures,
macroscopic slip traces have shown evidence of an additional activation of 6 “cube”
slip systems 〈110〉 {001}. Upon further investigation through transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), Bettge and Österle [34] discovered that this cube slip was actually
due to thermal activation of “zig-zag” cross slip of screw dislocations (Fig. 2.4(a)). As
the screw dislocations migrate through γ
′
precipitate channels, they are blocked at the
γ/γ
′
interface causing the zig-zag cross slip mechanism (cf. Figure 2.4(b)). Thus, at
higher temperatures, cross slip creates complicated forest dislocation interaction which
increases the dislocation density and restricts further motion of mobile dislocations.
Therefore, we employ two internal state variables (ISVs) to describe the microstructure
evolution of IN100, namely dislocation density, ρ(α), and the back stress, χ(α). Based
on the above considerations, we model 12 octahedral slip systems 〈110〉 {111} and 6
“cube” slip systems 〈110〉 {001} in IN100.
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(a) TEM bright field micrograph showing zig-zag dislocation configuration
in a single crystal Ni-base superalloy SC16 specimen deformed to 0.2% strain
at 650◦ [34].
(b) Schematic of zig-zag {111} slip in the {100} γ′ channels [34].
Figure 2.4: Illustration of zig-zag “cube” slip in a near-[111] oriented single crystal
Ni-base superalloy SC16 [34].
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In Equation 2.3, λ represents either octahedral or cube slip systems and ρ(α) is the
dislocation density on each slip system. The shear modulus µ̃ follows a rule of mixtures
µ̃ = (fp1 + fp2 + fp3)µγ′ + fmµm, where fp1, fp2, fp3, and fm are the volume fractions






and matrix phases respectively, and µγ′
and µm are the shear moduli of the precipitate and matrix phases. Similarly, an
effective burgers vector is employed, b̃ = (fp1 + fp2 + fp3) bγ′ + fm bm, where bγ′ and
bm are the burgers vectors of the γ
′
precipitates and matrix, respectively. Also, αt
is a statistical coefficient that accounts for spatial arrangements of the dislocation
population. The initial critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), κ
(α)
o,λ is based on the work









+ Ψoct (fp1, d2, fp2, d3, fp3)
nκ
]1/nκ







































In this equation, ζ = ΓAPB
ΓAPB,ref
where ΓAPB is the anti-phase boundary energy. Also,
d1, d2, and d3, are the sizes of the primary, secondary, and tertiary γ
′
precipitates,
respectively, while dgrn is the grain size. The exponent nκ ranges from 1-1.2, and cp1,
cp2, cp3, and cgr are determined by fitting the initial yield strength to the experimental






∣∣∣τ (α)cb ∣∣∣+ hseτ (α)se [37–40], where τ (α)pe , τ (α)cb , and τ (α)se are the resolved
shear stresses on the primary, cube and secondary slip systems, respectively and hpe,


















During plastic deformation partial dislocations travel in pairs in order to retain
order in the crystalline structure. When a pair of partial dislocations encounter a γ
′
precipitate obstacle, the dislocations can shear the obstacle, pile up at the obstacle, loop
around the obstacle, or avoid the obstacle through cross slip. In Ni-base superalloys
these precipitate dislocation interactions depend strongly on the precipitate size: (1) for
underaged precipitates (< 100 nm), shearing takes place by weakly coupled dislocation
pairs and the CRSS increases with precipitate size, (2) for slightly larger particles
(100 nm < dp < 400 nm), shearing occurs by strongly coupled dislocation pairs and
the CRSS decreases as a function of the precipitate size, and (3) for overaged particles
(> 400 nm), dislocation looping can occur depending on precipitate distribution, and
is promoted by increasing temperature. The relationship between weak and strong









“weak” “strong” Orowan loop
dc,ws(~70-100 nm) dc,o(~300-500 nm)
Figure 2.5: Schematic of theoretically expected CRSS as a function of particle size.
After ref. [41].
The first two terms in Equation 2.5 account for increase of the CRSS by the shearing
of the (small) primary and secondary precipitates by strongly coupled dislocation
pairs and the third term represents shearing of tertiary precipitates by weakly coupled
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dislocation pairs as evidenced by TEM observations of deformation of KM4, a similar
Ni-base superalloy, at a temperature of 650◦C [42]. The last term in Equation 2.5 is
based on the Hall-Petch relationship in which the CRSS increases with decreasing
grain size.
In this model, hardening is assumed to be a function of dislocation storage, dynamic
recovery, and the size and spacing of γ
′
precipitates. Dislocation storage includes
statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) and geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs)
[43]. Dynamic recovery is due to dislocation annihilation and rearrangement. The
rate of dislocation recovery is assumed to be directly proportional to the dislocation

























ραλ represents dislocation storage and k2ρ
α
λ represents dynamic recovery.
Also, k1, k2, and kδ are constants and d2δ and dδeff represent secondary and equivalent
precipitate spacing, respectively. In Equation 2.7, the hardening coefficients for the
octahedral and cube slip systems are ho = 4.8 and ho = 2.4, respectively.
To capture the Bauschinger effect, a back stress term, χ(α), is used. The evolution











τ (α) − χ(α)λ
)
− χ(α)λ










where Cχ is a fitting parameter, and η reflects the relative proportion of GNDs to
total dislocation density.
A summary of the constitutive equations are shown in Table 2.3. The above




Using the above framework, Shenoy et al. [30] used fully 3D finite element analysis to fit
the above constitutive responses to very complex cyclic stress-strain behavior. Strain
histories with and without hold periods at maximum strain were used to estimate the
time-dependent behavior of the stress strain curve at a temperature of 650◦C, the
intended gas turbine disk operating temperature. See Shenoy et al. [30] for stress-strain
response calibration of the coarse grain (super weak) IN100 microstructure used in the
current study. The microstructure-sensitive crystal plasticity constants fitted through
experiments are listed in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.3: Microstructure-sensitive crystal plasticity constitutive equations for IN100.
























λ for λ = oct, cub,
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τ (α)ns = hpeτ
(α)
pe + hcb
∣∣∣τ (α)cb ∣∣∣+ hseτ (α)se (non-schmid term)
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Table 2.4: Parameters of the microstructure-sensitive crystal plasticity model of
coarse grain IN100 at 650◦C [46].
αt Cχ d1δ( nm) d2δ( nm) γ̇1(x10
−10s−1)





o,cub( MPa) cp1 cp2 cp3 cgr( MPa
√
mm) nκ
85.1 170.2 1.351 1.351 1.22 x 105 9.432 1
b
γ





0.25 0.41 81,515 130,150 2.6 x 105 8.2 1.0 x 105 4.8(oct), 2.4(cub)
hpe hcb hse ΓAPB(= ΓAPB,ref) ( J/m
2) ηo kδ
0.8 0.0 -0.4 164 x 10−3 2.82 2.5 x 10−3
C11, γ
′
( MPa) C12, γ
′
( MPa) C44, γ
′
( MPa) C11, γ( MPa) C12, γ( MPa) C44, γ( MPa)
135,000 59,210 81,515 158,860 73,910 130,150
n1 n2 γ̇1( s−1) γ̇1( s−1) D(α)( MPa)
15 9 8.7 3.9 x 10−11 150(oct), 180(cub)
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATING THE EFFECT OF GB CHARACTER ON
MSC PROPAGATION THROUGH A
POLYCRYSTALLINE MICROSTRUCTURE
3.1 Introduction
Microstructurally small crack (MSC) growth is highly dependent on local microstruc-
ture. When plotted on a crack growth rate (da/dN) versus far field stress intensity
range (∆K) plot, MSCs typically display an oscillatory behavior. The oscillatory
behavior is often attributed to the retardation of crack growth by grain bound-
aries [47–49]. The character of the grain boundary (eg. misorientation, tilt and twist
angle, etc.) can have a significant effect on whether an MSC will accelerate, decel-
erate, or arrest at the grain boundary. The probability that an MSC will propagate
past a grain boundary becomes very important for determination of MSC thresholds
and for the accurate fatigue life prediction in the HCF to VHCF regimes. Previous
experimental methods [49–51] indicate that GB character is the major driving force
for fatigue crack propagation behavior. However, conclusions from such studies have
been somewhat qualitative, i.e., higher angle grain boundaries tend to hinder or arrest
fatigue crack propagation. Consequently, previous MSC growth analytical models
have been phenomenological in nature. Many are fit to macroscopic mean fatigue
crack growth behavior and are limited when trying to predict the amount of scatter
in MSC growth behavior based on microstructural features. The incorporation of
GB tilt angles and GB misorientation by Wen and Zhai [52] and Castellucio [53],
respectively, show promise for more physically-based MSC growth models. To create a
more physically-based MSC growth law, features such as (1) the current crack length,
(2) the distance of the crack from the grain boundary, and (3) the tilt and twist angle
of the crack path across the grain boundary should be accounted for. The objective of
this work is to take into account the effect that these aforementioned microstructural
features have on MSC growth rate to develop a more physically-based MSC growth
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law that can account for the scatter in MSC growth rate and fatigue life response.
3.2 Multistage Fatigue Life Approach
Modeling and simulation of fatigue life using a hierarchical multistage approach has
become very popular in recent years [4, 29, 54, 55]. Often the total fatigue life, NT ,
of a component is decomposed into stages of fatigue crack formation and growth
by [4,29,54,55]
NT = Ninc +NMSC +NPSC +NLEFM = Ninc +NMSC/PSC +NLEFM (3.1)
where Ninc is the number of cycles required to incubate or form a crack of initial
length, ai, on the order of microstructure scale (grain or phase size). In McDowell
and Dunne [4], they further demarcate the incubation period as Ninc = Nnucl +N
∗
MSC ,
where Nnucl is the number of cycles to nucleate (uncracked to cracked crystal lattice) a
crack and N∗MSC denotes the number of cycles required to propagate the crack beyond
the influence of the nucleation site or beyond the first few microstructural barriers
that resist crack advance. In Equation 3.1, NMSC represents the number of cycles
required for the incubated crack of length ai to propagate through approximately
3-10 grain or second phase sizes/spacings [4, 29]. In the HCF and VHCF regimes, the
propagation or non-propagation of MSC cracks past these first few microstructural
barriers controls the fatigue limit and contributes to fatigue life scatter. For HCF and
VHCF, a large portion of life (∼ 90% [56, 57]) is spent in the incubation and MSC
growth regimes, Ninc +NMSC .
Following MSC propagation, physically small crack growth (NPSC) is considered
up until the crack is of sufficient size so that linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
is applicable. Physically small crack growth is characterized by the growth of a crack
that is long compared to microstructure scale, yet does not conform to conditions
for similitude because the cyclic crack tip plastic zone is on the order of grain/phase
size. When the crack reaches a sufficient size (typically several hundred microns
and above [4]) where the cyclic crack tip plastic zone and damage process zone are
large compared to microstructure scale and the conditions of small scale yielding and
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similitude are met, then long fatigue crack growth behavior is applicable. In this
regime, LEFM can be used to determine the number of cycles, NLEFM , required for
the crack to grow from several hundred microns to failure.
Since the variation in MSC growth contributes to the marked variation in fatigue
life in the HCF and VHCF regimes, the main focus of this work is to develop a
MSC growth law that takes into account microstructural barrier (specifically, grain
boundary) effect on MSC growth. In the next section, we review previous MSC growth
laws developed.
3.3 MSC Growth Laws
Several different phenomenological crack growth rate equations have been proposed
for MSC growth, many of which are based on microstructural small crack (MSC)
growth mechanics and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM). In the MSC growth
regime, microstructure effects dominate small crack growth. As cracks grow, the
effect of microstucture on fatigue crack growth decreases and the MSC and EPFM
regimes tend to merge into the LEFM growth curve where a condition of similitude
is reached [1,2]. One form of an MSC growth equation was proposed by Hobson et
al. [58, 59] via
da
dN
= C(d− a)1−αaα (3.2)
where d is a microstructural length scale parameter, a is the crack length, and C and
α are constants. A similar equation for MSC growth was proposed by Miller [60] as
da
dN
= A∆γα(d− a) (3.3)
where A and α are material constants and ∆γ is the cyclic shear strain range. Again
the value of d depends on the dominant microstructural barrier resisting MSC growth.
It should be noted that both Equations 3.2 and 3.3 contain the term (d − a) that
essentially accounts for the grain boundary effect on MSC propagation. As the crack
length a approaches the microstructural parameter d (this parameter is often linked
to the grain size), the MSC growth rate approaches zero. Following the propagation
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of the crack past the grain (or other microstructural) boundary, a separate equation
for elastic-plastic fracture mechanics can be used.
The growth of cracks under an elastic-plastic fracture mechanics condition has




where B and β are materials constants and D is an EPFM threshold value. Miller
et al. [61] applied Equations 3.3 and 3.4 to the small crack growth of a 0.4% carbon
steel and found that these two equations could estimate the mean small crack growth
rate of this material. A similar approach for small fatigue crack growth was employed
by Nisitani and Goto [62] on a mild steel and more recently by Goto et al. [63] on




where the applied stress amplitude is used as the EPFM crack extension driving force,
rather than the shear strain component in Equation 3.4. Again, the constants C and
n depend on the material tested. It should be noted that Frost and Dugdale [64]
originally proposed Equation 3.5; they used it to describe the growth of large cracks in
mild steels and aluminum alloys and found a good correlation with both materials for
an exponent of n = 3. Regardless, Equations 3.4 and 3.5 seem to work well for a range
of crack tip conditions including the large-scale yielding regime of EPFM (refs. [61,62])
in addition to the small-scale yielding condition representative of the LEFM regime
(as evidenced by [64]) with separate experimental fitting constants required for both
conditions. However, these models tend to predict the mean phenomenological small
crack growth behavior and cannot predict the scatter in MSC growth evidenced in
experiments.
A different grain boundary affected MSC growth law was proposed by Chan and
Lankford [65]. In their approach, they assumed that a Paris-law approach could be
















where C1 and n are typical Paris law constants, D is the grain diameter, X is the
distance of the crack tip from the nearest grain boundary, m is a constant, and τA and
τB are the resolved shear stresses in grains A (containing crack) and B (neighboring
grain). It should be noted that the value of 2X varies from 2X = D to 2X = 0
corresponding to the crack being furthest (a total grain diameter, D) from the next
grain boundary to the crack being at the next grain boundary, respectively. In
Equation 3.6, ∆K is the global stress intensity factor calculated as ∆K = ∆σ
√
πa/Q,
where a penny-shaped crack (Q=2.26) was assumed. An exponent value of m = 2
was found to provide adequate correlation with experiments. In this equation, as the
crack length distance from the grain boundary decreases to zero, the crack reaches
the grain boundary and the effect of the grain boundary on crack propagation is
maximized. Additionally, the authors do not place a restriction on the ratio of τB/τA.
If τB/τA > 1, the resolved shear stress is larger in grain B (neighboring grain) than
in grain A (containing crack) so crack growth rate increases as the crack approaches
the grain boundary. Alternatively, if τB/τA < 1 the lower resolved shear stress in the
neighboring grain causes the growth rate to decrease as the crack approaches the grain
boundary. While it is noted that LEFM is not applicable in the small crack growth
regime due to absence of similitude conditions [2], the means by which the authors
used the crack tip distance to the grain boundary and the resolved shear stresses
among neighboring grains to modify the LEFM driving force is intriguing. A similar,
but different, formulation will be used in the current work to model the effect that
the grain boundary has on the fatigue crack growth rate of MSCs.
Another method in which small crack growth can be characterized is based on the
crack tip opening or sliding displacement. For example, for Stage I crack propagation
a power law relationship between the range of crack tip sliding displacement and the
fatigue crack growth rate can be assumed by
da
dN
= C · (∆CTSD)m (3.7)
where the constant C is an irreversibility factor that indicates the fraction of the
∆CTSD (range of crack tip sliding displacement) that contributes to crack growth.
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Tanaka and coworkers [66] and Navarro and de los Rios [67] inferred this ∆CTSD
value by imposing the theory of continuously distributed dislocations and the BCS
solution [68] to model the interaction between growing cracks and grain boundaries.
Kunkler, Christ and coworkers [56, 69] and Marx et al. [70, 71] have used Equation
3.7 in recent work to describe the transition from Stage I (single slip) to Stage II
(double slip) dominated fatigue crack growth. Both groups were able to reproduce the
transition from oscillatory MSC growth to that more closely related to LEFM.
MSC growth laws can be further enhanced with the crystal plasticity finite ele-
ment method (CPFEM). Simonovski et al. [72–74] used 2D CPFEM simulations to
determine the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) ahead of the crack tip and
found that crystallographic orientation has a significant effect on CTOD. Castelluccio
and McDowell [53, 75] used CPFEM to simulate a crack within a single crystal Cu
subjected to mixed loading. They found that computed multiaxial fatigue indicator
parameters [55] (FIPs) were directly proportional to the crack tip displacement, and,
hence, can be used as a local driving force for fatigue crack propagation. These
nonlocal FIPs are preferred since they are easily computable within a CPFEM scheme.
Musinski and McDowell [76] used CPFEM to estimate fatigue crack initiation and
early propagation within smooth and notched IN100 specimens. The total fatigue life
was estimated as the summation of crack incubation life (Ninc), MSC propagation
life (Nprop,MSC) and LEFM propagation life (NLEFM). This hierarchical model [76] is
modified here to include grain boundary effects on MSC growth.
Prior to presenting the overall hierarchical method in which fatigue life is estimated,
a brief review of fatigue crack growth mechanisms in Ni-base superalloys is warranted.
Therefore, the next section covers background information regarding failure mecha-
nisms for Ni-base superalloys. This background information forms the basis for the
way in which fatigue crack formation and early growth is modeled in this work.
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3.4 Fatigue Crack Growth Mechanisms in Ni-base Superal-
loys
The mode in which Ni-base superalloys fail in fatigue is mainly determined by five key
factors including the loading temperature, the grain size, the plastic zone size ahead of
the crack tip, the environment, and the loading frequency at which tests are conducted.
In general, the fracture surface will be more transgranular versus intergranular for
lower temperatures, larger grain sizes, smaller plastic zone (or crack length) sizes, an
environment that is more evacuated (lower oxygen partial pressure), and faster (or no
hold time) testing frequencies. The reasons for these trends are further exemplified
below.
3.4.1 Temperature effect
Failure in Ni-base superalloys tends to be transgranular from room temperature up
to a temperature of about 700◦C. At the lower end of this spectrum at temperatures
below ∼ 450◦C, plastic deformation mainly occurs by planar slip along octahedral slip
planes. As a result, small crack growth is dominated by faceted {111} crystallographic
crack growth. As temperature increases to ∼ 450− 700◦C, due to the potential for
cross-slip, many superalloys can also deform macroscopically along cube slip planes.
This mechanism is often attributed to zig-zag cross-slip through γ matrix channels [34].
For example, Phillips et al. [77] showed that in a supersolvus polycrystalline R104 Ni-
base superalloy at both 427◦C and 704◦C deformation was due to wavy slip along two
conjugate {111} planes. Experiments performed by Li et al. [78] on a coarse-grained
IN100 showed that the IN100 Ni-base superalloy they tested failed crystallographically
at room temperature and contained smoother transgranular fracture surfaces normal
to the loading axis at 538◦C. Ma and Shi [79] tested DS superalloy DZ4 and observed
that the crack path was crystallographic at 25◦C and 350◦C whereas at 700◦C the crack
propagated by Mode-I propagation. Maier, Christ and coworkers [80,81] reported a
similar transformation from planar to a more wavy slip mechanism at test temperatures
above 600◦C for a high-temperature Ti alloy IMI 834. This was attributed to the CRSS
for each slip system in their particular Ti alloy becoming more similar as temperature
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was increased [80]. Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that at intermediate
temperatures (∼ 450◦C to ∼ 700◦C) multiple slip systems can be activated in Ni-base
superalloys and MSC cracks tend to be oriented normal to the loading axis.
For temperatures above ∼ 700◦C, crack growth behavior can be influenced by
creep deformation, fatigue, and oxidation simultaneously. Creep fracture involves
void growth and coalescence at grain boundaries due to grain boundary sliding and
vacancy diffusion towards the grain boundary during load application [82]. Oxidation
also has a significant effect on crack growth at elevated temperatures. As Andrieu
et al. [83] pointed out, oxidation can be characterized by short-range and long-range
diffusion processes. The short-range diffussion comprises formation of an oxide layer
at the crack tip, whereas long-range diffussion encompasses oxygen penetration deeper
into the material through rapid diffusion paths, including slip planes and grain
boundaries [83]. The oxidation of the crack tip may induce crack-tip shielding or
oxidation-assisted enhancement of the crack growth rate depending on the applied
stress. As such, oxidation-induced crack closure becomes influential at near-threshold
loading [82,84]. The formation of internal oxidation sites at grain boundaries hinders
grain boundary sliding and migration which could result in buildup of internal stresses
at the grain boundaries so that it makes crack propagation more preferable along
the embrittled grain boundaries as opposed to transgranularly through the grains
[82, 83]. Consequently, at elevated temperatures above ∼ 700◦C, intergranular fatigue
crack growth can be activated in Ni-base superalloys due to the potential for the
aforementioned void growth/coalescence and oxidation mechanisms at the grain
boundaries. However, as discussed later, these high temperature fatigue cracking
phenomena depend on load cycle type (with or without dwell) and testing frequency.
3.4.2 Grain size effect
Grain size also has an effect on the fatigue failure mechanism for Ni-base superalloys.
Typically, at lower temperatures smaller grain sizes lead to higher strength and more
fatigue-resistant microstructures. However, the higher fatigue resistance of these
finer microstructures breaks down if they are exposed to higher temperatures; grain
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boundary diffusional creep and intergranular oxidation can decrease the fatigue life of
fine-grained Ni-base superalloys significantly at higher temperatures. As discussed
in the previous section, oxygen and vacancies preferentially diffuse along/toward
grain boundaries at these higher termperatures. Consequently, larger grain sizes tend
to perform better at elevated-temperature and time-dependent fatigue conditions.
This is due to there being less grain boundary area to oxidize and a larger mean
distance for the vacancies to travel to reach the grain boundaries. Subsequently,
engineers and designers have achieved major advancements in microstructure design
through the advent of directionally solidified and single-crystal superalloys that greatly
suppress or eliminate this grain boundary diffusional creep and intergranular oxidation
mechanisms at higher temperatures. These types of casting processes also allow
for preferential orientation of the crystals to maximize fatigue resistance in that
orientation. Additionally, location specific design of components (e.g. dual or hybrid
microstructures) can be used to produce an optimized microstructure based on the
operational requirements (stress state, temperature, environment, etc.) at different
locations of the component. An understanding of the dependence of grain size on
fatigue failure mechanisms is crucial for the design and accurate modeling of these
location specific microstructures. Here, we limit our brief discussion to the difference
in fatigue behavior between fine-grained subsolvus and coarse-grained supersolvus
Ni-base superalloys.
The mode of fatigue crack formation and growth in Ni-base superalloys at elevated
temperatures (∼ 600−700◦C) strongly depends on the grain size of the microstructure.
For subsolvus, fine grain (average grain sizes ∼ 3− 15 µm) Ni-base superalloys, optical
observation over somewhat coarser scales reveal a fracture surface that is relatively
flat and featureless near the initiation feature [85]. This suggests a crack formation
via a Stage II, non-crystallographic, transgranular quasi-cleavage mechanism near
non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) or pores [12,85,86]. These fracture surfaces have not
been investigated at a fine enough scale (e.g. using TEM) to determine whether this
flat transgranular crack formation mechanism is due to cross slip on multiple slip
planes. This transgranular fatigue crack growth mechanism transforms to intergranular
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growth for surface cracks when the crack reaches a characteristic length (∼ 50− 100
µm) [12,85,86] or when dwell periods occur [12]; for sub-surface cracks, intergranular
cracking requires crack lengths greater than the characteristic length and exposure
of the crack to the surface [12]. Alternatively, due to the planar slip mechanism in
Ni-base superalloys [87,88], supersolvus, coarse grain (average grain sizes ≥ 15 µm) Ni-
base superalloys favor Stage I crystallographic crack formation from inclusions, pores
or large grains. This fatigue mechanism has been observed in Rene 88DT [89–91],
IN100 [78], Waspoloy [85], N18 [92], and HIP Astroloy [85]. However, the early
propagation of MSCs in coarse-grained Ni-base superalloys tends to be transgranular
and normal to the loading axis [78,79]. For example, Li et al. [78] conducted fatigue
tests on a coarse grain IN100 microstructure (average grain size = 30 µm) at 538◦C
and reported that the early faceted MSC growth area extended to crack lengths on
the order of ∼100-150 µm and was macroscopically normal to the loading axis (ref.
Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Fracture surface for two different specimens of coarse grain IN100 [78].
T = 538◦C, f = 0.5 Hz, Rσ = 0.05, σmax = 1000 - 1140 MPa. Faceted MSC growth
region around crack formation is denoted by the white dotted lines in each SEM image.
Faceted MSC growth extends to a crack lengths on the order of ∼100-150 µm.
Recent work by Sinha and coworkers [93] has characterized failure facets in a coarse
grain IN100 fatigued at 650◦C, σmax = 1100 MPa, and Rσ = 0.05. The tilt fractography
technique as outlined by Sinha et al. [94] was used to determine facet vector normals of
the failure facets near fatigue crack formation. Sinha et al. [93] presented preliminary
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results deduced from using OIM and SEM images at two different tilt angles for one
facet feature near crack formation. For the case of the failed specimen presented, the
orientation of the loading axis was given in Cartesian coordinate space by L = [001]
and the crack facet normal near crack formation was F = i − 0.14j − 20.49k [93].
This facet feature near crack formation had an orientation almost halfway between
the [001] and [101] orientations (on an inverse pole figure plot). These results indicate
that the transgranular facet near fatigue crack formation was not due to single slip
along crystallographic planes; rather, it suggests that more than one slip system (i.e.
zig-zag cross slip on multiple slip systems) could have contributed to the formation
of the failure facet. Therefore, the driving force on multiple slip systems should be
considered in MSC growth modeling and prediction.
3.4.3 Cyclic plastic zone size ahead of the crack tip
The cyclic plastic zone size ahead of a crack tip depends on both the crack length
and the applied stress/strain range. At constant elevated temperature (∼ 650◦C
for Ni-base superalloys), a higher plastic strain range or plastic zone size promotes
intergranular over transgranular failure. This effect has been frequently observed
for constant stress/strain fatigue loading of Ni-base superalloys with the transition
from transgranular to intergranular failure mode with increasing crack length [12,86].
For example, Caton and Jha [12] investigated the transition from transgranular to
intergranular in a fine-grained IN100 cyclically loaded at a frequency of 0.33 Hz at
650◦C and found that the transition to intergranular fatigue crack growth (and LEFM
applicability) occurred for cracks on the order of ∼100µm. Pang and Reed [86] studied
a few microstructural variants of Udiment 720Li at 650◦C in lab air. They noted that
the crack growth changed from transgranular to intergranular when the length of the
crack was four to six grains long.
3.4.4 Lab air versus vacuum effect
At higher temperatures, the existence of oxygen in lab air can promote oxidation
within Ni-base superalloys at elevated temperatures. There have been many studies
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showing that fatigue crack growth is much faster in lab air versus vacuum at elevated
temperatures [95–97]. Dahal et al. [95] demonstrated this effect in the ranges of
650◦C to 760◦C for a ME3 superalloy with an average grain size of 44µm. Pedron
and Pineau [96] studied crack growth behavior in IN718 at 650◦C in both lab air and
vacuum environments. They found that at higher frequencies, there is not a significant
difference in fatigue life between the lab air and vacuum experiments. On the other
hand, lower frequencies significantly increased the fatigue crack growth rate in lab air
relative to the vacuum experiments. A similar coupling effect between the frequency
and environment was seen by Reger and Remy [97] in IN100 fatigued at 1000◦C. This
suggests that there is a significant coupling behavior between environment and testing
frequency.
Although vacuum environments tend to prevent oxidation and intergranular failure,
there are some cases in which intergranular failure can be seen in vacuum. For example,
Everitt et al. [98] saw some cases at higher ∆K levels, high temperatures (725◦), and
under vacuum where intergranular failure occurred. This shows that there are multiple
factors that can influence the mode in which fatigue cracks propagate at elevated
temperatures.
3.4.5 Testing frequency and hold time effects
Testing frequency can have a significant effect on the failure mode of Ni-base superalloys.
At elevated temperatures, lower testing frequency tends to promote intergranular
failure. For example, Dahal et al. [95] studied the effect of loading frequency on the
Ni-base superalloy, ME3, at temperatures of 650◦C, 704◦C, 760◦C and found that there
was a transition from transgranular-dominated to intergranular-dominated fatigue
mode at a loading frequency of 0.1Hz. They attributed the intergranular cracking
mechanism to grain boundary sliding.
For hold period testing, the overall fatigue cracking mode tends to be transgranular
in fatigue (no-dwell) loading and intergranular in creep-fatigue (dwell) loading. This
transition from transgranular to intergranular fatigue crack growth mechanism under
tensile dwell periods has been seen in several Ni-base superalloys (cf. [12, 99–103]).
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The transition from transgranular to intergranular is due to the formation of a brittle
oxidation layer at the surface and the enhancement of oxygen diffusion along the
grain boundaries near the surface at elevated temperatures. In addition to crack
initiation from surface-connected embrittled grain boundaries, under tensile dwell
creep-fatigue loading at elevated temperatures cavities/cracks can form along interior
grain boundaries enhancing intergranular crack coalescence and reducing overall fatigue
life (as exemplified for a Ni Alloy 617 subjected to 1.0% hold strain for 9000 seconds at
950◦C in Carroll et al. [99]). This reduction in fatigue life due to enhanced intergranular
fatigue crack growth can be significant, even by orders of magnitude [104,105].
3.4.6 Assumed Failure Mechanism(s) for Current Work
As discussed in the sections above, there is a significant coupling effect of temperature,
grain size, plastic zone size, environment, and testing frequency on the failure mecha-
nisms in Ni-base superalloys. A good rule of thumb is that the fracture surface tends
to be more transgranular over intergranular for lower (below ∼ 450◦C) temperatures,
larger grain sizes, smaller plastic zone (or crack length) sizes, an environment that is
more evacuated (lower oxygen partial pressure), and faster (or no hold time) testing
frequencies. The computational studies performed here are mainly focused on fatigue
loading of a supersolvus coarse-grained IN100 with average grain size of 34µm at an
elevated temperature of 650◦C subjected to quasi-static loading in an assumed lab air
environment at a strain rate of ε̇ = 1 × 10−3s−1 with no hold times. Based on these
loading conditions and the discussion above, the failure mechanisms assumed for crack
initiation, MSC growth, and LEFM propagation to final failure are as follows:
• Crack Incubation: For naturally-initiated cracks (i.e., no focused ion beam
(FIB) notch), crack nucleation is assumed to be crystallographic. The incubated
crack, ainc, is assumed to be on the order of grain size.
• MSC propagation: Once a crack is formed on the order of grain size, MSC
propagation is assumed to be planar and transgranular. The resultant contribu-
tions from multiple slip systems are assumed to make the MSC growth planes
non-crystallographic.
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• LEFM propagation: Once the crack is of sufficient length (3-10 grain diameters
[4, 29]), LEFM propagation is assumed to be active and is applied via a typical
Paris law equation.
3.5 Methodology
In this section a methodology is presented for a generalized, physically-based MSC
growth law that accounts for grain boundary character, specifically tilt and twist
angles. Before the MSC growth law is presented, definitions of tilt and twist angle and
how they are calculated are discussed. Following this discussion, some background
information is presented regarding fatigue indicator parameters (FIPs) and previous
FIP-based MSC growth laws. Next, the MSC growth law incorporating crack distance
from the grain boundary and tilt and twist angles is proposed. The FIP distribution
as a function of crack length and microstructure is formulated using crystal plasticity
finite element simulations of stationary cracks propagating through an ordered grain
structure. Lastly, this framework is fitted to experimental MSC growth data and
results are presented for an MSC growing from a FIB notch through a network of
three-dimensional grains.
3.5.1 Definition of Grain Boundary Character
The grain boundary (GB) character has a significant effect on MSC growth behavior.
Five macroscopic independent parameters or degrees of freedom are required to define
a grain boundary, including three rotation angles that bring two misoriented crystals
into coincidence, and two spherical angles that orient the boundary plane [106]. One
way to describe the misorientation between two slip/crack planes of adjoining grains
can be described by tilt and twist angles. Figure 3.2 shows what is meant by the tilt
and twist angles between two crack planes at a grain boundary. A significant number
of authors [49–51] point to the fact that the main parameters that control or inhibit
MSC growth past a grain boundary is the magnitude of the twist and tilt angles
between two slip/crack planes of adjoining grains. There is a general consensus that
larger values of twist angle (α in Figure 3.2) prevent or slow down crack propagation.
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However, it seems that these conclusions are generally qualitative, i.e., larger GB twist
values inhibit MSC propagation to a greater degree than smaller GB twist values.
The purpose of the work in this section is to quantitatively simulate the effect of GB
character on the driving force for propagation past the grain boundary to develop a









Figure 3.2: Definitions of tilt and twist angles between two crack planes at a grain
boundary.
Another method in which researchers define the misorientation subset of the grain
boundary character is to use the minimum misorientation (or disorientation) [107]
between neighboring grains. Misorientation is the relative change in lattice orientation
between neighboring grains and can be denoted by a rotation angle/axis pair; the
minimum rotation angle among the set of all possible rotation angles that can be
used to define the misorientation between to neighboring crystal lattices when crystal
symmetry is considered is termed the disorientation [107, 108]. Grain boundaries
with a high disorientation angle, often referred to as high angle grain boundaries
(HAGBs), are typically more favorable locations for fatigue crack formation, whereas
HAGBs tend to hinder or arrest MSC propagation [109]. Therefore, for purposes of
modeling, researchers often use a threshold misorientation below which transmission
of slip past the grain boundary is more favorable. These low angle grain boundaries
(LAGBs) are often limited to grain boundaries with disorientation less than 15-30
degrees (cf. [53,110–112]). However, the use of misorientation angle may not be the
best measurement of grain boundary influence because twin boundaries that have
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small twist angles but larger tilt angles (and therefore larger misorientation) have been
shown to be able to allow slip transmission through the grain boundary (ref. [113,114]).
Others researchers have indicated that the magnitude of the residual Burgers vector
can be used as an indicator for slip transfer through grain boundaries, where higher
residual Burgers vectors provide higher energy barriers for slip transmission [115, 116].
In the following, we proceed with using twist and tilt angles as key features of the
grain boundary character.
Figure 3.3 establishes the coordinate system orientation, key feature orientation,
and grain boundary orientation used for analysis of faceted MSC growth through grain
boundaries. For the non-FIB studies covered in this Chapter, MSCs are assumed to
grow into the depth (x-direction) of the material starting from the surface at x = 0.
Each grain boundary normal vector, nGB, is oriented in the x-direction and the loading
axis is in the y-direction. A schematic of MSC growth from the slip/crack plane in
grain 1 to the slip/crack plane in grain 2 is shown in Figure 3.3. The faceted slip/crack
planes can be assumed to be either crystallographic or non-crystallographic, without
loss of generality, depending on the slip/failure mechanism assumed. For application
to Ni-base superalloys, the slip/crack planes are assumed to be crystallographic for
temperatures below ∼ 450◦C and non-crystallographic in the range of ∼ 450− 700◦C,
as per the previous discussion regarding temperature effect on failure mechanisms
in Ni-base superalloys. The orientation of the slip/crack planes are chosen based on
the plane that maximizes slip system driving force as informed by computed fatigue
indicator parameters (FIPs).
Given two crack fracture surface planes with unit normal vectors defined by n1 and
n2 that are separated by a grain boundary with unit normal vector nGB, as shown in
Figure 3.3, the twist (α) and tilt (β) angles are found following the procedure outlined
by Zhai et al. [49]. For the coordinate system displayed in Figure 3.3, the twist angle
(α) is defined by the x-axis (nGB) rotation mifit of the two slip/crack planes and is
given by [49]
α = cos−1 [(nGB × n1) · (nGB × n2)] (3.8)
Likewise, the tilt angle (β) is defined by the z-axis (nZ) rotation misfit of the two
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Figure 3.3: Schematic showing MSC growth along slip/crack plane in grain 1 to
slip/crack plane in grain 2. After refs. [49, 52].
slip/crack planes as
β = cos−1 [(nZ × n1) · (nZ × n2)] (3.9)
3.5.2 Fatigue Indicator Parameters (FIPs)
Multiaxial parameters have long been used to correlate fatigue damage to the cyclic
stress-strain state [117–119]. Some of the earliest methods to correlate cyclic plastic
strains to cycles to failure are from the works of Coffin [120] and Manson [121].
The multiaxial FIPs that are relevant to fatigue crack formation and small crack
growth consider the combined effects of resolved shear stresses/strains and normal
stresses/strains on a given plane. Theoretically, the normal stresses provide crack
opening, reducing friction between crack surfaces, and resolved shear stresses support
dislocation motion on the slip plane. The use of these multiaxial FIPs to correlate
fatigue life with a given multiaxial stress/state can be summarized by
FIP (σ(t), ε(t),ki) = f(Nf ) (3.10)
where ki are a set of material specific constants and σ(t), ε(t) indicate stress and strain
history dependence, respectively. What remains is the definition of the functional
form of the left and right hand side of Eq. 3.10. In Kallmeyer et al. [119], they provide
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a significant list of multiaxial parameter forms (cf. Table 4 in [119]) and investigated
the ability of these multiaxial parameters to correlate well with experimental uniaxial
and biaxial fatigue data for a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Also, they defined the right hand
side of Eq. 3.10 with a two term power law expression, f(Nf) = A(Nf)
b + C(Nf)
d
where A, b, C, and d are constants. They found that the Findley parameter [122] and
the Fatemi-Socie parameter [117] provided the best correlation for both sets of data.
These two parameters both take into account a combination of shear stresses/strains
and normal stresses/strains, which supports the use of multiaxial FIPs for fatigue life
estimation.
Regardless of method used, the driving force parameter used for estimation of
fatigue failure should account for the means in which failure is produced. Since it
is assumed that early growth of MSCs in Ni-base superalloys is along transgranular
facets up to a given operating temperature, we characterize the driving force FIP
for early MSC growth along a given transgranular facet via the Fatemi-Socie (FS)
parameter [117,123]. This FIP considers the combined effects of resolved plastic shear














where ∆γp∗max,() is the range of plastic shear strain on the facet plane and K
′ = 1 [123]
accounts for the effect of stress σmax∗n,() normal to the facet plane divided by the cyclic
yield stress σy. The (*) symbol in Equation 3.11 indicates averaging over a nonlocal
domain, and will be discussed further in Section 3.5.2.2.
3.5.2.1 Procedure for calculating crystallographic and maximum non-
crystallographic FIP
In the following, we consider the calculation of FIP for proportional loading only.
Two categories of facet planes are considered for the calculation of FIPs, namely,
crystallographic and maximum non-crystallographic. Crystallographic FIPs correspond
to FIPs calculated on each slip plane and non-crystallographic FIPs consider the
maximum FIP on any given plane in 3D space. For both types, the calculation of
FIPFS for proportional loading follows previous techniques described in [46,124,125]
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and begins with the calculation of the range of plastic strain tensor, ∆εp∗ij , over a









The plastic strain tensors at points A and B for Rε = -1 and Rε = 0.05 loading are
calculated at points A and B in the third fatigue cycle as schematically shown in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of Rε = -1 and Rε = 0.05 displaying loading points A and B
used for FIP calculations. After ref [124].
For the crystallographic FIPFS, the nonlocal range of plastic shear strain ∆γ
p
(α)
for each slip system (α) is calculated from the range of plastic strain tensor ∆εp∗ by
∆γp∗(α) = 2n ·∆ε
p∗ · s (3.12)
where n and s correspond to unit vectors for each slip system normal and direction,
respectively. The maximum stress normal to each slip system plane is then calculated
via
σmax∗n,(α) = n ·σ ·n (3.13)
These values of ∆γp∗(α) (Eqn. 3.12) and σ
max∗
n,(α) (Eqn. 3.13) are then substituted into
Equation 3.11 to find the crystallographic FIP.
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For the maximum non-crystallographic FIPFS, the maximum non-crystallographic
range of plastic shear strain, ∆γp∗(non−xtal), is calculated by finding the eigenvalues of
the range of plastic strain tensor and is given by
∆γp∗(non−xtal) = 2(∆εp,1 −∆εp,3) (3.14)
with the eigenvalues of the plastic strain tensor ranked in order of ∆εp,1 > ∆εp,2 > ∆εp,1.
The value of ∆γp∗(non−xtal) in Eqn. 3.14 and the maximum stress normal to this plane
(calculated in same manner as Eqn. 3.13) are then substituted into Equation 3.11 to
find the maximum non-crystallographic FIP.
3.5.2.2 Averaging domain for FIPs
The length scale at which FIPs are averaged should be chosen based on the physical
fatigue/failure process of interest. Since we are interested in the driving force for
fatigue crack formation and propagation at the scale of grains and the sub-grain
evolution of FIP with MSC growth, we select the averaging volume to be sub-grain.
This averaging domain of the FIP is chosen for two main purposes: (1) To regularize
mesh size sensitivity and (2) to model the sub-grain crack extension (i.e., damage
process zone) with the intent to develop a relationship between the nonlocally-averaged
FIPs of uncracked and cracked simulations. Essentially, the goal is to use the FIPs
from uncracked simulations to infer those from cracked simulations at the level of
individual grains (grain-by-grain basis).
In recent work by Castelluccio and McDowell [126], they simulated multiple
digitally-created polycrystalline microstructures to investigate the effect of FIP averag-
ing volume selection on FIP variability. They considered the averaging of FIPs over (1)
individual elements, (2) bands parallel to slip planes, and (3) the entire grain volume.
They found that the FIP values were larger for slip band averaging regions that were
located away from the center of the grains. However, when the distribution of FIPs
in slip band averaging regions and whole grain averaging regions were regularized by
grain size effects (band size and grain size, respectively), the distribution of regularized
FIPs for slip band and grain averaging regions were very similar. There was only
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a slight difference in the FIP extreme values. This analysis showed the importance
of regularizing FIP driving force over the size of the slip band size or grain size for
consideration of crack nucleation driving forces.
3.5.3 MSC Growth Law Formulation
In the prediction of fatigue life, the total fatigue life (NT ) is assumed to be de-
composed into stages of fatigue crack incubation (Ninc) on the order of the size
of microns, MSC/PSC propagation (NMSC/PSC) through the microstructure, and
LEFM propagation (NLEFM), i.e., NT = Ninc + NMSC/PSC + NLEFM [29, 55]. The
process of progressive cyclic damage until fatigue crack nucleation typically involves
the localization of irreversible slip within persistent slip bands that either (1) form
intrusions/extrusions at surface grains [127,128] or (2) impinge on grain boundaries for
non-surface grains [129, 130]. To model this dislocation-based fatigue crack nucleation
process, many researchers have used various derivatives of the Tanaka and Mura [131]
model which assumes an energy balance between cyclically formed dislocation dipoles
(slip bands) and the required energy to form a crack. Once a crack has formed, an
MSC/PSC propagation law is often assumed via a semi-empirical growth model (for
example, Mikkola et al. [132] or Alexandre et al. [133]) or based on an average FIP at
the grain scale (for example, Musinski and McDowell [76] or Castelluccio [53]).
Previous work on FIP-based MSC propagation laws used by McDowell and col-
leagues [53, 76, 134] can be generalized into two different methods: (1) A method
in which the estimation of MSC growth is based on FIPs obtained from uncracked
simulations, and (2) a method in which the estimation of MSC growth is based on
FIPs computed from successive simulations of stationary cracks of progressively longer
lengths, including effects of cyclic stress and plastic strain redistribution. The idea
behind these models is that since the FIP
(α)
FS is directly related to the cyclic crack tip
displacement (∆CTD) for a crack growing within a single crystal [75], the local driving
force for MSC propagation within a polycrystalline microstructure can be estimated
from these computed FIPs. The two aforementioned MSC growth methods employed












= AFS,cracked FIPFS,cracked d− ηb (3.16)
where the AFS constants are fit to experimental data, τy is the critical resolved
shear stress on the slip plane, a is the current crack length, and d is a characteristic
crack length on the order of the grain size. The second term of both equations,
ηb ≈ ∆CTDth, designates the threshold range of crack tip displacement below which
irreversible crack tip extension does not occur, with η on the order of unity and b
equal to the magnitude of the Burgers vector. In the case of the uncracked simulations
(Eq. 3.15), the crack length, a, is multiplied by the FIP obtained from uncracked
simulations to estimate the increase in FIP with crack propagation.
The approach in Eq. 3.16 is more accurate, but it requires many successive sta-
tionary crack simulations or the use of a proper damage evolution/scaling relationship,
which causes this model to be computationally prohibitive for large-scale finite element
models and/or large-scale parametric studies. On the other hand, the approach in Eq.
3.15 is computationally faster and is better suited for larger-scale FEM simulations
and parametric studies. However, the latter approach, in its current form, does not
account for the intensification of cyclic stress and plastic strain ahead of the crack tip
with crack advance.
This work seeks to enhance the approach in Eq. 3.15 and relate this growth law to






nenv − ηb (3.17)
where the parameters AenvFS and nenv are meant to account for environmentally-assisted
MSC growth of laboratory air versus vacuum experimental environments. An increase
in the AenvFS and nenv parameters in Eqn. 3.17 respectively increase the nominal “y-
intercept” and “slope” of the power law expression (Eqn. 3.17) when plotted on log-log
plot of da/dN versus computed ∆K. It is well known from post-test fractography
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analyses of elevated temperature Ni-base superalloy tests (cf. [12, 85]) that cracks
emanating from the interior or bulk of a specimen behave differently and grow at a
different rate than cracks emanating from the surface due to two factors: (1) Interior
MSCs are subject to more constraint from the surrounding material than cracks
emanating from the surface [135] and (2) internal MSCs are more shielded from
environmentally-assisted cracking. It should be noted that environmentally-assisted
cracking within the bulk of the material can occur due to long-range oxygen diffusion
along slip planes or grain boundaries [83]. However, the cyclic loading frequency
considered for the current study (f = 0.33 Hz) is above the 0.1 Hz transition frequency
below which there is a transition from transgranular-dominated to intergranular-
dominated fatigue mode [95]. In fact, internal MSC growth in fine-grained Ni-base
superalloys at 650◦C and f = 0.33 Hz remains transgranular until the crack reaches the
surface; once the crack is exposed to lab air there is a sharp transition to intergranular
failure mode around the periphery of the crack when the crack length is above a
transition crack length of ∼ 100 µm [12,85]. Hence, prior to breaking the surface of
a specimen, internal MSCs grow under a pseudo-vacuum whereas cracks emanating
from the surface are exposed to the external (air) environment. Therefore, we propose
that the AenvFS and nenv, where the env can be either lab air (air) or the vacuum (vac),
are used to account for the difference in MSC growth rates for cracks emanating from
the surface (lab air) and from the bulk (pseudo-vacuum). These two parameters are
estimated using long crack growth experiments performed in vacuum [136] and small
crack growth experiments performed in lab air [137,138]. More details regarding these
experiments will be covered later.
The purpose of FIP ∗FS(N) in Equation 3.17 is to capture the increase in FIPFS,
cyclic stress, and plastic strain ahead of the crack tip with crack advance as a function
of FIPFS,uncracked. The value of FIP
∗
FS(N) is assumed to depend on many loading
and microstructural parameters, as
FIP ∗(N) = f(FIPFS,uncracked, aN , dGB, α, β) (3.18)
where the variables in the parentheses include the Fatemi-Socie FIP from uncracked
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simulations, the current crack length at a given number of cycles, the distance of the
crack tip from the grain boundary, and the twist and tilt angles of adjacent slip/crack
planes. Implementation of such a model requires knowledge of how the FIP evolves
with all these listed parameters. This is no small task to pursue. Determining the
effect of every single combination of tilt and twist angles on the evolution of FIP ∗FS(N)
is impossible. As an example, Saylor et al. [106] state that between two cubic crystals
there are 105 different GB character combinations, assuming 5◦ resolution for all 5 GB
degrees of freedom. Therefore, in this work, a number of random grain orientation
instantiations are simulated for a simple FEM model geometry. The assumption here is
that fitting a functional form to these parameters for a number of FEM instantiations
should suffice in the current framework and should be able to describe the evolution
of FIP for the whole cornucopia of potential grain boundary character.
An extensive amount of analysis regarding the fatigue crack growth behavior
as a function of grain boundary character has been done by Zhai and coworkers
[49,52,139,140] to characterize the effect of twist angle on crack growth past the grain
boundary. In the Ph.D. work of Wen [141], a Paris-law-type crack growth rate was
assumed to apply for small crystallographic cracks growing in a high-strength Al-Cu





= C (∆Keff −R(α))m (3.19)
where the range of effective stress intensity factor was calculated as ∆K = 2∆σ
√
a/π
for the assumption of a semi-circular shaped crack, ∆σ was the far-field stress ampli-
tude, and a was the crack half-length. The resistance of the grain groundary to crack
propagation, (R(α)), was assumed to be a function of the twist angle (α) of the grain
boundary and was assumed to follow the form of a two-parameter Weibull cumulative
distribution function, i.e.,
R(α) = Rf [1− exp {−(α/αo)n}] (3.20)
where values of Rf=0.9MPa
√
m, the Weibull scale αo=20.1
◦, and Weibull shape
n = 4.2 were found to fit the crack growth resistances measured from aluminum alloy
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crack growth experiments, as shown in Figure 3.5. As can be seen from this Figure,
the crack growth resistance is an “S-curve” shape that is minimal for smaller twist
angles, reaches an intermediate inflection point at twist angle of approximately 20◦
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Figure 3.5: Experimental crack growth resistance versus grain boundary twist angle
data for a single crack growth through 14 grain boundaries in a high-strength Al-Cu
aluminum alloy AA2024-T351 [141].
One thing that should be noted about the previous work of Wen [141] and Wen
and Zhai [52] is that they used the remote stress intensity factor, ∆K, as the driving
force for microstructurally-small crack growth. It is well known that the applicability
of ∆K as a unique identifier of crack growth da/dN breaks down for MSCs due to
their lack of similitude [2] and the significant effect of microstructure heterogeneity in
the MSC growth regime. Therefore, the application of the grain boundary resistance
factor R(α) in Equation 3.20 to MSCs should be modified accordingly. In the current
work, we adopt the essence of this Equation for estimating MSC growth resistance
as the MSC approaches the grain boundary; the Weibull-distributed resistance to
MSC growth will be used to modify the driving force (FIP) computed from CPFEM
simulations.
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To incorporate the effect of tilt angle on the resistance of the grain boundary to
MSC propagation, a modification of Equation 3.20 is proposed. Some observations
and assumptions must be stated. First, based on the limited number of data points in
Figure 3.5, there seems to be a steady increase in the spread between the minimum
and maximum grain boundary resistance values for a given twist angle with an increase
in the twist angle. This increase in grain boundary resistance spread can be estimated
to first order via
Rmax(α)−Rmin(α) = C1 + C2α (3.21)
where C1 and C2 are constants. Second, since there is no information about the
experiments regarding the tilt angles of each data point in Fig 3.5, it is assumed
that the spread in grain boundary resistance (Eq. 3.21) is due to differences in grain
boundary tilt angle. It is assumed that smaller tilt angles will provide less crack
growth resistance than larger tilt angles for the same twist angle. Combining these
two observations/assumptions, a modified Weibull distribution equation is assumed
for the contribution of tilt angle to grain boundary resistance via
R(β) = [Rmax(α)−Rmin(α)] [1− exp {−(β/βo)m}] (3.22)
= (C1 + C2α) [1− exp {−(β/βo)m}] (3.23)
The first part of this Equation accounts for the increase in the spread of GB resistance
values with increasing twist angles as observed in the experimental data in Figure
3.5; the second part of Equation 3.23 accounts for the increase in grain boundary
resistance with increase in tilt angle, β. Combining Equations 3.20 and 3.23, the total
grain boundary resistance factor, RGB(α, β), is assumed to follow the form:
RGB(α, β) = Rf · [1− exp {−(α/αo)n}] + (C1 + C2 ·α) · [1− exp {−(β/βo)m}]
(3.24)
An example of comparing the grain boundary resistance factor for different values of
twist and tilt angles is shown in Figure 3.6. In this Figure, Rf=0.65, αo=20
◦, n = 8,
C1 = 0.25, C2 = 0.0075, m = 2, and βo=15.0
◦. Also, note that the experimental data
from Figure 3.5 are also re-plotted on Figure 3.6 solely for the purpose of a pseudo-
comparison of the amount of scatter in the grain boundary resistance as a function
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of tilt and twist angles. It must be emphasized that the experimental and proposed
computational grain boundary resistances plotted on Figure 3.6 are in different units
([MPa
√
m] versus [non-dimensional], respectively) and that these two data sets should
only be compared qualitatively because the overriding purpose of the proposed grain
boundary resistance functional form is to capture the essence of the experimental
data. Better predictions of grain boundary resistance values as a function tilt and
twist angle could be obtained via detailed in-situ loading stages (e.g. high-energy
diffraction microscopy [142, 143]) that are able to resolve real-time cyclic crack tip
opening displacement values and growth rates for MSCs growing past grain boundaries
for the Ni-base superalloy IN100 of current interest. However, in the absense of such
detailed experimental data, we make a conjecture that the grain boundary resistance
function in Equation 3.24 which is depicted in Figure 3.6 is applicable for the current
study of MSCs growing in Ni-base superalloy IN100.





































Figure 3.6: Experimental versus computationally-proposed crack growth resistance
versus grain boundary twist and tilt angle. Computational values of resistance factor
are non-dimensional and experimental values are in units of [MPa
√
m].
MSC growth tends to display an oscillatory behavior in the da/dN versus remote
∆K curve with the crack growth rate slowing down as it approaches the grain boundary.
Figure 3.7 shows a schematic of a transgranular MSC growing towards a grain boundary
for uniaxial cyclic loading. The overall crack growth direction in this Figure is in the
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x-direction. For modelling crystallographic/planar MSC growth, the crack is assumed
to propagate along the plane with the highest driving force FIP (covered later). The
MSC is assumed to propagate along this plane with no deflection, until it reaches
the next grain boundary. Once the crack reaches the next grain boundary, the next
MSC propagation plane is chosen, and so on, until the conditions of LEFM are met
(crack length on the order of 3-10 grain sizes) and crack growth is estimated by a
Paris law. The total crack length projected normal to the loading axis is the projected
crack length, ap. The length of the portion of the crack in the current cracked grain
is given by ag and the remaining ligament within the current cracked grain is given
by B (ref. Figure 3.7). Based on these definitions, a normalized distance to the next















(a) Cyclically loaded component. 
Overall crack growth is in x-direction. 
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(b) Zoomed-in view to display crack and grain  boundary distance definitions. 
Figure 3.7: Schematic showing definition of projected crack length (ap) and grain
boundary distance (dGB) for the growth of a transgranular MSC due to cyclic uniaxial
loading.
To account for the influence of the grain boundary on deceleration of the crack
growth rate, a grain boundary distance function, η(dGB), is introduced via
η(dGB) = (1− dGB)2 (3.25)
This grain boundary function, inspired by the work of Chan and Lankford [65]
(ref. Equation 3.6), is shown in Figure 3.8. Note that the grain boundary distance
is normalized so that (1 − dGB) falls between the values of 0 (furthest from next
grain boundary) and 1 (at next grain boundary), corresponding to the next grain
boundary having a minimum and maximum grain boundary effect. The grain boundary
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distance is normalized to account for differences in grain sizes when using a digitally-
reconstructed microstructure that contains a grain size distribution.
1 – dGB 
Figure 3.8: Grain boundary distance function, η(dGB), as a function of the distance
to the next grain boundary, dGB, used to account for grain boundary influence on
deceleration of the MSC growth rate.
Combining the effects of Equations 3.24 and 3.25, the proposed crack growth
resistance as a function of tilt and twist angle and distance of the crack from the grain
boundary is given as
RGB(α, β, dGB) = { Rf · [1− exp {−(α/αo)n}]
+(C1 + C2 ·α) · [1− exp {−(β/βo)m}] } · (1− dGB)2
(3.26)
An example of how the proposed MSC crack growth resistance curve evolves as a
function of twist angles and crack distance from the next grain boundary for a constant
tilt angle (β = 0) is shown in Figure 3.9. This proposed crack growth resistance
curve modifies the MSC crack growth driving force, so that the MSC propagation law











Now, what is left to be defined is how FIP ∗(N) changes with crack growth. This
expression is developed through finite element simulations of stationary cracks of
different lengths in the following section.














Figure 3.9: Proposed crack growth resistance versus grain boundary twist angle and
crack distance from the next grain boundary for a constant tilt angle (β = 0).
3.5.4 FEM Simulation of Growth of a Stationary Crack
A finite element model is used here to model the evolution of fatigue crack driving
force (FIP ∗(N)) with crack growth. For this FEM simulation, a regular array of three
rectangular-prism-shaped grains surrounded by a J2 plasticity matrix is modeled as
shown in Figure 3.10. The dimensions of this model are H = 500 µm, W = 500 µm,
and B = 34 µm. For each instantiation a random set of Euler angles was selected for
each grain (G1-G3) according to the Bunge [107] convention from a uniform crystal
orientation distribution via [32]
φ1 = 2π · ξj, φ2 = cos−1(2 · ξj+1 − 1), and φ3 = π · ξj+2 (3.28)
where ξ is a random number from 0 to 1. To test out the validity of Equation 3.28
for generating random microstructures for cubic materials, a set of 100 random grain
orientations was generated using Equation 3.28. The resulting pole figure and inverse
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pole figure for this set of random grain orientations are shown in Figure 3.28. These
pole figures were generated using the free MATLAB [144] plug-in MTEX [145]. As
shown in Figure 3.11, Equation 3.28 is sufficient for generating random microstructural
textures in cubic symmetry materials.
H 
W 
n1 n2 n3 
εa(t) 



























Figure 3.10: Schematic of FEM model used to model MSC growth through three
grains.
For the finite element arrangement displayed in Figure 3.10, the grain boundary
normals are perfectly aligned along the x-direction and crack growth is assumed
along the x-direction from the surface (x = 0) to the bulk of the material. This
model was subjected to constant amplitude (Rε = 0.05) strain-controlled loading
with εmax = 1.5 ∗ εy, where εy = 0.42% is the yield strain (proportional limit) of the
material, for the number of cycles that provided convergence of the FIP response.
More details on how the FIP response converged with number of cycles will be covered
later. To remove the effect of the top and bottom grain boundaries (in the y-dimension)
on crack propagation and thereby isolate the effect of the grain boundary ahead of
the crack tip on crack propagation along the x-axis, the grains were elongated along
the y-axis so that the overall dimensions of each grain in the x, y, and z directions
were Wgrn = 34 µm, Hgrn = 136 µm, and Bgrn = 34 µm, respectively.
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(a) [001] pole figure. 
001{001} f 001g{001} 
(b) [001] Inverse pole figure. 
Figure 3.11: Example (a) [001] pole figure and (b) [001] inverse pole figure for 100
random grain orientations.
Crack propagation is limited to the crystallographic octahedral and cube slip
planes for the current study. Once the crack plane corresponding to a particular slip
plane is activated, it is “locked in” and assumed that the crack propagates along this
plane throughout this grain. In other words, as shown schematically in Figure 3.10,
the crack can only propagate along planes with normals n1, n2, and n3, for grains
G1, G2, and G3, respectively; selection of these plane normals are described below.
Experimentally, MSCs are observed to sometimes deflect onto other crystallographic
planes within a grain so that multiple slip/crack planes are activated within a single
grain. This phenomenon has been observed in Ni-base superalloys [89] and titanium
alloys [142]; however, crack deflection onto other slip systems within grains is not
accounted for in this work.
Several assumptions for the three-dimensional crack nucleation and MSC growth
location and orientation are prescribed for this particular finite element configuration,
as summarized in the 2D schematic shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.12(a) shows a side
view of the full finite element model used for analysis. Each grain (G1, G2, G3 in
Figure 3.10) is partitioned in the x-direction into 3 zones (z1, z2, and z3) that are used
for tracking sub-grain FIP evolution with extension of the stationary crack front. The
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naming convention used to identify each partition is G#z#, where the # numbers
denote grain and partition zone numbers, respectively. To remove the influence of the
J2 plasticity and CPFEM interface at the top and bottom of the grains on the overall
crack propagation driving force, averaging of fatigue indicator parameters (FIPs) was
done within the interior of the grain (vertically along the y-axis). The y-thickness of
the “FIP non-averaging buffer zone” on the top and bottom of the grains used is 34
µm, as indicated by the cloudier-shaded regions in Figure 3.12 above and below the
“FIP averaging region” in the center (vertically along the y-axis) of the grains.
Figures 3.12(b)-(e) show larger views of the 3 grain structure to display how crack
nucleation and MSC propagation is applied in the finite element model. For crack
nucleation (Figure 3.12(b)), averaging of the “uncracked FIP” is done within the
whole grain, less the top and bottom non-averaging buffer zones. Thus, the averaging
volume for fatigue crack nucleation is equal to 34 µm × 68 µm × 34 µm. The crack
incubation plane, n1, is the crystallographic plane that contains the maximum of all
















where the range of plastic strain ∆εpij is the range over the last cycle of a given finite
element loading block [29,55].
The imposed location for crack nucleation is shown in Figure 3.12(c). For numerical
convenience, the crack incubation plane is centered vertically along the y-direction
about the first grain boundary between grain #1 and #2. This restriction is applied
so that the crack can remain more centered vertically (y-direction) within the model
as it propagates through the second and third grains. For crack nucleation, a crack is
induced where this crack incubation plane intersects the first partition zone in grain
#1 (G1z1). The crack is assumed to go through the entire z-thickness of the grain as
indicated in Figure 3.12(c).
The stationary crack is induced in the FEM simulation by “cutting away” material
from the model where the “cutting blade” is the crystallographic crack plane plus/minus
a small kerf of total thickness, t = 2 µm. This cutaway for subsequent FEM models
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(b) Crack nucleation at surface: 
 Average FIP in shaded region 
 Averaging volume = 34μm x 68μm x 34μm 




FEM Z-thickness = 34μm 
(c) Imposed location of crack nucleation: 
 Crack incubation plane is centered  
(y-direction) about 1st GB 
 1st partition zone in grain #1 (G1z1) is  




(a) Finite element model dimensions and definitions. 
Averaging 
volume  
for crack  
nucleation 
FIP non-averaging buffer zone 
FIP averaging region 
(d) MSC propagation within grain: 
 Average FIP in partition ahead of current 
cracked partition 
 Averaging volume = 11.3μm x 68μm x 34μm 
 Crack next partition zone through Z-thickness 
for following simulation 
Averaging 
volume for MSC 
propagation 
(e) MSC propagation past grain boundary: 
 Average FIP in partition ahead of current 
cracked partition 
 Averaging volume = 11.3μm x 68μm x 34μm 
 Determine crack propagation plane in next 
grain (n2) based on max driving force 
 Crack next partition zone through Z-thickness  
based on technique described in Figure 4.11 
n2 
FIP non-averaging buffer zone 
Figure 3.12: Two-dimensional schematic showing FEM definitions and technique
for 3D MSC formation and propagation for 3 grain model.
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is done using the Extrude/Cut command within the python scripting interface of
ABAQUS [45]. The finite element model is then re-meshed for each simulation. This
model employs second-order tetrahedral elements, C3D10, throughout all simulations.
The length of the extension of the crack for each simulation is controlled by the
partition zone thickness. For the current model, each grain is partitioned into three
pieces, so each partition has an x-thickness of 11.3 µm.
Once a crack is incubated, MSC propagation is considered. As shown in Figure
3.12(d), for sub-grain MSC propagation, the driving force FIP is averaged within
the partition ahead of (in the x-direction) the current cracked partition, less the
non-averaging buffer zone. In the current case, the FIP averaging volume for MSC
propagation is equal to 11.3 µ m × 68 µm × 34 µm. The crack growth is subsequently
incremented by one partition x-thickness and remeshed for the next simulation. This
process is continued until the MSC reaches the next grain boundary. For the current
model, each grain is partitioned into three pieces, so there are three crack lengths
simulated through each grain.
Once the crack is formed and propagates to the grain boundary, a criterion for MSC
propagation past the grain boundary and into the next grain is required. Consider the
propagation of an MSC from grain #1 (G1) to grain #2 (G2) as depicted in Figure
3.12(e). The average FIP located in the first partition of the next grain (G2z1) is used
for assessing the next MSC propagation plane, n2. The orientation of the crack plane
normal of the next grain, n2, is selected as the one that maximizes the MSC growth
rate in Equation 3.27 of all slip systems (Nslip sys = 1 to 18), i.e.,































This new crack plane in partition G2z1 is centered vertically (y-direction) according
to where the crack in partition G1z3 is located at the grain boundary, as shown in
Figure 3.12(e). The reason that the new plane is centered vertically relative to the
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previous plane is because it is assumed that the crack path will follow the path of
least resistance as it crosses the grain boundary; if there is no difference in the vertical
translation of the crack between the two grains, the crack only has to tilt and twist
its crack plane to propagate into the neighboring grain.
In most cases, when the two randomly oriented crack planes come together at the
grain boundary, the coalescence between these two planes will not be a contiguous
crack path. Fracture/slip steps can form [139] and/or propagation along two different
slip planes can occur [146] to accommodate MSC propagation past grain boundaries
that have slip/crack planes that do not intersect at the grain boundary. The formation
of fracture/slip steps or propagation along two slip planes is not accounted for in this
work. Instead, a numerical method to connect the crack plane from one grain to the
next through the grain boundary is presented here by a simple example. Figure 3.13
shows an example of a bi-crystal with nonzero tilt and twist angles. The left hand side
of this Figure shows the front face of the bi-crystal where, due to the twist angle of
the grain boundary, the crack plane B is above crack plane A. For this case, the crack
plane B is assumed to coalesce into crack plane A by carving out the yellow section
of grain A as shown on the left hand side of Figure 3.13. Similarly, since the rear
face has the crack plane A above crack plane B, crack plane A will carve into grain
B along the yellow section shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.13. Therefore,
this coalescence criteria allows the crack to tunnel through a little bit of each side
of the grain boundary. In fact, since the two neighboring crack planes are centered
vertically relative to each other at the grain boundary, the (yellow) volumes removed
from grain A and B on each side of the grain boundary are exactly equivalent. For the
cases where the tilt between the two crack paths is near zero and the twist is non-zero,
the material is carved up to the face of the next partition zone.
It should be stressed that this coalescence criteria is merely used here as a numerical
tool to avoid contact issues between the crack faces of different grains and to provide
a contiguous crack path. The removed material within the crack zone has little effect
on the stress distribution ahead of the crack tip, which is the most important zone
for assessing MSC propagation in positive R-ratio loading. In other words, crack tip
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closure is neglected for the loading conditions applied in these MSC growth simulations.
Rear face 
Front face Crack Growth Direction X 
Z 
Y 
Figure 3.13: Example of prescribed condition for MSC growth across a Bi-crystal
GB where the two crack planes have nonzero tilt and twist angles. Crack plane B
normal vector is determined by Equation 3.30.
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Characteristics of MSC Growth Paths
The crystallographic and planar MSC growth process illustrated in Figure 3.12 was
repeated for multiple instantiations. The contour plots of the Von Mises stresses
for four different crack lengths (zero, one, two and three grains cracked) that were
captured at the 3rd cycle at maximum tensile load are shown in Figure 3.14 for one
instantiation. For each Von Mises plot, the contour plots are colored according to
the color bar displayed in the upper left hand portion of the Figure. Also shown
in this Figure are the three Euler angles used for each grain in the simulation. As
expected, the higher stress lobes in front of the crack tip increase in overall size with
crack growth due to the generation of a stress concentration at the crack tip. Also, it
is apparent that the stresses decrease significantly in the wake of the crack tip. The
existence of the crack prevents the material from carrying any load along the crack
faces. A more quantitative assessment of the driving forces ahead of the crack tip and
the crack path are covered in this section. This more quantitative characterization of
how the stresses redistribute and evolve with MSC propagation will be used here to
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help develop a more robust MSC growth prediction law.
φ1 (rad) φ2 (rad) φ3 (rad) 
Grain 1 4.12 0.86 1.17 
Grain 2 5.11 2.78 1.44 
Grain 3 0.29 1.39 0.00 
Un-cracked Grain 1 cracked Grains 1-2 cracked Grains 1-3 cracked 
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εa 









Figure 3.14: Contours of Von Mises stresses captured at the 3rd tensile maximum
load for crack propagation through three grains.
Figure 3.15 shows the crack growth attributes of the MSC propagation example
shown in Figure 3.14. The top and bottom left hand images in this Figure highlight
the top and bottom portions of the induced crack path, respectively. The blue, red,
and green fill colors in this Figure correspond to the crack planes in grains 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The calculated tilt and twist angles across each grain boundary are also
displayed in this Figure. Note that the configuration of crack planes of the first grain
boundary (1-2) are representative of the configuration shown previously in Figure
3.13. Since this first grain boundary has a positive tilt angle (∨−shaped) and the
second grain boundary is above the first grain boundary at the front face, the assumed
growth across the GB results in the second grain carving into the first one towards
the front face and the first grain carving into the second one towards the back face,
which is consistent with the condition in Figure 3.13. The second grain boundary in
this Figure shows the growth across the GB for a grain boundary with a negative tilt
angle. In this second case, the carving out of grains 2 and 3 are performed on the
bottom portion of the crack plane.
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Top portion of crack planes highlighted  
Bottom portion of crack planes highlighted  
Attribute Angle (°) 
Tilt 2-3 -13.3 
Twist 2-3 -13.5 
Attribute Angle (°) 
Tilt 1-2 24.1 






Figure 3.15: Example crack path attributes for the crack propagation through three
grains shown in Figure 3.14.
3.6.2 Distribution of Tilt and Twist Angles for Example MSC Growth
Paths
The grain boundary character has a significant effect on MSC growth behavior. The
grain boundary character contains five degrees of freedom, including three rotation
angles that bring two misoriented crystals into coincidence, and two spherical angles
that orient the boundary plane [106]. One way to describe the misorientation between
two slip/crack planes of adjoining grains is by tilt and twist angles. A significant
number of authors [49–51] point to the fact that the main parameters that control
or inhibit MSC growth past a grain boundary is the magnitude of the twist and tilt
angles between two slip/crack planes of adjoining grains. It has been shown in previous
FIB serial sectioning studies of MSCs in a directionally-solidified CMSX-4 [146] that
the orientation of the grain boundary normal relative to the loading axis also has
a significant effect on MSC growth resistance past a grain boundary. However, the
current study is solely focused on the effect of tilt and twist angles on MSC growth
across grain boundaries.
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This section presents results from N = 9 instantiations of simulated MSC growth
through three grains. For each instantiation, the Euler angles of each grain were
randomly selected from a uniform orientation distribution function (Equation 3.28). A
small sampling of example crack paths in three-dimensional space are shown in Figure
3.16. Again, the slip planes that were chosen to crack in grains 2 and 3 were the ones
that maximized the MSC growth rate in Equation 3.30. The blue, red, and green
planes in Figure 3.16 correspond to the crack planes in grains 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
In these simulations, the crack path was assumed to start from the surface at x=0
and propagated through the depth of three grains to x = 102 µm. The grid spacing
in this Figure matches the average grain size, dgrn = 34 µm.
For each instantiation and grain boundary, the tilt and twist angles were calculated
and are listed in Table 3.1. It is easy to note that most twist and tilt angles in this
Table are lower than 35◦. As a comparison, the maximum twist angle possible between
two 〈111〉 octahedral slip planes is 35.3◦. The two main exceptions where the tilt and
twist angles are above 35◦ are instantiations 4 and 9; instantiation 4 has a twist angle
between grains 2 and 3 of 63.1◦ and instantiation 9 has a tilt angle of 67.6◦ degrees
because it had a high Schmid factor along the failure plane. These two particular
grain boundary crack paths have a lower twist angle when the tilt angle is higher and
vice versa. It has been observed experimentally for a high-strength FCC aluminum
alloy [139] that tilt and twist angles above 35◦ occur. However, these cases where high
tilt or twist boundaries are observed are not seen as readily as grain boundaries with
lower tilt and twist angles. The distribution of tilt and twist angles in Table 3.1 are
compared to experimental values [139] next.
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(a) Instantiation 1 (b) Instantiation 2 (c) Instantiation 3
(d) Instantiation 4 (e) Instantiation 5 (f) Instantiation 6
(g) Instantiation 7 (h) Instantiation 8 (i) Instantiation 9
Figure 3.16: Example MSC crack paths for different randomly oriented grains. The
cracks are assumed to initiate at x = 0 and propagate along the x-axis. Each color
corresponds to a different grain and crack plane.
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Table 3.1: Tilt and Twist Angles for Crack Paths Displayed in Figure 3.16.
Instantiation Twist12 (◦) Tilt12 (◦) Twist23 (◦) Tilt23 (◦)
1 8.5 41.2 19.8 20.2
2 15.9 23.3 5.7 22.5
3 19.8 7.1 15.2 3.4
4 2.4 31.4 63.1 6.8
5 20.0 6.1 7.7 19.8
6 19.2 3.3 17.9 25.3
7 2.2 16.1 18.4 17.7
8 2.8 25.9 36.6 4.2
9 11.3 67.6 33.4 8.7
The importance of accounting for the tilt and twist angles when assigning MSC
crack paths should be underlined further with comparisons to experimental crack path
data. In the absence of available detailed MSC crack path data for Ni-base superalloys
at elevated temperatures, comparison to other alloys with similar failure modes is
necessary. Therefore, the crack path tilt and twist angles obtained computationally
are compared to the experiments of Zhai et al. [49,139] on an FCC aluminum alloy
Al-Li 8090 fatigued at room temperature. The main failure mode experimentally
observed in this alloy was crystallographic along octahedral slip planes [139], which is
similar to the faceted {111} crystallographic crack growth mode in Ni-base superalloys
at lower temperatures (T < 450◦C) previously described in Section 3.4. Although
these Al-Li 8090 experiments are from a different alloy than IN100, a qualitative
comparison is made due to similar activation of octahedral slip/failure mode at lower
temperatures. Thus, these Al-Li 8090 experiments are deemed comparable to the
assumed failure mode in Ni-base superalloys at intermediate (T∼450◦ and lower)
temperatures where octahedral slip is the dominant slip mechanism active. Better
comparisons can be made when more detailed investigations into characterizing MSC
fracture surfaces for Ni-base superalloys fatigued at elevated temperatures become
available (for example, by tilt fractography in [93,94]). For the time being, there is
merit in qualitatively comparing the distribution of tilt and twist angles in Table 3.1
found from the simulations depicted in Figure 3.16 to the distribution of tilt and twist
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angles found in these aluminum alloy experiments.
There is a significant difference in the distribution of MSC crack path characteristics
(tilt and twist angles) for multiple instantiations between (Case 1) accounting for and
(Case 2) not accounting for the tilt and twist angles when using the FIP to assess
the plane in which the crack will be extended past the grain boundary and into the
next grain. To support this statement, 10 separate MSC growth model instantiations
were simulated. In this second case where the tilt and twist angles were not accounted
for, only the maximum crystallographic Fatemi-Socie parameter was used as the
indicator for which slip plane was going to be cracked in the next grain. The resulting
distribution of tilt and twist angles of the computational MSC growth models when
the tilt and twist angle are (Case 1) accounted for and (Case 2) not accounted for
are shown in Figure 3.17. In these two plots, the green filled diamonds represent the
experimentally-observed [139] tilt and twist angles for N=13 grain boundaries for an
aluminum alloy Al-Li 8090 fatigued at room temperature. Also in this Figure, each
red “x” and blue “o” corresponds to the tilt/twist combination at the grain boundary
between grain 1 and 2 and the grain boundary between grain 2 and 3, respectively,
calculated for a single instantiation of a randomly-oriented set of 3 grains.
Several key points can be made regarding Figure 3.17. First, the experimental
grain boundary tilt and twist angle data points are most densely populated within the
window where the tilt and twist angles are less than 30◦. There are a few outliers in the
experimental data where the twist and tilt angles are above this 30◦ window, but these
values tend to have only a larger twist or tilt angle. Comparing this experimental
distribution to Case 1, where the tilt/twist behavior is accounted for in the MSC
growth law, it is easy to see that the distribution of computational data for Case 1
qualitatively match that of the experimentally-observed data. On the other hand, when
the tilt/twist behavior is not accounted for in the MSC growth law as in Case 2, the
experimental and computational data have no correlation. In fact, it seems that higher
twist angles promote a higher driving force for fatigue crack propagation as defined in
Case 2 as the maximum crystallographic Fatemi-Socie parameter. Experimentally, it
has been shown that high-angle grain boundaries tend to be more favorable for fatigue
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crack formation [109]. Therefore, the tilt and twist angles should be used for assessing
MSC growth propagation, and not fatigue crack initiation.
To further display the correlation between experimental data and the simulation
data obtained for Case 1, the twist and tilt data in Figure 3.17 are re-plotted in Figure
3.18 as histograms containing 10◦ bin sizes. In this Figure, the left column contains
the twist data and the right column contains the tilt data for the experimentally
observed (top row) values [139] versus the computationally-predicted values for Case 1
(middle row) and Case 2 (bottom row) crystallographic MSC growth. Again, Case 1
accounts for tilt/twist behavior and Case 2 does not account for tilt/twist behavior
within the MSC growth law. Figure 3.18 shows that the distribution of twist and
tilt values of Case 1 (in the middle row) have a high frequency of values at tilt and
twist angles less than 30 degrees and sparse tilt and twist values above 40 degrees,
which correlates well with the experimental distribution of tilt and twist angles in the
top row. On the other hand, the distribution of tilt and twist angles for Case 2 in
the bottom row appear more evenly distributed and do not correlate well with the
experimental distributions in the top row. Therefore, based on the limited number of
experimental twist/tilt data points (N = 13 GBs) and computational twist/tilt data
points (18 GBs for Case 1 and 20 GBs for Case 2), we conclude that Case 1 is more
suited for MSC growth past grain boundaries than Case 2.
One last comparison that should be made between experiments and computations
is the distribution of grain boundary resistance values used for the (Case 1) MSC
simulations that took into account grain boundary tilt/twist character. Plotted in
Figure 3.19 are the grain boundary resistance values for the simulations plotted in
Figures 3.16 and 3.17(a) as a function of the twist values of the grain boundary. Just
like in Figure 3.17, each red “x” and blue “o” corresponds to the GB resistance/twist
combination at the grain boundary between grain 1 and 2 and the grain boundary
between grain 2 and 3, respectively. Also plotted in Figure 3.19 is the minimum and
maximum possible bounds on the grain boundary resistance values for the case when
a tilt angle of 0◦ and 90◦ are assumed, respectively. Comparing the computational
distribution of GB distribution values in this Figure to the S-curve distribution
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(a) Case 1: Accounting for tilt/twist behavior in MSC growth law.



























(b) Case 2: Not accounting for tilt/twist behavior in MSC growth law.
Figure 3.17: Tilt versus twist character values for example MSC crack paths with
comparison to experimentally observed values [139]. The tilt and twist behaviors for
Case 1 correspond to MSC crack paths displayed in Figure 3.16. The GB1 and GB2
values correspond to the grain boundary between grains 1 and 2 and grains 2 and 3,
respectively.
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Tilt Angle, β (degrees)
Figure 3.18: Histograms of twist (left column) and tilt (right column) angles for
experimentally observed (top row) values [139] versus those computationally-predicted
for Case 1 (middle row) and Case 2 (bottom row) crystallographic MSC growth. Case
1 accounts for tilt/twist behavior and Case 2 does not account for tilt/twist behavior
within the MSC growth law.
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of experimental GB resistance values in Figure 3.6 it can be seen that these two
distributions are qualitatively very similar. Both distributions are relatively dense
up to the inflection point of the S-curve. Also, both distributions have data points
above the inflection point, but these are a small percentage of all data points recorded.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the functional form for the grain boundary
resistance as a function of tilt/twist angles presented in Equation 3.26 qualitatively
reproduces the distribution of grain boundary resistances seen in experiments.































Figure 3.19: Grain boundary resistance values used for MSC simulations displayed
in Figure 3.16. Distribution of GB resistance should be compared to Figure 3.6.
3.6.3 Applicability of MSC growth law incorporating tilt and twist angle
The MSC growth law developed in this section uses the tilt and twist angles and
distance from the grain boundaries as indicators of resistance to crack growth propa-
gation past the grain boundary. This growth law is predicated on the assumption of
crystallographic crack growth. As such, for Ni-base superalloys, this law is applicable
for MSC growth estimations at intermediate (T∼450◦ and lower) temperatures where
octahedral slip is the dominant slip mechanism active. For higher temperatures, multi-
slip or wavy slip is more predominant resulting in Mode I crack propagation [78,79].
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Therefore, the meandering crack front can approach the boundary such that minimal
resistance is encountered. However, oscillatory MSC growth behavior in Ni-base
superalloys is still relevant at these higher temperatures (cf. [12]) and there is still a
barrier to slip at grain boundaries. Therefore, a slight modification to the MSC growth







1−RGB · (1− dGB)2
]
−∆CTDth (3.31)
where the grain boundary resistance, RGB, is assumed to be a constant instead of
varying with tilt and twist angle. Since the current work models MSC growth at 650◦
in a coarse-grained IN100, Equation 3.31 will be used for MSC growth computations.
3.6.4 Evolution of FIP with Number of Cycles
One question that needs to be addressed is the evolution of the FIP with number
of cycles for a crack of a given length (for the FIP averaging regions shown in
Figure 3.12). When a specimen is cycled in strain-controlled, positive R-ratio fatigue,
the phenomenon of hardening and elastic/plastic ratcheting can cause the local
stress/strain behavior near the crack tip to cyclically relax, such that the local mean
stress and R-ratio near the crack tip is lower than the remotely applied mean stress.
An example of this is shown in Figure 3.20 where the cyclic stress-strain response of
the averaging region just ahead of the crack tip is plotted over 10 cycles for cracks
of different lengths. It is apparent in this Figure that the initial first load induces a
significant amount of plasticity in the microstructure. The cyclic relaxation of the local
mean stress near the crack tip is also apparent in this Figure. This cyclic relaxation
of the mean stress can cause the local driving force to decrease with number of cycles;
this cyclic relaxation phenomenon should be addressed in MSC growth simulations.
For the same set of simulations shown in Figure 3.20, the FS FIP values for
each averaging region are shown in Figure 3.21. In this case the maximum (non-
crystallographic) FS FIP is shown as a function of number of cycles from cycles 1
to 10. As one can see, after the first cycle the FIP steadily decreases with each
cycle and approaches a steady state change in FS FIP over each cycle (∆FIPFS/∆N)
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Figure 3.20: Stress strain behavior of averaging regions for different crack lengths.
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due to the ratcheting mechanism. The average percent change in FS FIP (given by
Equation 3.32 below) with each cycle number is shown in Figure 3.22. As shown in
this Figure, the percent change in FS FIP for the first cycle is ∼90% and steadily
decreases with increasing cycle number. Therefore, a better estimation of the driving
force parameter can be obtained with more cycles. However, simulating many cycles
per each crack length can be computationally expensive. Therefore, a compromise
between computational efficiency and solution accuracy must be reached. Since the
percentage change in FIP between the third and fourth cycle is a small percentage of











× 100% ≈ 5% for 3rd cycle,
(3.32)
we assume that the driving force calculated at the third fatigue cycle is adequate
for estimation of MSC growth. It should also be noted that there is virtually no
difference in the trend of the FIP distribution for cycle numbers two and greater,
minus a small decrease/translation in FIP values with increasing number of cycles.
This small decrease in FIP values can be offset by adjusting the MSC growth law
fitting parameters to account for these slightly higher FIP values for the third cycle
versus cycles after the third cycle. In the end, as long as the methodology shows
correlation with experiments and is used consistently throughout the estimation of
fatigue life, than this small offset will not be a problem. Thus, averaging of the FIP
over the third fatigue cycle will be employed subsequently.
To check how the crystallographic FIP changes with crack extension, Figure 3.23
shows the FIP values for all slip systems as a function of each cracked simulation
for the crack path shown in the upper right hand corner of this Figure. The upper
left hand corner of this Figure defines and labels each partition and assigns a given
color for each partition zone. The bottom portion of Figure 3.23 is split into a 3 × 3
array of plots where the rows correspond to the grain numbers 1-3 and the columns
correspond to averaging partition zones 1-3 (reference the upper left hand corner of
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Figure 3.22: Average percent change in FIP with number of cycles.
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are shown from the uncracked simulation up until the respective partition is cracked,
which is denoted by a dashed red line in each case. As an example, the first partition
zone has FIP values for the uncracked simulation and for the first partition being
cracked as plotted in Figure 3.23(b). The second partition zone in Figure 3.23(c) has
FIP values plotted for the uncracked simulation, the first partition cracked simulation,
and the second partition cracked simulation. And so on. In each of the subplots (b)
through (j), slip systems 1-12 correspond to octahedral slip and 13-18 correspond to
cube slip systems. The red-filled black circle in each subplot indicates which FIP is
the maximum FIP for that particular crack length and averaging region. For the MSC
propagation case of Figure 3.23, the first grain favors slip along octahedral slip system
8, the second grain favors slip along cube slip system 16, and grain 3 favors slip along
octahedral slip system 9. It is interesting to note that the slip system that contains
the maximum crystallographic FIP for a particular grain does not change throughout
crack propagation. Therefore, it can be reasonably assumed that the slip system
with the highest FIP value for a grain when a crack reaches it can be inferred from
the highest initial FIP within that same grain found from the uncracked simulation.
The challenge with this approach is to estimate the magnitude of the cracked FIP
distribution as a function of crack length and cycle number from the FIPs calculated











G1 G2 G3 
tilt12 = -32.8° 
twist12 = -3.2° 
 
 tilt23 = -3.2° 
 twist23 = 38.4° 
(a) Schematic showing different partition labels and crack path




























(b) Grain 1, partition zone 1





























(c) Grain 1, partition zone 2






























(d) Grain 1, partition zone 3































(e) Grain 2, partition zone 1
































(f) Grain 2, partition zone 2

































(g) Grain 2, partition zone 3


































(h) Grain 3, partition zone 1



































(i) Grain 3, partition zone 2




































(j) Grain 3, partition zone 3
Figure 3.23: Crystallographic FIP values for all slip systems averaged within each
partition as a function of simulation number.
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3.6.5 Generalization of FIP Evolution Expression with MSC Growth
An expression to characterize how the FIP evolves with crack length is proposed in
this section. As previously introduced in Equation 3.18, the evolution of the FIP
with MSC crack length can be a function of a number of variables, i.e., FIP ∗(N) =
f(FIPuncracked, aN , dGB, α, β). To determine the effect of each individual parameter
on the evolution of the FIP distribution would require an extensive parametric study
effort. Instead of employing every single combination of tilt and twist angles at
each grain boundary, a number of random orientation simulations are performed to
generalize this expression for any combination of these attributes. The evolution of
the FIP as a function of normalized crack length is assumed to follow
FIP ∗(aN) = BMSC(∆εa)
n(aN)





∣∣µ, σ)− 0.5] , (3.33)
where aN is the crack length normalized by the average grain size and BMSC controls
the rate at which the average FIP (of all instantiations) increases as a function of the
applied strain range, ∆ε, and the normalized crack length, aN . The exponents on
the applied strain range (n) and normalized strain range (m) are fit to simulations
for different applied strain ranges in the next section. The constant CMSC controls
the perturbation above or below the average FIP curve that a given FIP value will






















where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the X variable. For this
case, the X value is a normalized and lognormally-transformed function of the initial







The FIP o(Gj) is the initial (uncracked) average FIP value within the jth grain that
the crack is currently in and FIP o(GAll) is the initial (uncracked) average FIP value
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for all grains that contain a given macroscopic stress condition. What is meant by
this given macroscopic stress condition is whether the macroscopic stress state is
uniform or if there is a stress gradient due to a notch, inclusion, pore, or other stress
concentrator. For the current situation, where a smooth specimen is simulated, the
initial average FIP value for all grains (FIP o(GAll)) is considered to be equal in all
FEM locations, and is assigned a value of FIP o(GAll) = 5.0× 10−7.
For FEM models that contain gradient stress conditions, such as notched com-
ponents or inclusions, the initial average FIP value for all grains (FIP o(GAll) in
Equation 3.33) is assumed to be spatially dependent on the distance from the stress
concentration notch root. For example, one could employ the exponential FIP decay
function that was introduced by Musinski and McDowell [76] and is given by:
FIP
notched
o (Gall) = FIPmax · exp [−ξ(ρ) ·x] (3.36)
where ξ(ρ) controls the rate of FIP decay from the notch root as a function of different
radii (ref. Fig 6. in [76] for the decay of the FIP from notch roots of different radii).
This formulation for the analysis of FIP within notch roots will be further covered in
Chapter 4 where MSC growth within notched components containing non-metallic
inclusions will be considered.
The application and fitting of Equations 3.33 through 3.35 is shown in Figure
3.24. Plotted in Figure 3.24 are comparisons of predicted (from uncracked simulations
and using Equations 3.33 through 3.35) versus actual (progressive stationary crack
simulations) FIP values for 6 individual instantiations. The constants used for the
prediction of the evolution of FIP versus crack length are shown in Table 3.2 below. In
Figure 3.24, the values of minimum, mean (on logarithmic scale) and maximum (of all
instantiations) initial uncracked FIP are plotted with blue, black, and red dashed lines.
These dashed lines correspond to FIP o(Gj) values equal to 1.3×10−8, 4.66×10−7,
and 1.67×10−5, respectively. The magenta solid lines are the initial (uncracked)
average FIP values within each grain, FIP o(Gj). These initial (uncracked) FIP values
were used to construct the predicted FIP*(aN) from Equations 3.33 through 3.35
and is depicted with the green lines in Figure 3.24. These predicted FIP values are
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also compared to the actual FIP*(aN) obtained from progressive stationary crack
simulations and are denoted on this Figure as red ‘x’ markers. From this Figure it
can be seen that there is reasonable agreement between the predicted and the actual
FIP values as a function of the normalized crack length.

















Computed FIP*(aN,j) based on crack length aN,j-1 
 
Correlated FIP*(aN,j) based on uncracked FIPo(Gj)  
(a) Instantiation 3 (b) Instantiation 4 (c) Instantiation 5 

















































Normalized Crack Length, aN Normalized Crack Length, aN Normalized Crack Length, aN 
Normalized Crack Length, aN Normalized Crack Length, aN Normalized Crack Length, aN 
Figure 3.24: Computed FIP ∗(aN,j) values based on FEM simulations of crack
length aN,j−1 versus correlated FIP
∗(aN,j) values based on FIP o(Gj) computed from
uncracked FEM simulations.
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3.6.5.1 Effect of applied strain amplitude on FIP evolution with
crack extension
The current FIP evolution study was performed using only one applied strain amplitude,
εa = 1.5εy, where εy=0.42% is the macroscopic proportional limit of the coarse grain
IN100 modeled. To assess how this framework pertains to different applied strain
amplitudes, the finite element procedure for determining the driving force for fatigue
crack propagation ahead of the crack tip was repeated for three other strain amplitudes
(εmax = εy, 1.75εy, and 2.0εy) for instantiation #4 (ref. Figure 3.24) only. This
instantiation was chosen at random for this study. For instruction, only a few different
normalized crack lengths (a = 0.6, 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, and 2.6) were simulated at each
strain amplitude. For these simulations, the maximum non-crystallographic FIP (ref.
Section 3.5.2.1) averaged in the partition just ahead of the crack tip was computed for
comparison among all strain amplitudes. These FIP values are displayed as a function
of strain amplitude and normalized crack length in Figure 3.25. In this Figure, the
dotted lines represent the mean FIP*(aN) behavior (first term of Equation 3.33) and
the solid lines represent the total FIP*(aN) expression incorporating the pertubation
about the mean (dotted) line. It should be noted that the value of FIP o(GAll) was
different for each strain amplitude because the average FIP value changes with strain
amplitude. It can be seen from this Figure that the estimated FIP*(aN) correlates
well with the actual FIP*(aN) obtained from stationary crack simulations of different
sizes. Therefore, this FIP*(aN) is deemed applicable over a wide range of loading
conditions as long as the initial FIP distribution is represented.
3.6.5.2 Discussion of FIP evolution with MSC growth
In this section, we discuss the increase in FIP as a function of MSC growth found in the
current study and compare these results to previous CPFEM studies by Castelluccio
and McDowell on polycrystalline RR1000 [147] and single crystal copper [75]. In the
first study, Castelluccio and McDowell used 3D crystal plasticity models to assess
the sub-grain evolution of the Fatemi-Socie FIP averaged along crystallographic slip
bands with MSC extension. The crack was induced in the microstructure by degrading
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εmax = 2.0εy 
εmax = 1.75εy 
εmax = 1.5εy 
εmax = εy 
Computed FIP*(aN,j) based on crack length aN,j-1 
Correlated mean FIP*(aN,j) without perturbation factor 
Correlated FIP*(aN,j) based on uncracked FIPo(Gj) 
Computed FIP*(aN,j) based on crack length aN,j-1 
Correlated mean FIP*(aN,j) without perturbation factor 
Correlated FIP*(aN,j) based on uncracked FIPo(Gj) 
Computed FIP*(aN,j) based on crack length aN,j-1 
Correlated mean FIP*(aN,j) without perturbation factor 
Correlated FIP*(aN,j) based on uncracked FIPo(Gj) 
Computed FIP*(aN,j) based on crack length aN,j-1 
Correlated mean FIP*(aN,j) without perturbation factor 

























Normalized Crack Length, aN 
Figure 3.25: Predicted versus actual FIP*(N) values as a function of strain amplitude,
∆εa, and normalized crack length, aN , for one MSC instantiation (#4).
the elastic stiffness in elements associated with the crack plane. They found that
the slip-band-averaged FIP decreased with MSC growth within a grain. On the
other hand, for single crystal copper, Castelluccio and McDowell [75] showed an
overall increase in FIP driving force with successively larger stationary MSCs using
different averaging volumes within different averaging volume shapes including a 3 µm
sphere, a 5 µm sphere, a 1 µm thick band, a 2 µm thick band, and the entire single
crystal. There are two main differences between these two studies by Castelluccio
and McDowell [75,147]. Obviously, one study investigated single crystals while the
other investigated polycrystals. Depending on the grain boundary character, the grain
boundary can act as a barrier to slip affecting the crack driving force FIP as an MSC
approaches a grain boundary. Second, the FIPs for the single crystal copper studies [75]
were assessed over the third fatigue cycle regardless of the stationary crack size. For
each stationary crack size in the single crystal analysis, the initial material hardening
state was identical. In other words, the larger MSC sizes simulated did not incur the
material hardening/loading history from previous loading cycles of smaller MSC sizes.
On the other hand, in the polycrystalline studies [147] the material hardening/loading
history was carried over for successive MSC sizes as the crack propagated through the
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polycrystalline microstructure. Therefore, the polycrystalline FIP values were able to
cyclically relax more due to plastic strain redistribution resulting in a reduction of the
FIP.
While the prediction of FIP reduction with MSC growth through each grain by
the slip-band-averaging technique in Castelluccio and McDowell [147] is certainly
noteworthy, the required element size refinement to account for variability in FIP [126]
among multiple slip bands within a grain is too fine and computationally expensive for
the relatively larger notched specimens simulated in Chapter 4. Therefore, a technique
using coarser-scaled grain-averaged FIPs was presented here to establish a balance
between computational efficiency of using coarser-scaled grain volume averaging and
FEM solution accuracy of the finer scale slip-band averaging scheme. In the current
work, the driving force FIP calculated over the third fatigue cycle was found to increase
with increasing MSC size. This FIP value continues to decrease with more cycles (ref.
Figure 3.21) due to cyclic stress application and plastic strain redistribution; however, a
value of 3 cycles was shown to be a good compromise between computational efficiency
and solution accuracy for the estimation of a stabilized FIP value. Subsequently, the
decrease in FIP for MSC propagation as the MSC approaches the grain boundary is
accounted for in this work by increasing the grain boundary resistance factor with
decreasing distance to the next grain boundary (ref. Equation 3.25). In the end, the
objective of this framework was to provide a means to infer/project cracked FIP values
from uncracked simulations. In the following section, we fit the MSC growth law to
experiments.
3.7 Application and Fitting of MSC Growth Law to Experi-
ments
Having developed an expression for how the FIP changes with normalized crack length,
we turn our focus on fitting/applying the previous MSC growth law in Equation
3.27 to experiments performed by AFRL researchers on a coarse-grained Ni-base
superalloy [137, 138] and a fine-grained Ni-base superalloy [136]. The coarse grain
Ni-base superalloy MSC growth tests were performed in laboratory air and the fine
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grain Ni-base superalloy long crack growth tests were performed at different vacuum
levels.
3.7.1 Laboratory air MSC growth experiments used for calibration
The coarse grain MSC growth tests in laboratory air were load-controlled with an
R-ratio of 0.05 at 650◦C on dog bone specimens with a nominal gage section of 4.6
mm × 4.6 mm × 25 mm. These specimens had two FIB notches machined at opposite
surfaces near the middle of the gage section. Each FIB notch had length, width,
and height dimensions of 40 µm × 20 µm × 3 µm and was oriented so that the
length and width dimensions were normal to the loading axis. Surface crack growth
was measured using a replica technique. The replicas were taken at a hold stress of
660 MPa, which was 60% of the maximum applied cyclic stress of 1100 MPa. Note
that this replica technique measures surface crack length and assumes a semi-circular
crack front geometry for da/dN versus ∆K measurements. The results from these
tests [137,138] are plotted in blue as kt = 1.0 data in Figure 3.26. This Figure also
displays long crack growth data in red for coarse grain IN100. Above the long crack
growth threshold, ∆Kth ∼ 10 MPa, the LEFM behavior in laboratory air is represented
by Paris law constants C = 2.0×10−8 and m = 2.9. The green dotted line in Figure
3.26 is a “mean fit” line used to calibrate the MSC growth law later in Section 3.7.3
and is characterized by the Paris law equation da/dN = Cair,MSC(∆K)
mair,MSC with
Cair,MSC = 4.25× 10−8 (mm/cycle) and mair,MSC = 2.85.
3.7.2 Fatigue crack growth experiments for long cracks in vacuum used
for calibration
Due to the absense of elevated temperature MSC growth experiments for Ni-base super-
alloys in vacuum, we use previous long fatigue crack growth experiments performed by
Rosenberger [136] for calibration of the MSC growth law in vacuum. Rosenberger [136]
investigated long crack growth of a fine grain IN100 microstructure (average grain size
∼ 3− 5 µm) at different vacuum levels using compact tension specimens in accordance
with ASTM standard E647 [148]. A longer 30-second cycle time (f = 0.033 Hz)
was used to augment the effect of vacuum level on long crack growth rate and long
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1100 MPa / Kt = 1.0 
 
Small Crack 
800 MPa / Kt = 1.89 
Figure 3.26: Experimental small crack growth data for a coarse grain Ni-base
superalloy [137,138] and MSC fit line overlaid on plot.
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crack growth mechanisms. Figure 3.27 shows fatigue crack growth results for vacuum
pressure levels 10−5 Torr, 100 mTorr, 450 mTorr and 1 atm and testing conditions (a)
T = 621◦C and R = 0.3 and (b) T = 657◦C and R = 0.15.
621°C / 0.033 Hz / R = 0.3 657°C / 0.033 Hz / R = 0.15 
Figure 3.27: Experimental effect of different vacuum levels on the long fatigue
crack growth rate in a fine-grained IN100 for a frequency of f = 0.033 Hz with (a)
T = 621◦C, R = 0.3, and (b) T = 657◦C, R = 0.15 [136].
The long fatigue crack data in Figure 3.27(a) and (b) for vacuum pressure level
10−5 Torr and atmospheric air (1 atm) are replotted in Figure 3.28 on the same set
of axes. The P = 10−5 Torr vacuum data are represented by filled symbols and the
atmospheric (1 atm) lab air data are denoted by open symbols. Additionally, a best
fit line for vacuum and lab air long crack data are represented via a green dashed line
and a blue dash-dot line, respectively. For comparison, the MSC fit line from Figure
3.26 is also shown in Figure 3.28 via the solid magenta line. The Paris law constants
for each fit line are listed in the legend of this Figure. It is interesting to note that
the (magenta solid) MSC growth data in lab air has a similar slope, mair,MSC = 2.85,
as the (blue dash-dot) long crack growth data in lab air, mair = 2.81, in spite of the
differences in R-ratio, crack length, and load frequency applied.
The (green dashed) fit line for long crack growth data in vacuum in Figure 3.28 is
assumed to be applicable to MSC growth in vacuum. The slope of this (green dashed)
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vacuum fit line (mvac = 3.88) is the average of the fit slopes for both sets of long
fatigue crack data at P = 10−5 Torr. Since MSCs tend to propagate faster than long
cracks on a da/dN versus ∆K plot (ref. Figure 3.26), it is assumed that the average
growth rate of MSCs in vacuum will be greater than or equal to the fatigue crack
growth rate reported at P = 10−5 Torr in Figure 3.28. In other words, the constant
Cvac = 1× 10−9 (mm/cycle) was selected so that the (dashed green) fit line was an
upper bound on the long crack growth data in vacuum. A better mean fit line for
MSC growth rate could be obtained when elevated temperature MSC growth rate
data measured in vacuum (cf. experimental test rig development in [149]) are readily
available.
Long Crack Data*, P = 10-5 Torr, f = 0.033 Hz 
T = 621°C, R = 0.3 
T = 657°C, R = 0.15 
Fit, Cvac = 1.e-9 (mm/cyc), mvac = 3.88 
Long Crack Data*, P = 1 atm, f = 0.033 Hz 
T = 621°C, R = 0.3 
T = 657°C, R = 0.15 
Fit, Cair = 2.2e-7 (mm/cyc), mair = 2.81 
Fit to MSC Growth Data**, P = 1 atm, f = 0.33 Hz 
MSC Fit, Cair,MSC = 4.25e-8 (mm/cyc),  
mair,MSC = 2.85, T = 650°C, R = 0.05 
Figure 3.28: Experimental data showing effect of vacuum level on long fatigue crack
growth rate. *The long crack growth experimental data is from Rosenberger [136].
**The MSC fit line was fitted to experimental MSC growth rate data for a coarse
grain Ni-base superalloy [137,138] as depicted in Figure 3.26.
3.7.3 Calibration of MSC model for 1D crack growth
To calibrate the MSC growth model for both laboratory air and vacuum experiments, a
simple 1D model for crack growth was used. Several assumptions were used for fitting.
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First, as depicted in the MSC growth experiments in Figure 3.26, there is a significant
amount of scatter in small crack growth for the coarse grain IN100 microstructure
[137, 138]. The scatter between the maximum and minimum crack growth rates is
approximately an order of magnitude apart (cf. Fig. 3.26). Mathematically, this can
be represented by log(max{da/dN}/min{da/dN}) ≈ 1. Therefore, for fitting, the
MSC growth law is assumed to be bounded by the mean crack growth rate (da/dNmean)
plus or minus a half order of magnitude. The mean MSC growth rate lines for lab air
and vacuum environments are given by the previously discussed green dashed lines in
Figures 3.26 and 3.28, respectively.
The application of the MSC growth model to 1D MSC growth along the x-direction
is shown in Figure 3.29. The 1D model is assumed to be composed of a chain of grains
(G1, G2, ... , G(N-1), GN), each having a constant grain size, dgrn = 34 µm. Each
grain is assumed to have a constant uncracked FIP value equal to the mean FIP of all
grains, i.e.,
FIP o(G1) = FIP o(G2) = · · · = FIP o(G(N − 1)) = FIP o(GN) = FIP o(GAll)
(3.37)
The reason for this assumption is that we want to calibrate the MSC growth model
to the mean behavior of the material. With all uncracked FIP values equal to the
mean FIP of all grains (Equation 3.37), the second “perturbation about mean FIP
behavior” term in the FIP ∗ Equation 3.33 is equal to zero. Subbing the first term
from the FIP ∗ Equation 3.33 into Equation 3.27, the MSC growth law for 1D crack
propagation can be expressed as
da∗N
dN
= AenvFS · {BMSC · (∆εa)n · (aN)m} · (aN)nenv ·
[




The application and fitting of the MSC crack growth model to 1D crack propagation
in both lab air and vacuum are displayed in Figures 3.30 and 3.31, respectively. The
constants used for fitting are shown in the upper left hand corner of each Figure.
There are a couple of things to note about these plots. First, the minimum and
maximum crack growth rate spread is well represented by the constants chosen for
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Assumptions: 
 Constant grain size dgrn = 34 μm for all grains (G1, G2, … , G(N-1), GN) 




 Crack growth is 1D along x-direction 
 
Application of MSC law to 1D crack growth: 


















 Subbing FIP*(N) expression into Eqn. (3.31), 1D MSC growth model is given by  
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Mean FIP behavior Perturbation about mean FIP behavior 
Schematic of 1D MSC growth model. 
Figure 3.29: Application of MSC growth model to 1D MSC growth for calibration
to experiments.
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each environment condition. Also, since these are only 1D simulations, the amplitude
of the fluctuations in the crack growth rate remain constant over all crack lengths.
In reality, as the crack length increases, the crack front will sample more grains and
the MSC growth will tend to smoothen out so that the effects of individual grain
boundaries and microstructure are less pronounced for larger crack sizes. This will be
shown to be the case for the FIB notch simulations covered in the next section.
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MSC Min Fluctuation (Model)
MSC Exp Mean*, Lab Air
MSC Max Fluctuation (Model)
MSC 1D Model, Lab Air
LEFM Exp Data*, Lab Air
Figure 3.30: 1D MSC model for crack growing in lab air. *MSC mean and LEFM
lines were fit to experimental data [137,138] depicted in Figure 3.26.
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MSC Min Fluctuation (Model)
MSC Exp Mean**, Vacuum
MSC Max Fluctuation (Model)
MSC 1D Model, Vacuum
LEFM Exp Data*, Lab Air
Figure 3.31: 1D MSC model for crack growing in vacuum. *LEFM lines were fit
to experimental data [137, 138] depicted in Figure 3.26. **MSC mean data line in
vacuum was fit to LEFM vacuum data [136] as depicted in Figure 3.28.
3.7.4 FEM Model for MSC Crack Growing from FIB Notch
A polycrystal plasticity finite element model was created to estimate the MSC growth
ahead of a rectangular FIB notch in both vacuum and lab air environments. Where
plausible, the FEM model mimicked the geometry and loading conditions of ex-
periments [137, 138]. The FEM model FIB notch had the same dimensions as the
experimental one [137, 138] with length, width, and height dimensions of 40 µm ×
20 µm × 3 µm. A smaller piece of material than the experimental gage section
was employed to make the simulations less computationally expensive. The overall
dimensions of the FEM model were 170 µm × 250 µm × 250 µm which correlated to
approximately 5 × 7.3 × 7.3 grains through the thickness in the x, y, and z dimensions,
respectively. The FEM model was constrained from normal movement (on rollers)
along the bottom (y = 0) face, the back (z = 0) face, and the right (x = 170 µm) face.
The FIB notch was centered about the left (x = 0) face and was oriented with the
length and width dimensions normal to the y loading axis. A multi-point constraint
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was applied to the top (y = 250 µm) face so that all nodes on this face had the
same displacement. The top face was subjected to load-controlled cyclic loading at a
maximum stress of 1100 MPa, an R-ratio of 0.05, and a frequency of 0.33 Hz for three
cycles. The macroscopic strain range (due to cyclic ratcheting) and the distribution
of FIPs were calculated over the third fatigue cycle and used to estimate 3D MSC
growth through the microstructure from the FIB notch. An example of one of the
finite element meshes used in this study is shown in Figure 3.32. In this Figure, each
color represents a different grain; the FIB notch is represented by the yellow box on
the right hand side of this Figure and the depth in which this FIB notch penetrates











Polycrystalline Grain Structure 
Zoomed in view showing location  
and dimensions of initial FIB notch 
Figure 3.32: Example FEM model containing FIB notch used for calibration of MSC
growth model.
Figure 3.33 shows the means in which MSC growth from the FIB notch is estimated.
A two-dimensional schematic is used in Figure 3.33 for ease of explanation of the crack
growth process; however, the crack growth from the FIB notch is three-dimensionsal.
The method of MSC extension from the FIB notch can be summarized by:
1. Construct radial lines: First, imaginary radial lines emanating from the
center of the FIB notch are created; these radial lines are separated by dθ = 2◦.
This value of dθ was chosen because it provided good resolution of the crack front
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without making the MSC growth calculations too computationally expensive.
2. Discretize crack front: Next, the crack front for a given cycle number in time
is discretized using many different crack front points (green dots in Figure 3.33)
corresponding to where the dotted radial lines from the previous step intersect
the current crack front.
3. Determine crack plane normal: If the current grain that the crack front
is in is already cracked, then the previous crack plane is used. Otherwise, the
crack plane unit normal is determined by Equation 3.39. This equation accounts
for the multi-slip mechanism of Ni-base superalloys on discrete crystallographic
planes at elevated temperatures by finding a “FIP-weighted” average plane as
the cracked plane. To mimic the resultant plane of zig-zag cross slip, only the





(α) ·n˜(α)∣∣∣∣∣∣∑N slipm=1 FIP (α) ·n˜(α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.39)
4. Determine radial direction along crack plane: The radial direction pro-
jected into the crack plane is determined by crossing the unit normal along
the theta direction, e˜θ, with the crack plane normal found in the previous step,
n˜multi-slip. This is denoted in Figure 3.33 by the red vector emanating from the
top green dot along the crack front.
5. Find crack growth rate for each crack front point: The crack growth rate
for each crack front point is determined using Equation 3.31, which is shown
again in the upper right hand side of Figure 3.33.
6. Nonlocal averaging of crack growth rate: The crack growth rates from the
previous step are normalized by multiplying by a discretized Gaussian, or normal
PDF, bell curve weighting function. For the current study, only the next two
neighbors on each side of the current crack front point are used for averaging;
for a radial line division value of dθ, the crack growth rate is averaged over an
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approximate crack front arc length of dS ≈ a ∗ 5dθ, where a is the current radial

















where the weighting function wj is a normal probability distribution function (ref.
Equation 3.34) with mean value µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1.1. This
standard deviation function corresponds to weighting factors of approximately 1,
4, 6, 4, and 1 for crack front points xj−2, xj−1, xj, xj+1, and xj+2, respectively.
7. Increment crack extension: Each crack front point is incrementally extended
in the radial direction projected into the crack plane by an amount ∆a =
da/dN ×∆N , where ∆N = 10 cycles was used for this study. This value of
∆N provided computationally efficient crack growth calculations with adequate
resolution for the crack front growth.
This procedure is repeated until an arbitrary ∆K value is reached. The methods by
which the crack length and ∆K are calculated are covered in the next section.
3.7.5 Crack length and stress intensity factor definitions
There are two methods by which crack length is computationally measured in the
current study. First, since the experiments [137,138] measure surface crack length, the
surface crack length (2a) from the computational crack is the distance between the two
crack front points located at the surface (x = 0). The geometry of this crack front is
assumed to be semi-elliptical through the whole MSC growth regime. Note, that there
will be a small amount of error induced by assuming that the initially rectangular-
shaped FIB notch is semi-elliptical; however, as the crack grows, the rectangular crack
front transforms to a more semi-elliptical crack front, so the error associated with
the initially different geometry reduces toward zero with crack extension. Based on
the geometric assumption of a semi-elliptical crack front the stress intensity factor is
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Figure 3.33: Schematic showing how MSC growth from a FIB notch is estimated.
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and Newman solution is used is to maintain consistency with the experimental ∆K
calculations [151].
The other way in which the crack length is tracked is by using the square root of
the projected area method proposed by Murakami et al. [152–154]. To compute the
projected area of the crack front, built-in MATLAB [144] functions are used. First the
crack front points are triangulated using a Delaunay Triangulation (“delaunay”). The
area of each triangle is then computed using the convex hull (“convhull”) function.
The square root of the summed up triangular areas are then used as the current crack
length. Finally, this equivalent crack length is used in the previously described Raju
and Newman K solution [150] to determine the current range in stress intensity factor.
The resulting differences between the two means of calculating the crack length and
stress intensity factor range are described next.
3.7.6 Results from FIB Notch MSC Growth Studies
Figure 3.34 shows the polycrystalline grain structure that the simulated MSC propa-
gates through viewed normal to the y loading axis for instantiation #1. The MSC
propagation starts from the FIB notch which is denoted by the white rectangular
region in the center of this Figure. Each crack front point is color-coded by the grain
number it is currently in according to the color bar shown in this Figure. Smaller
grain numbers correspond to larger grain sizes. Additionally, solid lines representing
the full crack front at a given cycle number are superimposed on the grain structure in
this Figure to show how the crack growth evolves according to the location within the
grain. These crack front isolines are shown for every ∆Nisolines = 50 cycles. The same
crack front isolines in Figure 3.34 are shown without the grain structure in Figure 3.35.
It is easy to see in Figure 3.35 how the crack front evolves from a rectangular-shaped
FIB notch to a more semi-elliptical-shaped crack front with crack extension.
A three-dimensional rendering of the crack path shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35
is displayed in Figure 3.36. This meshed surface patch was created using the “surf ”
command in MATLAB [144]. In this Figure the color of the surface patch indicates
the vertical elevation (y-direction) of the crack path; the dark blue surface patches
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Figure 3.34: Polycrystalline grain structure and MSC growth from FIB notch isolines
for instantiation #1.
Figure 3.35: MSC growth from FIB notch isolines for instantiation #1.
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are the lowest elevation whereas the bright red are the highest. The overall shape
of the crack path is relatively flat, with the difference between the minimum and
maximum elevation of the crack path being approximately 15 microns. This value of
15 microns is below the average grain size of 34 microns for this coarse grain IN100
microstructure. As stated previously, experimental fractography studies on Ni-base
superalloys that were fatigued at elevated (538-700◦C) temperatures showed that these
fracture surfaces tended to be relatively flat and normal to the loading axis [7,78,79].
Figure 3.36: 3D rendering of MSC growth from FIB notch for instantiation #1.
Color of surface patch indicates vertical elevation (y-direction) of crack path.
The surface roughness of the crack front requires more investigation. In previous
work by Porter III et al. [7], they reported surface roughness values for cracks initiating
in Rene’ 88DT specimens subjected to load-controlled fatigue loading at 593◦C with
maximum stress, σmax = 1250 MPa, a frequency of 0.33 Hz, and a stress ratio of 0.05.
The average grain size of this microstructure was 30 microns. The average root mean
square (RMS) value of the fracture surface roughness for three Rene’ 88DT specimens
was reported to be ∼2.6 µm for cracks with an average square root of the projected
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area normal to the loading axis of ∼137 µm. For comparison, the surface heights of
the crack front shown in Figure 3.36 were determined through linear interpolation
into a regular 2 µm x 2 µm square grid as shown in Figure 3.37. These interpolated






(yj − y)2 (3.41)
where N grid pts is the total number of grid squares containing surface height data
and y is the average surface height of the simulated (and interpolated) fracture surface.
The square root of the projected area is determined by taking the square root of
the total area encompassing grid squares containing surface height data. The values
of projected area and surface roughness obtained for the simultated crack path in
Figure 3.37 are 134 µm and 2.4 µm, respectively. This process was repeated for
5 different instantiations resulting in square root of the projected area mean and
standard deviation values of 136 µm and 1.2 µm and RMS height mean and standard
deviation values of 1.8 µm and 0.7 µm. These values of square root of the projected
area and crack front RMS height correlate well to the experimental values (137 µm
and 2.6 µm). Therefore, the use of the multislip assumption (ref. Equation 3.39) for
determining the crack plane normal seems to provide a good representation of the
failure mode seen in experiments [7, 78,79].
The fatigue crack growth rate versus stress intensity factor for MSC growth from
the FIB notch in lab air is displayed in Figure 3.38. In this plot, the results from
assuming that the crack is defined by its surface crack length versus using the projected
area approach are shown. These are compared to experimental LEFM data [137,138]
for coarse grain IN100 in lab air at the same temperature and loading conditions.
There are a few key results that need to be pointed out regarding this Figure. Firstly,
the average crack propagation rate for the surface crack measurement is higher than
that for the projected area crack measurement. This effect is most likely due to
less kinematic constraint in surface grains versus grains located in the bulk. With
less constraint, the grains are allowed to plastically deform more. This, in turn,
increases the FIP and the driving force for MSC propagation leading to a higher MSC
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Figure 3.37: Example interpolation of crack front height into 2µm x 2µm regular
grid spacing. Grid color indicates vertical elevation (y-direction) of crack path.
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growth rate. Secondly, the amplitude of the oscillations of the da/dN versus ∆K
curve for the surface crack measurement are approximately two times higher than the
oscillations found using the projected area approach of crack measurement. Lastly,
the amplitude of the oscillations in the fatigue crack growth rate for the projected
area crack measurement tend to decrease with increasing crack length or range of
stress intensity factor, ∆K, whereas the amplitude of oscillations for the surface crack
measurement stay the same.
The reason for differences and changes in the amplitude of the oscillations of the
da/dN versus ∆K curve for the surface versus projected area crack measurement
approaches is directly related to the effect of microstructure and crack size. The
da/dN oscillations at the surface are more pronounced because the surface crack only
samples the crack growth locally at the surface. Therefore, since the surface crack is
only sampling a few grains on either side of the semi-elliptical crack tip, the effect
that the grain boundary has on propagation is much more prominent. The projected
area crack, which accounts for the whole crack front, has more grains to sample along
the crack front as opposed to the surface crack measurement. Depending on the local
crack front location relative to the next grain boundary, there can be portions of the
crack front that are propagating faster (within the grain) or slower (near the grain
boundary). As the number of grains that the crack front touches increases, the local
peaks and valleys of the local crack growth rates tend to average themselves out.
Therefore, as one would expect, the oscillations both in experiments and within the
current computational work decrease with crack length. Indeed, it is very interesting
to note in Figure 3.38 that as the projected area MSC crack grows in length, it appears
to be approaching the LEFM solution. In fact, the current FIB notch work predicts
that this transition from MSC to LEFM is at a crack length of 2a ∼ 250 µm, which is
on the order of the transition crack length seen in experiments (a ∼ 100 µm) for a
fine-grain IN100 microstructure [12]. Thus, this framework is very appealing in the
aspect that it could help predict when an MSC crack is of sufficient length that a
condition of similitude is reached and LEFM can be applied.
The simulation of MSC growth was repeated for five different randomly created
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Figure 3.38: Example fatigue crack growth rate versus stress intensity factor for MSC
growth from FIB notch in lab air. LEFM lines were fit to experimental data [137,138]
depicted in Figure 3.26.
digital microstructures for crack growth in both lab air and vacuum. In this case,
the same microstructural instantiation was used for both environments. For example,
the polycrystalline grain structure used for MSC Instantiation 1 was the same for
both lab air and vacuum computations; the difference came in the MSC growth law
that was applied (cf. Figures 3.30 and 3.31) for each environment condition. The
polycrystalline grain structure and simulated fatigue crack growth for instantiations
2 through 5 are shown in Figure 3.39 for the lab air case. It is interesting to note
the effect of different polycrystalline microstructures on the overall crack front shape.
For the current case, nonlocal averaging of the crack growth rate was performed over
the first two nearest neighbor crack front points. Increasing the number of nearest
neighbor averaging crack front points further decreased the overall waviness of crack
front so that it became more semicircular in shape. Experimental techniques such
as in-situ high energy diffraction microscopy [142] could help determine the proper
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number of crack front points that should be used in nonlocal averaging of the driving
force for MSC propagation.







(a) Lab air, instantiation #2.







(b) Lab air, instantiation #3.







(c) Lab air, instantiation #4.







(d) Lab air, instantiation #5.
Figure 3.39: Comparison of MSC growth paths through polycrystalline microstruc-
tures for four different FIB notch instantiations.
Figure 3.40 shows a comparison of MSC growth rates for the five instantiations
in lab air versus vacuum for the assumptions of a surface crack measurement versus
projected area crack measurement. Similar conclusions can be reached with regards to
the amplitude and convergence of the da/dN oscillations as those that were described
for Figure 3.38. Additionally, it can be concluded that the MSC models used here
for both vacuum and lab air surface crack growth simulation do a reasonable job
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at mimicking the actual trends seen in experiments. It is hard to confirm that the
projected area crack growth data is modeling experiments without more detailed
techniques capable of measuring the full crack front at given time intervals, such as
high energy diffraction microscopy techniques (cf. Herbig et al. [142] for example).
However, since the computational MSC da/dN versus ∆K curve is approaching
the LEFM solution, it appears that this computational technique is not too far off.
Therefore, this MSC growth model is assumed to be sufficient for the fatigue life
estimation employed in this work.



























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
MSC Instantiation 1 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 2 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 3 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 4 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 5 (Model)
(a) Lab air, surface crack measurement.



























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
MSC Instantiation 1 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 2 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 3 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 4 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 5 (Model)
(b) Lab air, projected area crack measurement.



























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
MSC Instantiation 1 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 2 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 3 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 4 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 5 (Model)
(c) Vacuum, surface crack measurement.



























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
MSC Instantiation 1 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 2 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 3 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 4 (Model)
MSC Instantiation 5 (Model)
(d) Vacuum, projected area crack measurement.
Figure 3.40: Comparison of MSC growth rate results for FIB notch simulations.
*MSC mean and LEFM lines were fit to experimental data [137, 138] depicted in
Figure 3.26. **MSC mean data line in vacuum was fit to LEFM vacuum data [136] as
depicted in Figure 3.28.
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3.8 Conclusions
In this section an MSC crack growth equation was proposed that takes into account
the grain boundary character and distance of the crack tip to the next grain boundary.
To be able to run this MSC growth model from uncracked simulations, an expression
for the evolution of the crack extension driving force FIP was proposed based on a
sequence of stationary crack propagation simulations. This FIP evolution expression
allows for the projection of crack driving force for a crack of any length from the
uncracked simulations. This MSC growth model was fit to experiments for the case
of 1D crack growth and then computationally applied to 3D crack growth from a
FIB notch. The computational MSC growth law effectively portrays the scatter in
experimental MSC da/dN versus ∆K measurements for both lab air and vacuum
environments. It was shown that since the bulk (projected area) crack samples
more grains than the surface crack measurement, the crack growth rate becomes less
oscillatory for the projected crack growth rate with crack extension. Additionally,
the bulk MSC growth rate in lab air converged to the LEFM response. The MSC
growth model developed in this Chapter was calibrated for uniaxial, proportional,
cyclic (no dwell periods), and isothermal loading, so this MSC growth model should be
only used within the confines of uniaxial, proportional, cyclic and isothermal loading.
Extrapolation capabilities of this MSC framework to other finite element geometries
will be studied in the following Chapters. The next section uses the calibrated lab
air and vacuum MSC growth models to study the effect of inclusion depth on MSC
growth in notched components.
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CHAPTER 4
CONSIDERING THE EFFECT OF INCLUSIONS ON
FATIGUE LIFE OF NOTCHED COMPONENTS
4.1 Introduction
One of the limiting factors of fatigue performance in PM Ni-base superalloys is the
presence of processing-induced nonmetallic inclusions (NMIs) that serve as crack
initiation sites [23, 24, 155, 156]. In the absence of a NMI, cracks can be initiated
at pores located near the surface [7]. There have been many experimental studies
to investigate the effects of inclusions [6, 7, 12, 20, 23, 24, 85, 86, 133, 155–159]. Since
inclusions have a low probability of occurrence in commercial Ni-base superalloys,
most of these experimental studies involve seeding, or introducing, NMIs into the
powder metal so that they can be studied. The key conclusions from these studies are
summarized by:
1. There exists a transition of fatigue crack initiation site from surface to subsur-
face/bulk with decreasing stress amplitude [23,24,157]. This leads to so-called
“competing failure modes” [160–163] in the HCF/VHCF regimes.
2. Typically with a decrease in stress amplitude, the crack initiation location
changes from inclusion-dominated to crystallographic type. In this transitional
regime, the inclusion-dominated failure is usually life-limiting [157,158].
3. Smaller grain size favors inclusion dominated initiation whereas larger grain size
favors crystallographic crack initiation [6, 133,159].
These inclusions are often introduced to the molten metal, due to erosion or spalling
of the crucible, tundish or nozzle, prior to the gas atomization process used to create
the powder [13,25]. Two types of ceramic inclusions are typically introduced during
the powder atomization process [155,164]: (1) a blocky, non-deforming Al2O3/MgO
ceramic due to the breakage of the ceramic crucible and (2) agglomerate and reactive
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inclusions originating from patching putties (Al2O3 with silicon traces). As the PM
processing techniques improve, cleaner Ni-base superalloys are being developed with
reduced number densities of inclusions. However, proper probabilistic modeling of PM
Ni-base superalloy components should take into account the probility of occurrence
of a life-limiting NMI and the effect of the inclusion on the overall probability of
failure. This approach should also consider the size effects associated with testing
specimen-sized versus component-sized volume domains, since the statistically weakest
“defect” size within a volume can change with the size of the volume [13,165]. Thus,
the purpose of this investigation is to computationally determine the relative effect of
inclusions on the overall fatigue response and incorporate these effects in a probabilistic
scheme to estimate the overall probability of failure of gas turbine engine components.
We limit the current focus to single inclusions located within the damage process zone
of notched specimens. Prior to presenting the simulation methodology, we present a
review of relevent probabilistic approaches in HCF prediction/characterization and
incorporation of inclusions in such probabilistic approaches.
4.1.1 Probabilistic approaches used in HCF prediction and characteriza-
tion
Several probabilistic approaches have been developed to account for the effect of defects
in HCF scatter. Most probabilistic approaches in HCF are based on weakest link theory
and use probability distributions such as the two parameter Weibull distribution, three
parameter Weibull distribution [166], or a Gumbel distribution [167] to describe the
distribution of defects such as inclusions, pores, or microcracks that contribute to
failure [168–170]. Other approaches consider the distribution of microvoids [171] or
microplasticity [172].
In the high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime, cyclic plastic strain is often limited to a few
fatigue critical hot spots where microstructure flaws (inclusions, pores, larger and/or
favorably oriented grains, etc.) promote localized plastic slip intensification, fatigue
crack formation and early growth. McDowell and coworkers [46,134,135,173–175] have
used crystal plasticity finite element modeling extensively to simulate the formation of
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these HCF hot spots in multiple engineering alloys. Przybyla and McDowell [46, 173]
computed nonlocal maximum FIP values for a large number of periodic statistical
volume elements (SVEs) of realistic microstructures (Ni base superalloy IN100 [46]
and a dual phase Ti-6Al-4V [173]) and fit these FIP values to a Gumbel extreme
value distribution. This type of framework has subsequently been applied to simulate
fatigue hot spot formation in two Widmanstätten Ti microstructures [174], to simulate
effects of inclusions and pores in a martensitic gear steel [175], and to study the
transition from surface to subsurface fatigue crack formation with decrease in applied
stress/strain amplitude in Ti-6Al-4V [134] and Ni-base superalloy IN100 [135].
In weakest link theory a volume (V ) is divided into j number of subvolumes (Vj).
Each volume has a given density per unit volume of active fatigue critical sites, φj,
which depends on many factors including applied stress amplitude, stress ratio, grain
size, internal defect size, local anisotropy, and location within a component. The
density factor φj follows a power law of the the stress amplitude and can take various









where σL is the loacation parameter, σo is the scale parameter, m is the shape paramter
(or Weibull slope), and Vo is a reference volume. For a given value of a, the Macauley
brackes 〈 · 〉 indicate that 〈a〉 = a for a > 0 and 〈a〉 = 0 for a ≤ 0.
The highly stressed volume of interest depends on the specimen geometry. For a
smooth uniaxial specimen, the highly stressed volume encompasses the entire gauge
section, whereas in a notched specimen it would only comprise the highly stressed
volume at the notch root. For surface-dominated crack formation, the highly stressed
volume of the smooth specimen would comprise the volume that is less than a given
depth from the surface of the specimen. Therefore, the volume (V ) in this case pertains
to the highly stressed volume of interest. Using the above density factor φ (Eqn. 4.1,
the probability of failure of the jth infinitesimal volume is given as dPf,j = φjdVj.
Following weakest link theory [176], where an entire chain is only as strong as its
weakest link, the probability of survival of volume (V ) is equivalent to the probability
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that all subvolumes dVj within V simultaneously survive, determined by the product





where m is the number of subvolumes (m = V/dVj). Equation 4.2 assumes that
there is no interaction between critically-stressed subvolumes. In other words, the
distance between critical “defects” is sufficiently large that there is no interaction
between defects. This assumption holds true in the HCF regime, where heterogeneous
microplasticity is sparsely scattered throughout the fatigue specimen. If the subvolume
size is very small compared to volume V and the density of sites φ is relatively low for
















Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.3, the probability of failure of the volume V of a
specimen becomes




















This equation is the three-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and has been used extensively to model variability in fatigue strength.
4.1.2 Probabilistic approaches incorporating inclusion effects
Various researchers have used variant forms of the weakest link theory in Equation
4.2 and the Weibull fatigue strength CDF in Equation 4.4 to model inclusion/matrix
effects and inclusion proximity to the surface effects in Ni-base superalloys. Figure
4.1 introduces a few dimension definitions to maintain consistency for the following
description of different inclusion/matrix and inclusion/surface probabilistic approaches.
As illustrated in this Figure, the diameter (or equivalent diameter for non-spherical
particles) of a spherical inclusion is D and the distance that the inclusion is embedded
in the matrix relative to the surface is denoted as d. For a fully embedded inclusion,








Figure 4.1: Definition of inclusion dimensions relative to the free surface.
The statististical distribution of inclusion sizes present in a PM Ni-base superalloy
was considered by Pineau [165] in concert with a Paris law to determine the probability
of failure of different sized components. This model considered both surface/volume
effects and the formation and propagation of cracks from an inclusion to a critical
size. The inclusions were assumed to be randomly distributed throughout the matrix
and observed a known size probability distribution function. The inclusion sizes were
divided into k number of bins. The probability of any one inclusion of a given bin size
(k) intersecting the free surface was given as [165]






where Dk is the inclusion diameter, nk is the number of inclusions per unit volume, and
S and V are the highly stressed surface area and volume of the specimen, respectively.
To incorporate the extent (depth) in which the inclusion is embedded in the material
relative to the surface, Equation 4.5 can be modified as











where d is the depth in which the inclusion is embedded with respect to the surface
(Fig. 4.1) and Dk ≥ d is assumed. Equation 4.6 ensures that inclusions that intersect
the surface and are embedded further into the matrix will have a higher probability of
failure than those that are less embedded by virtue of fatigue crack formation and
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propagation process physics. The major and minor axes of the initial semi-elliptical
crack (cf. Figure 3 in [165]) for LEFM analysis was assumed to be controlled by d and
was assumed to evolve based on a Paris fatigue crack growth law. Instilling weakest

















Using this approach, Pineau [165] estimated the probability of failure of three different
sized components made from Rene’ 95, corresponding to a large disc size, a small disc
size, and a specimen size, and showed that the life-limiting inclusion size causing crack
initiation increases with the size of the component.
The micro-mechanics of inclusion/matrix deformation was investigated by Deyber
et al. [177] for a DA718 Ni-base superalloy fatigued at 450◦C and 600◦C. In addition
to using the statistical distribution of particle size [165], Deyber et al. [177] estimated
the probability of failure based on deterministic inclusion/matrix micro-mechanics.
For the formation of cracks at particle/matrix interfaces, an equivalent Weibull stress
function was proposed [177] as








where Σ1 is the maximum principal stress, β is the particle shape factor, σeq is the
equivalent Von Mises stress, σy is the yield stress, and σo is a scaling parameter. Failure
was considered when the numerator in Equation 4.8 reaches a critical decohesion
stress, i.e., σd = Σ1 +β 〈σeq − σy〉. Following crack formation, a micro-crack propation
law based on the Tomkins model [178] was used. The probability of failure was based
on the probability that a particle of a diameter Do would propagate after a given
number of cycles (No). The product of probabilities of survival of particles at the
surface (surf), subsurface (subsurf), and within the bulk (bulk) was used to find the
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(1− Pf (σd)P (D ≥ Do))Npart,bulk
]
(4.9)
where Pf(σd) is given by Equation 4.8, Npart and Nel are the number of particles
contained in the computational mesh elements, respectively, in each location (surface,
subsurface, and bulk).
Inclusion/surface interactions were also investigated by de Bussac and Lautridou
[25] and de Bussac [179]. They considered particles of different size bins (much like
that described above) and the probability for an individual particle to have a depth
greater than a critical depth dc, i.e., P (d > dc) = S(D − dc)/V . Imposing weakest




[exp {−nkS(Dk − dc)}] (4.10)
where nk was the density is the number of inclusions per unit volume. Later, de
Bussac [179] proposed a probability of failure function that considered the competition
between the largest defect at the free surface and the largest defect within the bulk of
the material, i.e.,
Pf = 1− {[1− PS] [1− PV ]} (4.11)
where PS and PV are the probabilities of surface and bulk volume failure, respectively.
This model was evaluated using a large set of LCF data of N18, a PM Ni-base
superalloy used for high-temperature jet engine disk applications. SEM analysis was
used to characterize the size of the life-limiting defect as a function of the depth (h) of
the defect from the free surface (cf. Fig 4.2). Figure 4.2 shows that near-surface crack
formation (h ∼ 3 − 5 µm) is more damaging than surface crack formation (h = 0)
due to the fact that a crack formed beneath the surface will propagate through the
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surface and effectively introduce a larger initial surface defect. Also, the life-limiting
defect size increases as a function of depth from a minimum size of ∼ 30 µm at a
depth of ∼ 4 µm up to a plateau value of ∼ 60-80 µm at a transition depth, ht ∼100
µm. This indicates that there is a significant surface/inclusion size interaction effect
on the probability of forming a crack in this PM Ni-base superalloy.
Figure 4.2: Fatigue critical crack initiation size versus distance from the surface for
a PM Ni-base superalloy N18 [179].
Similarly, multiple papers from AFRL researchers [5, 18,157,180–183] have demon-
strated a general framework for a physics-based understanding of fatigue life variability
in a Ni-base superalloy IN100 [18,157,180,181], Rene’ 88DT [91], and an α+β titanium
alloy Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo (Ti-6246) [5, 181, 183] based on a number of fatigue life
experiments. They categorized the total fatigue lifetime probability density func-
tion (ft) as a superposition of life-limiting, crack-growth-dominated (Type I) and
mean-controlling, crack-initiation-dominated (Type II) mechanisms in fatigue, i.e.,
ft = PIfI(x) + PIIfII(x) (4.12)
where f∗(x) is the probability density function of each failure mechanism (∗) and P∗
is the weighted probability of occurrence of each individual response. Note that in
Equation 4.12, PI + PII = 1. An example of bimodal fatigue showing Type I, Type II
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and transition from Type I to Type II fatigue regimes is shown in Figure 4.3 for a Ti-
6246 alloy [182]. For Ni-base superalloy IN100, the life-limiting fatigue mechanism was
dominated by crack formation and early propagation from near-surface non-metallic
inclusions, whereas the mean-controlling fatigue mechanism was due to near-surface
pores and non-metallic inclusions within the bulk of the material [18, 157, 180, 181].
Additionally, there is an increased separation between the life-limiting and mean-
controlling populations with decreasing applied stress/strain amplitude contributing to
increased fatigue life variability. A probability plot of fatigue life data for a fine-grained
IN100 with mean grain size of 4 µm is shown in Figure 4.4. This Figure displays the
transition from Type I (life-limiting) to Type II (mean-controlling) fatigue failure
mode in Ni-base superalloy IN100 at different maximum applied stress levels.
Type I  
(life-limiting) 
Transition from Type I to Type II 
Type II 
(mean-controlling)  
Figure 4.3: Lognormal probability plot for a Ti-6246 alloy displaying bimodal fatigue
lifetime data [182].
Salajegheh and McDowell [135] considered the effect of inclusions on surface
versus bulk fatigue crack formation and early growth in a fine-grained IN100 Ni-base
superalloy. They proposed that the number of fatigue critical hot spots (Ψ) producing
fatigue crack formation and early growth in the surface region followed a binomial
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Figure 4.4: Probability plot of fatigue life data for a fine-grained IN100 Ni-base
superalloy [18]. Mean grain size = 4 µm, Rσ = 0.05, T = 650
◦C, and f = 0.33 Hz [18].










where k is the number of successes in Ψ number of fatigue critical hot spot trials, and
Vs and Vt are the volume of the surface region and the total volume of the specimen,
respectively. The probability of having at least one fatigue hot spot in the surface
region was given by [135]






Owing to the fact that bulk fatigue critical hot spots usually have longer fatigue lives
than surface ones [18,157,180,181], it was assumed that bulk fatigue hot spots were
critical only when surface hot spots were absent. Hence, Salajegheh and McDowell [135]
assumed that the probability of bulk fatigue crack hot spots causing failure, pb, was






The value of Ψ in Equations 4.13 through 4.15 was estimated as a function of
inclusion size (radius, R) and applied normalized strain amplitude (εa/εy) based on
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the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution of fatigue indicator parameters
for “2.5D” CPFEM simulations of bonded and partially-debonded isotropic linear
elastic inclusions. For interfacial debonding, they considered the maximum interface
traction, Tint = max(n
incl ·σ∗ ·nincl), where nincl is the unit vector normal to the
grain/inclusion interface and σ∗ is the Cauchy stress tensor averaged over the grain.
For partially-debonded inclusions, the Fatemi-Socie (FS) parameter was considered.
Using this framework, Salajegheh and McDowell [135] showed trends of increasing
probability of surface crack formation and early growth with increasing specimen
size, increasing inclusion number density, increasing inclusion radius distribution, and
decreasing inclusion/matrix interface strength.
4.1.3 Grain size effects (relative to inclusion size)
The size of the inclusion relative to the statistically largest grain size requires further
discussion. In Gabb et al. [6], they investigated the fatigue mechanisms of a graded,
dual-microstructure LSHR Ni-base superalloy used for a dual microstructure disk.
They tested specimens from the inner ring (fine-grained), outer ring (coarse-grained),
and the transition zone (contained both fine and coarse grains). They found that fine
grain inner ring specimens predominantly failed due to internal NMIs that were larger
than the average grain size, whereas the coarse grain outer ring and the transition
zone failed from coarse grain facets. A similar conclusion was reached by Findley
and Saxena [159] who studied LCF crack nucleation in Rene’ 88DT and found that
nucleation around inclusions is more prevalent for smaller grain sizes, whereas larger
grain sizes favor slip band crack nucleation. Moreover, if the inclusion is smaller than
the grain size, it seems to have little effect on the amplification of driving force for
fatigue crack initiation and early growth as compared to the statistically largest grain
in the microstructure. On the other hand, for inclusions that are larger than the
average grain size, these inclusions will most likely be the fatigue-critical hotspot in
the microstructure. Thus, the size of the largest inclusion as compared to the largest
grain size, often referred to as the ALA (as large as) grain size, is a very important
attribute to control during processing. This is the reason why control of inclusion
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(and pore) size is very crucial in fine grained Ni-base superalloy microstructures, which
have average grain sizes ∼ 3 − 15 µm; cracks tend to form in these fine grained
microstuctures via a Stage II, non-crystallographic, transgranular cleavage mechanism
near non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) or pores [12,85,86].
The effect of inclusion size and strain amplitude on strain-life estimation was
simulated for smooth specimens made of a coarse grain IN100 in previous work by
Musinski and McDowell [184]. Example results [184] of the simulation of a single
debonded Al2O3 inclusion at a distance of h = 100 µm from the surface are shown
in Figure 4.5. As shown in Figure 4.5(b), there is a large amount of localization of
the effective plastic strain and the maximum Fatemi-Socie (FS) parameter [123] near
the debonded inclusion/matrix interface. As expected, the driving force for fatigue
crack propagation, the FS parameter ∆Γ, increases with increasing inclusion size and
increasing strain amplitude. Also, the width of the maximum ∆Γ spike is larger for the
larger inclusion size, indicating a larger plastic zone size at the crack tip. Following the
hierarchical fatigue life estimation approach outlined in Musinski and McDowell [76],
Figure 4.5(c) shows the predicted strain-life for inclusion diameter sizes φ = 20 µm and
φ = 50 µm at strain amplitudes of εa = 0.5εy, 0.6εy, 0.7εy, and 0.8εy with εy = 0.42%
being the proportional limit. Twenty different microstructural instantiations were
simulated per each perturbation of inclusion size and strain amplitude. The predicted
strain-life values are compared to seeded and unseeded experimental data [185,186] and
the calibrated fatigue-life estimation computational model without inclusions [76]. It
is interesting to note that the median strain-life behavior of the φ = 20 µm inclusions,
which is smaller than the average grain size of dgrn = 34 µm, follows closely to that of
the smooth specimen without inclusions whereas the φ = 50 µm inclusions display a
knock-down effect on the strain-life plot. Hence, if the inclusion is smaller than the
average grain size, it seems to have little effect on the amplification of driving force for
fatigue crack initiation and early growth as compared to the statistically largest grain
in the microstructure. On the other hand, inclusions that are larger than the average
grain size will most likely be the fatigue-critical hot spot in the microstructure. Thus,
the size of the largest inclusion as compared to the largest grain size, often referred
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(a) Partially-debonded Al2O3  
inclusion in IN100 matrix. 
(c) Variability in strain-life due to debonded inclusion. 
εa 




(b) Localization of effective plastic strain and maximum  
FS parameter near inclusion/matrix interface. 
φ = 20μm, εa = 0.5εy 
φ = 50μm, εa = 0.5εy 
φ = 20μm, εa = 0.8εy 
φ = 50μm, εa = 0.8εy 
Experimental – HIP Astroloy 
Experimental – N18 (unseeded) 
Experimental – N18 (seeded) 
Computational w/o inclusions 
Computational - φ = 20μm 
Computational - φ = 50μm 
Figure 4.5: Example results of debonded inclusion study [184].
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4.1.4 Notch and inclusion interaction effects
Most of the previous work involving characterization or simulation/prediction of
inclusions/surface effects investigated smooth specimens under uniaxial (macroscop-
ically uniform state of stress) fatigue conditions. However, the potential for com-
petition between surface and internal initiation still exists in notched components
[162,164,177,187]. Figure 4.6 shows stress-life results for notched Ni-base superalloy
specimens with stress concentration factor kt = 1.7 fatigued under stress-controlled
Rσ = 0 loading at 399
◦C. According to Cashman [162], these internal initiation sites
“were just slightly below the surface.” As evidenced from Figure 4.6, there is a clear
transition from surface initiated to internal initiated cracks as the number cycles to
failure increases from ∼ 104 to 105.
Figure 4.6: Experimental fatigue life results for notched Ni-base superalloy specimens
(kt = 1.7, Rσ = 0, and T = 399
◦C) [162,187].
Figure 4.7 shows the LCF to HCF transition fatigue stress-life data for notched DA
718 Ni-base superalloy specimens with two different stress concentration factors, kt =
1.3 and kt = 2.5, at two different temperatures, 450
◦C and 600◦C [177]. This Figure
was recreated from ref. [177] to more clearly display the origin of failure for each data
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point; open symbols indicate surface fatigue crack initiation and filled symbols indicate
subsurface fatigue crack initiation. The stress amplitude value for each data point
in Figure 4.7 was not recorded in [177]. However, qualitavtive experimental trends
can be deduced from this data without knowing the exact stress amplitude values
for the notched specimen experiments. As indicated by the blue dashed lines, there
are three fatigue life regimes dominated by surface fatigue crack initiation (N < 104),
subsurface fatigue crack initiation (N > 5× 105), and a transition fatigue regime that
has both surface and subsurface fatigue crack initiation (104 < N < 5× 105).
Kt = 1.3 
Kt = 2.5 
Figure 4.7: Notched specimen DA718 Ni-base superalloy fatigue life data. Recreated
from data in [177]. (1Hz, average grain size 5-10 µm).
Another example of surface to sub-surface (internal) fatigue crack initiation for
notched components is shown in Figure 4.8. This Figure displays fatigue life data
for un-peened notched IN100 specimens tested between 538◦C and 621◦C, with stress
concentration factor kt = 2.5, test frequency f = 0.5-1.0 Hz, and stress-controlled
loading Rσ = 0.05 [164]. The microstructure was processed using a subsolvus heat
treatment resulting in an average grain size of 5 µm. In Figure 4.8, the filled data
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points indicate surface fatigue crack initiation and the unfilled data points indicate
internal fatigue crack initiation. The internal inclusions failed at a depth of 70 µm or
more from the specimen surface for lower maximum applied stress levels, σmax = 595
MPa and σmax = 568 MPa [164]. Figure 4.8(a) displays the fatigue life data versus
the critical equivalent inclusion diameter causing crack initiation and Figure 4.8(b)
shows S-N data for the same data set as in Figure 4.8(a). Figure 4.8(b) illustrates a
clear transition from surface initiated to internal initiated cracks as the number cycles
to failure increases from ∼ 104 to 105.
The critical inclusion size versus number of fatigue life cycles and maximum
applied stress level in Figure 4.8(a) requires more discussion. Based on the limited
number of data points at each maximum applied cyclic stress value, there is a slight
correlation between increasing critical inclusion size and decreasing number of cycles
to failure for a given stress amplitude and failure site (surface or internal). It is also
interesting to note that for the highest applied stress amplitude (σmax = 811 MPa),
critical inclusion sizes within the interior of the specimen were larger than the critical
inclusions at the surface. This surface effect is due to the combined effects of (1)
incompatibility in deformation between the stiffer inclusion and the matrix and (2) the
lack of constraint near the surface. These combined effects promote enhanced cyclic
slip at the inclusion/matrix interface and fatigue crack formation at the surface [188];
therefore, smaller inclusions near the surface can be just as detrimental to the fatigue
life as larger inclusions located within the bulk of the material. Thus, a probabilistic
formulation for inclusion-dominated fatigue should consider both the inclusion size
and depth relative to the surface.
One key reason why experimental notch and inclusion depth interaction studies
are not more prevalent is due to the low probability of occurrence that inclusions
exist in the damage process zone near the notch root. It would be very expensive
and time consuming to study “naturally-occuring” inclusions at different surface
depths within the notch root damage process zone. Seeding of the inclusions could
be done to increase the probability of occurrence of inclusions within the damage






























































(a) Fatigue life as a function of equivalent inclusion diameter. 

















Figure 4.8: Fatigue life data for un-peened notched IN100 specimens tested between
538◦C and 621◦C, kt = 2.5, f = 0.5−1 Hz, Rσ = 0.05, and average grain size of 5
µm [164]. Filled data points indicate surface crack initiation and open data points
indicate internal crack initiation. Plots recreated from [164].
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inclusion depth on notch fatigue would require a two-step process: (1) a pre-test
non-destructive evaluation technique such as x-ray microtomography to determine
the spatial distribution of inclusions and (2) “cookie cutting” specimens so that these
inclusions are located at different depths within the notch root zone. Obviously, this
experimental technique is wasteful, expensive, and prohibitive for inclusion depth
parametric studies. Additionally, due to the low probability of occurrence of surface
fatigue crack initiation in the HCF regime, a large number of experiments (∼ 100) are
required to accurately describe the life-limiting surface failure distribution at a high
confidence level (95%) [135]. Computational CPFEM studies are a low-cost alternative
that can be used to simulate the effect of inclusions on notch fatigue.
Simulation of the interaction between notches and inclusions has received little
attention in the literature thus far, specifically with respect to the effect of depth of
the inclusion relative to the notch root. To determine the effect of local grain structure
on near-inclusion stresses/strains a computational crystal plasticity constitutive model
is adopted. Previous simulation of fatigue at notches using 3D crystal plasticity
constitutive relations has been done by Owolabi et al. [189] and Musinski and McDowell
[76]. Both approaches considered inclusion-free microstructures. Recently, Owolabi
and Whitworth [190] used the probability of fatigue crack formation approach outlined
by Owolabi et al. [189] and the transition crack length approach developed by Musinski
and McDowell [76] to estimate MSC formation and early growth within double-edge
notched specimens that contained a single, fully-bonded inclusion at a given distance
from the notch root. The inclusion was assumed to be ellipsoidal with the major
principal axis 2a = 30 µm, the minor principal axes 2b = 2c = 10 µm, and was
oriented so that the major principal axis was in the direction of the notch root gradient
field and perpendicular to the loading axis. A single inclusion depth (1 mm, 0.6
mm, and 0.3 mm) was simulated per notch radius size (0.2 mm, 0.6 mm, and 1.0
mm), respectively. Owolabi and Whitworth [190] estimated the combined knock-down
effect of the notch/inclusion on the strain-life plot and the probabilty of formation
and early growth of MSCs. While this approach considering a single inclusion/notch
effect is a natural extension to previous work [76, 189], it does not fully estimate
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the combined effect of microstructure variability (grain size, shape and orientation),
inclusion depth, and notch size on fatigue life scatter. In the following section, we
present a methodology for studying the aforementioned microstructural effects on
fatigue life variability.
4.2 Methodology
Modeling the effects of inclusions has been undertaken by many researchers. Murakami
and coworkers [152–154, 191] have demonstrated a robust correlation between the
square root of the projected area normal to the maximum tensile loading direction of
the statistically most extreme inclusion size in steels to both (1) the fatigue limit and
(2) the maximum stress intensity factor in front of the inclusion crack front. When
modeling the inclusion/matrix interfacial characteristic, three different assumptions
are usually considered: the inclusion is completely intact with the matrix, the inclusion
is cracked, and the inclusion is partially debonded from the matrix. Of these, the
worst case condition for fatigue crack initiation and propagation is the debonded
inclusion, as shown for a martensitic gear steel [125], a directionally solidified Ni-
base superalloy [188], a polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy [124], and a cast A356-T6
aluminum alloy [54,192]. Therefore, modeling inclusions as debonded can be considered
applicable for minimum life designs. However, the debonded interface assumption may
be overly conservative depending on the loading condition, location of the inclusion,
and surface treatment. In the following section, a debond law is proposed based
on in-situ experimental observations of inclusion/matrix interfacial separation in a
Ni-base superalloy.
4.2.1 Proposed Debond Law for Inclusion/Matrix Interfacial Separation
The process of debonding of inclusions was experimentally studied by Xie et al. [20] for
an Al2O3-seeded PM Rene’95 Ni-based superalloy with an average grain size of 8-10
µm. In Xie’s work, specimens were machined so that the inclusions were located at the
surface within the gauge section of the specimens. These specimens were subjected
to monotonic and cyclic Rσ = 0.1 loading to study debonding behavior at room
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temperature. For monotonic loading, the debonding of a ∼ 50 µm inclusion from the
matrix was observed at a stress level of approximately 0.8σy,0.2%, where σy,0.2% is the
0.2% offset yield strength of the material. For cyclic loading, two inclusion debonding
instantiations were presented, one at σmax = 1000 MPa and the other at σmax = 600
MPa. The resulting SEM images from these studies are shown in Figure 4.9. As
shown in these SEM images, the debonding process for a ∼ 60 µm × 70 µm inclusion
at σmax = 1000 MPa occurred in between 5,000 and 7,000 cycles and the debonding
process for a ∼ 60 µm at σmax = 600 MPa occurred in between 101,335 and 116,316
cycles. While these two data points are for slightly larger inclusions (∼60 µm) than
the 50 µm inclusions modeled in the current study, these data points combined with
the monotonic debonding at σmax = 0.8σy,0.2% are used to construct an approximate
debond law for perfectly bonded inclusions. It should be stressed that these in-situ
debonding experiments were performed at room temperature, and are considered to be
applicable for the current study of the simulation of elevated temperature fatigue from
inclusions. When in-situ observations of debonding inclusions at elevated temperature
become available in the literature, the proposed debond law for perfectly bonded
inclusions can be adjusted accordingly.
The proposed debond law for a single Al2O3 inclusion in a Ni-base superalloy
matrix is shown in Figure 4.10. The five data points in this Figure correspond to
the aforementioned experimental studies performed by Xie et al. [20], normalized
by the 0.2% offset, σy,0.2% = 1400 MPa, of the material at room temperature. Be-
cause of the limited number of experimental data points, a conservative debond
curve limit was assumed to be composed of two piecewise smooth curves. First,
a quadratic Bezier curve [193] was constructed using the three control vertices at
P = {(1, 0.8), (5000, 0.71), (101335, 0.43)}, corresponding to the normalized experi-
mental debond data from Xie et al. [20]. Second, a linear decay (on a linear-log plot of
normalized maximum stress versus number of cycles to debond) was assumed from the
(101335, 0.43) data point to σmax/σy,0.2% = 0 with a slope equal to the slope of the
Bezier curve at (101335, 0.43). As shown in Figure 4.10, the inclusion is assumed to be
intact (perfectly bonded) below and to the left of the debond curve limit, whereas the
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N = 5,000 cycles 
20μm 
N = 7,000 cycles 
20μm 
N = 101,335 cycles 
20μm 
N = 116,316 cycles 
20μm 
(a) In-situ SEM observation of ~60 μm x 70 μm inclusion at σmax = 1000 MPa, Rσ = 0.1. 
(b) In-situ SEM observation of ~60 μm inclusion at σmax = 600 MPa, Rσ = 0.1. 
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    Direction 
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    Direction 
    Loading 
    Direction 
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    Direction 
Figure 4.9: In-situ SEM observation of the debonding process of a surface Al2O3
inclusion in a Rene’95 Ni-base superalloy fatigued at room temperature [20].
inclusion is assumed to be debonded in the zone above and to the right of the debond
curve limit. For compressive applied stresses (maximum normalized stress values
below zero), the number of cycles to debond the inclusion is assumed to be infinite.
For the time being, this debond law is assumed to be applicable to the debonding of
a single inclusion in a coarse grain IN100 matrix at T = 650◦C. Again, when more
detailed studies regarding debond behavior at elevated temperatures are available in
the literature, the proposed debond law can be adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 4.10: Proposed debond law for a single Al2O3 inclusion in a Ni-base superalloy
matrix. Experimental data points are from Xie et al. [20].
4.2.2 Multistage Fatigue Life Prediction Incorporating Inclusion/Matrix
Interfacial Separation
The multistage fatigue life approach [4,29,54,55] introduced in Section 3.2 is modified
here to incorporate inclusion/matrix interfacial separation. The process of debonding
is assumed to precede the fatigue crack incubation period, so that the total fatigue
life, NT , of a component is decomposed into stages of interfacial/matrix debonding,
fatigue crack formation, early MSC/PSC growth, and long crack growth by
NT = NDB +Ninc +NMSC/PSC +NLEFM (4.16)
where NDB is the number of cycles required to partially debond the inclusion from
the matrix. For the case of a spherical inclusion, the matrix is assumed to debond
from the spherical inclusion (centered vertically about y = 0) along the northern
hemisphere defined by y ≥ 0. For estimation of inclusion/matrix interfacial debonding,
the maximum stress component along the y-axis (applied loading direction) is averaged
within the polycrystalline matrix over a volume defined by a cylinder with diameter 100
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µm and height 150 µm elongated along the loading y-axis and centered vertically along
the y-axis as shown in Figure 4.11. This averaging volume encompassed approximately
30-50 grains for each instantiation. This nonlocal average stress value in the y-direction
is used to determine the number of cycles to debond the inclusion from the matrix,
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of cylindrical averaging volume used to assess debonding of
inclusion/matrix interface within the notch root zone.
For the notch sizes, inclusion depths, and maximum applied strain values considered
in this Chapter, the application of the debond law in Figure 4.10 results in the inclusion
debonding from the matrix within the first simulated fatigue cycle, i.e., NDB = 1 for
Equation 4.16. The only exception to this was for the smallest notch root radius ρ = 0.2
mm and the inclusion located within the depth at h = 100 µm. For this exception,
the estimated number of cycles to debond the inclusion from the matrix, NDB < 20
cycles. Since this number of cycles to debond the inclusion from the matrix is very
small compared to the other hierarchical regimes (NDB << {Ninc, NMSC/PSC , and
NLEFM}), the debond regime, NDB, was neglected in Equation 4.16 for the notched
simulations performed in this Chapter. Therefore, the FEM model for the notched
components consisted of an initially debonded inclusion for estimation of fatigue life
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incubation and early growth from the debonded inclusion. The number of cycles to
debond the inclusion from the matrix becomes significant when initial compressive
residual stresses exist (e.g., due to shot-peening) within the microstructure; inclusion
debonding within a compressive residual stress field is covered further in Chapter 6.
Following debonding, crack incubation is considered in grains adjacent to the
debonded region. A simplified form of the Tanaka and Mura [131] crack incubation
model was extended to microplasticity by Shenoy et al. [194] to estimate the incubation
life for IN100 for a crack on the order of grain size. In this study, the number of cycles
to incubate a crack from the debonded inclusion region (a = aDB) into polycrystalline









where αg = 0.056 µm-cycle is a parameter fit to IN718 experimental data [133] in
the work of Shenoy et al. [194] and dgrn is the grain size of the grain where crack
incubation occurs. For crack incubation, the grain-averaged maximum range of plastic
shear strain, (∆γpgrn)max, is computed over the third simulated fatigue cycle. Of the
grains adjacent to the debonded region, the grain with the lowest computed value of
Ninc in Equation 4.17 is assumed to incubate the crack.
Once a grain-sized crack is incubated from the debonded region into the surrounding
matrix, MSC propagation is considered. The application of the MSC propagation law
is covered in Section 4.3.3 after presenting FIPFS distributions within the notch root
zone for different notch sizes.
4.2.3 Finite element model of an inclusion located at a surface notch
The modeling of fatigue crack formation and early growth from a single subsurface
debonded inclusion within a notched component used here is an extension of previous
debonded inclusion simulation work [184] and other similar mesoscale modeling
approaches of crack initiation and early growth from defects performed by [54,132,188].
The use of 3D CPFEM in this work offers a benefit over previous 2D work [54,132,188]
because it can account for statistical fatigue scatter due to variance in 3D size, shape,
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and orientation of grains located near the debonded inclusion. The MSC growth model
detailed in Chapter 3 is adopted here to account for (1) grain boundary effects on MSC
growth and (2) the difference in behavior between surface versus bulk MSC growth.
The next section describes the FEM model used for simulating a single inclusion
within the notch root zone.
4.2.3.1 Schematic of input parameters/variables
In this study, we simulate the effect of a single Al2O3 spherical inclusion located within
the notch root zone of a double edge-notched specimen as summarized in Figure 4.12.
The total length, width, and thickness of the double edge-notched specimen is H = 10
mm, W = 10 mm, and t = 0.34 mm, respectively. Due to symmetry conditions, only
one half of the width (W/2) of the double-edge notched component is constructured
and symmetric displacement boundary conditions are imposed at the half width (x
= W/2). The notch with radius ρ and inclusion with diameter φ are assumed to be
centered along the vertical y-axis at y = H/2. Notch radii ranging from 0.2 mm to 1.0
mm were used to maintain consistency/comparison with previous notch simulations
performed on coarse grain IN100 [76]. The spherical inclusion is centered about the
z-axis at z = t/2 and assumed to be partially-debonded along the top hemisphere,
representing the worst case scenario for crack formation from the inclusion. Inclusion
depths of h = 25 µm, 50 µm, and 100 µm were chosen because they correspond to
the simulated inclusion radius, inclusion diameter, and sub-surface/internal transition
depth (ref. Fig. 4.2), respectively. To simulate the “debond material” a *UHypel
subroutine in ABAQUS [45] is used and will be further detailed later. The debond
material thickness was selected based on the minimum element thickness for each
FEM mesh; therefore, the debond material thickness was in the range of ∼2-6 µm.
The boundary and loading conditions applied to the notched specimen are shown
on Section A-A of Figure 4.12. The bottom face located at y = 0 and the right hand
face at x = W/2 are constrained from displacement in the y-direction and x-direction,
respectively. Four points located at (x,y,z) = {(0,0,0),(W/2,0,0),(0,H,0),(W/2,0,0)}
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are constrained from displacement in the z-direction to eliminate rigid body trans-
lation/rotation. With these boundary conditions applied, the top face is subjected
to strain-controlled Rε = 0.05 loading with a maximum strain εmax = 0.6εy, where
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Figure 4.12: Schematic for simulation of an inclusion within the notch root field show-
ing loading conditions, boundary conditions, and domain decomposition of material
behavior.
4.2.3.2 Material models used for notched FEM simulations
The finite element model of a notched component is decomposed into multiple con-
stituents each containing a different material behavior (cf. Fig. 4.12). The zone
located furthest from the notch root is assigned isotropic, linear elastic properties with
E = 179 GPa and ν = 0.33. The polycrystal plasticity model outlined in Chapter 2
is assigned to the elements within the notch root zone minus the region where the
spherical inclusion and debond material occupy. An isotropic J2 plasticity material
behavior is used in the intermediate regime between the polycrystal plasticity zone and
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the isotropic elastic outer zone to minimize the effect of different material behavior
between these two zones. The dimensions of the polycrystal plasticity an J2 plasticity
regions were selected so that there were no severe discontinuities in stress/strain
response at the boundary of each region due to differences in material constitutive
response.
The J2 plasticity model employed is an existing ABAQUS [45] material model
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are the stress and back stress tensors, respectively,



















is the deviatoric portion of the stress tensor.



















p is the equivalent plastic strain rate.
Cyclic hardening of the yield stress is accounted for by the evolution of isotropic
hardening [33,195], via σys = σo + κs [1− exp (−bεp)] where σo is the yield stress at
zero plastic strain, κs is the maximum change in the size of the yield surface, and b
defines the rate at which cyclic hardening occurs. The evolution of the back stress














. The first term in this
equation represents purely kinematic hardening (linear Ziegler hardening law) and the
second is a recall term depicting dynamic recovery. For this study, we employ k = 2
backstress terms (c1 = 280900, c2 = 10178, r1 = 1163.8, r2 = 55.65) to facilitate better
stress-strain fitting at lower (k = 1) and higher (k = 2) strains. This computational
model was matched to experimental stress-strain data of a coarse-grained IN100
Ni-base superalloy microstructure (Ref. Figure 4 in [30]).
Since the stress-strain relationship for the Al2O3 inclusion at elevated temperatures
(650◦C) is not readily available in the literature, isotropic elastic-perfectly plastic
properties are assumed for the inclusion with E = 360GPa, ν = 0.24 [196], and σincy =
1345MPa [197]. The importance of incorporating plastic yield for equivalent stress
levels above σincy = 1345MPa will become apparent when considering inclusion/residual
stress effects as illustrated in Chapter 6.
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To model the debonded area of the spherical inclusion, the *UHypel subroutine is
used in ABAQUS [45]. This *UHypel technique was preferred over using master/slave
contact interations between the inclusion and matrix because it was more numerically
stable for cyclic loading of notched components. The *UHypel subroutine allows for
user-specified isotropic, hyper-elastic properties. This subroutine is used to model a
”no tension” interface between the inclusion and matrix. In other words, in tension,
the component is completely compliant, i.e., there is no stress allowed. In compression,
the entire stiffness of the material is retained, which simulates the contact between
the debonded inclusion and the matrix. To render the simulations more numerically
stable, a functional form for the elastic modulus (isotropic elasticity) is chosen so that
”no tension” is simulated via
E =
Eref
1 + exp(A · ε)
(4.18)
where Eref = 179 GPa is the elastic modulus of the bulk matrix material. The
variable A is used as a rate of smoothing constant. Larger values of A will lead to
sharper cutoffs between the fully compliant material in tension and the stiffness tensor
in compression. Lower values of A make the modulus, and hence the simulations,
more “numerically stable.” The effect of the value of A on the tension/compression
assymmetry behavior of the stress strain diagram is shown in Figure 4.13. A value of
A = 1000 was chosen for subsequent simulations.
4.2.4 Application of the *UHypel Subroutine
Multiple measurements of strain were tested for the value of ε in Equation 4.18 in the
*UHypel subroutine including the maximum principal strain, the component of strain
that is normal to the inclusion surface, equivalent strain, and hydrostatic strain. The
selection of the particular value of strain measurement did not make much difference
for the uniaxial cyclic loading conditions, because once the strain became tensile all
the values of strain yielded essentially equivalent stress results. In the end, the purpose
of the *UHypel subroutine was to simulate a debonded inclusion in tension and retain
the stiffness matrix in compression. Therefore, for simplicity ε = εyy was used in








Figure 4.13: Example tension/compression asymmetric behavior of the stress strain
diagram comparing different values of the amplification factor, A, within the *UHypel
subroutine in ABAQUS [45].
To test the *UHypel subroutine, a notched component with ρ = 200 µm was
simulated as shown in Figure 4.14. This FEM model conforms to the schematic in
Figure 4.12 for a notch radius of ρ = 200 µm and inclusion distance to the surface,
h = 25 µm. The only exception was that Rε = -1 loading was used to ensure that
“crack closure” and retainment of the full stiffness matrix could be accounted for with
the *UHypel material model.
Figure 4.14(a) shows the whole finite element mesh (3D C3D4 linear finite elements)
that was subjected to strain-controlled Rε = -1 cyclic loading for 3 cycles and a strain
amplitude of εa = 0.6εy. Figures 4.14(b)-(e) show zoomed-in images of the notch
root region that have been sectioned through the half-thickness of the specimen
at z = 0.17mm (similar to Section A-A in Figure 4.12). Figure 4.14(c) shows the
polycrystalline grain structure, where each color represents a different grain. The
bottom left Figure 4.14(d) shows the Von Mises stress at maximum tension for the
third fatigue cycle and the bottom right Figure 4.14(e) shows the Von Mises stress
at maximum compression. As shown in these Figures, the *UHypel material model
for the debonded region heuristically mimics the debonded material response, with it
being fully compliant (less than ∼ 100 MPa) in tension and retaining full material
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stiffness in compression. Therefore, we proceed with this material model for parametric
studies of notched components containing debonded inclusions at different depths.
(a) FEM Model 
(c) Polycrystalline Grain Structure 
(d) 3rd Cycle Tension (e) 3rd Cycle Compression 
εa 
t 
(b) Half-section view  
near notch root 
Figure 4.14: Distribution of Von Mises stresses during the 3rd cycle at maximum
tension and compression loading for a notch root radius of ρ = 200 µm, Rε = −1, and
εa = 0.6εy.
4.2.5 Meshing technique for notched components
Three-dimensional C3D8 finite elements were used to mesh all notched components
used for parametric studies. These brick elements were used over 3D tetrahedrons
(linear C3D4 or quadratic C3D10) because they provided better numerical stabil-
ity/convergence. The free meshing technique of tetrahedron finite elements in ABAQUS
sometimes created elements with bad aspect ratios within the notch root zone. These
bad aspect ratio elements caused negative eigenvalues to occur during the numerical
analysis and caused the solution to diverge. Therefore, a structured brick finite element
discretization was used instead. The generated mesh had a fine mesh seed size (∼5
µm) near the notch root and center of the specimen thicknees in the z-direction. This
mesh coarsened out with distance from the notch root to a maximum size of 0.5 mm
in the elastic region. The technique used to bias the mesh seed size within the notch
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root CPFEM zone is summarized in Figure 4.15. In this Figure, single arrowheads
indicate single edge mesh size biasing and point to the direction in which element
seed size increase. Likewise, double arrowheads indicate double edge mesh size biasing
where the smallest seed size is in the center and increases in both directions. The
Table in Figure 4.15 shows the local mesh seed size biasing used within the notch root
zone as a function of notch root radius.
Figure 4.16 shows an example finite element mesh used for notch root radius
ρ = 600 µm. The left hand side of this Figure shows a 2D side view of the entire FEM
mesh and the right hand side of this Figure shows a 3D zoomed-in view of the FEM
mesh displaying the polycrystalline grain structure; colors indicate different grains.
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Polycrystal Plasticity Zone Mesh Seed Size Bias: 
• Single arrowheads indicate direction in which 
element seed size increases. 
• Double arrowheads have smallest seed size in 








Notch Radius, ρ A min size A max size B min size B max size C min size  C max size  
200 5 15 8 10 5 10 
400 5 15 10 20 5 20 
600 5 15 10 25 5 25 
800 5 15 10 30 5 30 
1000 5 15 20 34 5 34 
*All values in table are in units of μm.  
Figure 4.15: Mesh size bias imposition as a function of notch root radii. All






-Z (a) 2D side view of FEM mesh. 




Figure 4.16: Schematic of finite element mesh for notch root radius, ρ = 600 µm.
(a) 2D side view of entire finite element model and (b) 3D zoomed-in version showing
grain structure.
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4.2.6 Stress intensity factor (SIF) solution for MSCs growing in notch
root zone
The weight function method was used to determine the stress intensity factor K for
cracks emanating from the notch root zone. The weight function method provides a




h(x, a, a/c)σyy(x)dx (4.19)
where σyy(x) is the component of stress in the y-direction as a function of depth
x. The weight function h(x, a, a/c) is a function of x depth, and depends on crack
dimensions. For the current case, a semi-elliptical surface crack is considered with
crack surface length 2c and crack depth a. The weight function at the free surface






































The MATLAB implementation of the stress intensity factor solution for a semi-
elliptical surface crack subjected to an arbitrary stress distribution σyy(x) from Golden
and Grandt Jr. [199] was used to assess the stress intensity factor of a crack growing
in a notch root region. Details regarding the derivation of the weight coefficients
M1, M2, M3, N1, N2, and N3 in Equations 4.20 and 4.21 based on the Newman and
Raju [201] K solution of a semi-elliptical surface crack subjected to an arbitrary stress
distribution σyy(x) can be found in Golden [202]. This method of estimating a SIF
solution is predicated on the ability to determine an equivalent semi-elliptical surface
crack shape, which is discussed next.
Because there is a potential for an irregular-shaped crack front and a closed-form
K solution does not exist for irregular crack shapes, an equivalent ellipse crack front
was assumed. For MSC growth growing in the notch root zone, the K solution for the
projected crack area normal to the y-loading axis is assessed. Due to the stress gradient
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effect of the notch, the size and depth of the crack front are both important. Two key
assumptions were made to create an equivalent ellipse crack front. First, to account
for the stress gradient and crack depth effect, it was assumed that the irregular-shaped
crack front and the calculated equivalent ellipse crack front shared the same centroid
in the x (depth) direction. Second, it was assumed the irregular-shaped crack front
and the equivalent ellipse both encase the same area. The process of determining an
approximate enveloped area for the irregular crack front and an equivalent ellipse
follows:
1. A regular mesh grid was created.
2. To find the mesh points within the irregular crack front, the griddata interpolation
function in MATLAB was used followed by a secondary operation to determine
whether all points found from the griddata interpolation function were within
the irregular crack front.
3. The area centroid of the mesh points within the irregular shape was determined
based on results from the previous step.
4. The surface crack length 2c and crack depth a axes of the equivalent ellipse were









An example of the results of this equivalent ellipse procedure are shown for 3 arbitrary
parametric curves in Figure 4.17. In each subfigure, the radius R(θ) as a function
of angle θ, mesh size used, and calculated c and a ellipse axes values are listed for
each arbitrary irregular curve. The resulting c and a axis values calculated from this
equivalent ellipse method are used with the aforementioned weight function technique
to find the estimated stress intensity factor of the irregular crack at a given number of
cycles.
The equivalent ellipse technique was extrapolated to internal cracks to display a
smooth transition from internal to surface crack stress intensity factors. In reality,
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(a) Crack shape #1 (a = 0.87, c = 1.26) (b) Crack shape #2 (a = 0.79, c = 1.37) 
(c) Crack shape #3 (a = 0.97, c = 0.73) 
mesh size = 0.017 mm mesh size = 0.017 mm 
Non-crack mesh point 
Crack mesh point 
Interpolated non-crack mesh point 
 
Crack and equivalent half-ellipse centroid 
Center of full ellipse 
Crack perimeter 
Equivalent ellipse perimeter 
 
Figure 4.17: Method to determine equivalent surface half-ellipse for an irregulary-
shaped crack used to determine stress intensity factor, ∆K, solution.
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as an internal crack approaches and breaks through the surface, there is a spike in
the stress intensity factor near the surface in the remaining ligament of the material
between the internal crack and the surface. However, the internal crack ∆K solution
is not used to estimate fatigue life in the current study. It is merely used here to
frame/communicate internal versus surface MSC growth in a traditional crack growth
rate (da/dN vs. ∆K) plot and to ensure that there is a distinct transition between
the two.
The gradient stress value, σyy(x), for the calculation of SIF was determined from
the FEM simulations performed in this study. Figure 4.18 shows the σyy(x) values
as a function of x-distance from the notch root at the maximum applied stress level
during the third fatigue cycle. The data points in this Figure represent the average
σyy(x) values calculated within an x bin size of 0.1 mm. To ease calculation of the
SIF, the decay of the stress value with x-depth was parameterized by
σyy(x) = Sapplied + (Kt,grossSapplied − Sapplied) exp(−ξS x) (4.23)
The values used for each parameter in Equation 4.23 are displayed in Table 4.1 as a
function of notch root size. The resulting fit lines of the σyy(x) function are displayed
in Figure 4.18 as solid lines.
Table 4.1: Variables used in Equation 4.23 to describe gradient stress distribution
σyy(x) as a function of notch root size.
Notch radius, ρ (mm) Sapplied (MPa) Kt,gross ξS
0.2 450 2.2 4.5
0.4 450 2.3 4.0
0.6 450 2.4 3.5
0.8 450 2.5 3.0
1.0 450 2.6 2.5
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ρ = 0.2 mm
ρ = 0.2 mm fit
ρ = 0.4 mm
ρ = 0.4 mm fit
ρ = 0.6 mm
ρ = 0.6 mm fit
ρ = 0.8 mm
ρ = 0.8 mm fit
ρ = 1.0 mm
ρ = 1.0 mm fit
Figure 4.18: Stress distribution σyy(x) at maximum applied stress as a function of
x-depth from the notch root for different notch root radii. The fit lines are given by
Equation 4.23.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Contours of Von Mises stress and equivalent plastic shear strain
Figure 4.19 shows example contour plot results for a notched specimen with ρ = 600
µm and an inclusion depth of 25 µm. All subplots in this Figure display the notched
specimen sectioned halfway through the z-thickness so that the inclusion is visible.
The right hand column of Figure 4.19 are zoomed-in versions near the notch root
zone of the left hand column images. Figures 4.19(a) and (b) show the ensemble of
polycrystalline grains (indicated by different colors) within the notch root zone. As
indicated in Figure 4.19(b) the red elements represent the inclusion and the yellow
elements are the debonded region elements. Figures 4.19(c) and (d) are contour plots
of Von Mises equivalent stress at maximum applied strain during the third fatigue
cycle. Figures 4.19(d) shows that the elements constituting the debonded region
are not permitted to carry any stress (by design). Figures 4.19(e) and (f) show the
equivalent plastic shear strain εp =
√
2/3εp : εp at maximum applied strain during
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the third fatigue cycle. Values above εp = 1 × 10−2 are denoted in light gray and
values below εp = 1× 10−7 are displayed in dark gray to better view the heterogeneity
in plastic strain within the notch root zone. The localization of plastic strain near the















Figure 4.19: Comparison of (a)-(b) grain stucture, (c)-(d) Von Mises equivalent
stress and (e)-(f) equivalent plastic shear strain values at maximum applied strain
during the third fatigue cycle for a notch root radius of ρ = 600 µm and inclusion
depth h = 25 µm. Right column contains zoomed in versions of left column.
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The effect of inclusion depth on plastic strain localization is displayed in Figure 4.20.
This Figure illustrates half-sections of the notched component of the polycrystalline
grain structure (left column) and resulting equivalent plastic strain (right column)
at maximum applied strain during the third fatigue cycle for inclusion depths of (a)
h = 25 µm, (b) h = 50 µm, and (c) h = 100 µm. Note that Figure 4.20(a) and
Figure 4.19(b) and (f) show results from the same instanstiation. To facilitate better
comparison, the scale for each equivalent plastic strain contour plot are identical.
Again values above εp = 1e− 2 are denoted in light gray and values below εp = 1e− 7
are displayed in dark gray to better view the heterogeneity in plastic strain within
the notch root zone. As expected, there is an increase in equivalent plastic strain,
and, subsequently, higher driving force for fatigue crack formation and early MSC
propagation as the inclusion is located closer to the surface.
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(a) Inclusion depth h = 25 µm. 
(b) Inclusion depth h = 50 µm. 













Figure 4.20: Comparison of equivalent plastic shear strain values at maximum
applied strain during the third fatigue cycle for a notch root radius of ρ = 600 µm
and inclusion depths (a) h = 25 µm, (b) h = 50 µm, and (c) h = 100 µm. Left hand
images show corresponding grain structure.
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4.3.2 FIP distribution in notch root zone
The distribution of maximum non-crystallographic uncracked FIPFS as a function
of x-value for all notch root sizes (ρ = 0.2 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm, and 1.0
mm) and inclusion depths of (a) h = 25 µm, (b) h = 50 µm, and (c) h = 100 µm
are shown in Figure 4.21. Each data point in Figure 4.21 indicates the maximum
FIP value binned (x bin size = 17 µm) for a single instantiation. Thus, since 20
instantiations were simulated per each notch radius size and inclusion depth, each
x bin value contains 20 FIP data points (one per instantiation). Since all notches
are centered about x = 0, the notch root surface at y = 0 for each notch root size is
located at x = ρ.
Comparing the maximum non-crystallographic FIPFS values of all subplots in
Figure 4.21, it is easy to see that the maximum FIP values increase as the inclusion
gets closer to the surface. For the maximum inclusion distance simulated in this
work (h = 100 µm), there is a slight increase in the FIP located at x = ρ + h due
to existence of the debonded inclusion within the notch root zone. However, the
maximum FIPs at x = ρ+ h for most instantiations (minus the one outlier for ρ =
1.0 mm) are on the order of (or less than) the maximum FIP value at the surface
x = ρ. Therefore, for an inclusion depth of h = 100 µm, the chance that another
feature such as a surface grain/pore causes the failure initiation location versus the
inclusion at h = 100 µm seem to be quite similar. This suggests that there will be
competition between surface fatigue crack initiation and bulk fatigue crack initiation
for inclusions located at h = 100 µm. For the inclusion located at h = 50 µm and
simulated notch sizes above ρ = 0.2 mm, the interaction between the notch stress
gradient, the surface, and the debonded inclusion cause the FIP to intensify near the
inclusion on the order of ∼10-50 times the maximum FIP simulated for h = 100 µm.
The number of instantiations with this level of FIP intensification further increases
for h = 25 µm as indicated in Figure 4.21(a). These FIP results displayed in Figure
4.21 quantitatively display the probabilistic increase in fatigue crack driving force as
the inclusion is located closer to the notch surface.
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S h = 25 µm
 
 
ρ = 0.2 mm
ρ = 0.4 mm
ρ = 0.6 mm
ρ = 0.8 mm
ρ = 1.0 mm
(a) h = 25 µm.


































S h = 50 µm
 
 
ρ = 0.2 mm
ρ = 0.4 mm
ρ = 0.6 mm
ρ = 0.8 mm
ρ = 1.0 mm
(b) h = 50 µm.
Figure 4.21: Maximum non-crystallographic uncracked FIP as a function of depth
for different notch sizes and inclusion depths.
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S h = 100 µm
 
 
ρ = 0.2 mm
ρ = 0.4 mm
ρ = 0.6 mm
ρ = 0.8 mm
ρ = 1.0 mm
(c) h = 100 µm.
Figure 4.21: (continued) Maximum non-crystallographic uncracked FIP as a function
of depth for different notch sizes and inclusion depths.
4.3.3 Estimation method for MSC growth
The technique for estimation of MSC growth developed in Chapter 3 is used here to
estimate MSC growth from inclusions located at different depths from the surface of
notched components. First, MSC growth was assumed to originate from the inclusion
for all cases. To regularize the effect of a somewhat coarse mesh size near the inclusion
(∼5µm), the FIPs were nonlocally averaged over the grain scale for the prediction of
MSC growth. The MSC growth model in vacuum (ref. Figure 3.31) was used while
the simulated crack was not exposed to the surface; when the MSC broke through
the surface, the MSC growth model was instantaneously switched to the MSC growth
model fit to laboratory air MSC experiments (ref. Figure 3.30) to estimate MSC
growth exposed to lab air. The driving force for MSC propagation increases as the
subsurface MSC approaches the surface due to the reduction in triaxiality/constraint
and increase in concentrated stress in the remaining ligament of material between the
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subsurface crack and the surface. While these effects are not specifically modeled in
this framework, the MSC growth Equation 3.31 is modified as the subsurface crack
approaches the surface to account for the absense of a “next grain boundary” to resist
MSC growth by modifying the MSC growth Equation 3.31 (repeated as Equation 4.25,
below) as:
• For crack front points near the surface ({aj(x)− ρ} < 2/3×dgrn), grain boundary






• Otherwise, Equation 3.31 (4.25) is used to account for the effect of grain boundary







1−RGB · (1− dGB)2
]
−∆CTDth (4.25)
For MSC propagation, the initial average FIP value for all grains (FIP o(GAll) in
Equation 3.33) is assumed to be spatially dependent on the distance from the notch
root. For the current case, an exponential decay function is used to describe the notch
FIP gradient and is given by [76]
FIP
notched
o (Gall) = FIPmax · exp [−ξ(ρ) · (x− ρ)] (4.26)
where ξ(ρ) controls the rate of FIP decay from the notch root as a function of different
radii. On a log-linear plot of FIP versus x-distance, this exponential decay function is
represented by a straight line. The application of the FIP exponential decay function
for all notch sizes simulated in this study and an inclusion depth of h = 100 µm is
shown in Figure 4.22. This Figure also shows the log-linear best fit lines that are used
for the FIP
notched
o (Gall) function in the FIP* expression (Eqn. 3.33).
An additional modification to the numerical implementation of the MSC growth
algorithm from Chapter 3 (ref. Figure 3.33) was adopted. In the previous approach
of modeling MSC growth from a FIB notch, a constant ∆N was used to increment
crack extension for the jth increment by means of ∆aj = daj/dN ×∆N . For the case
of an MSC growing in a notch stress field, a variable ∆N was desired to account for
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Figure 4.22: Maximum grain-averaged non-crystallographic FIPFS distribution
versus x-distance for 5 different notch root sizes for a maximum applied strain value
of εmax = 0.6εy.
the differences in MSC growth rate for subsurface versus surface cracks and the notch
gradient stress field effect. Therefore, for simulated MSC propagation in notches,
the increment in number of cycles for the j + 1 increment (∆Nj+1) was allowed to
change based on the jth increment of crack extension ∆aj . If ∆aj < 0.5 µm the cycle
increment ∆Nj+1 was doubled and if ∆aj > 5 µm the cycle increment ∆Nj+1 was
halved. Also, to account for faster growth rate for MSCs exposed to laboratory air
versus pseudo-vacuum environment, the cycle increment was reset to ∆Nj = 1 when
the subsurface MSC first penetrated the surface. This flexible cycle increment allowed
for a more stable/precise MSC growth estimation technique.
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4.3.4 MSC growth path results
The estimation of MSC growth was carried out until the simulated crack reached
a projected area normal to the y-loading axis of 0.05 mm2. This area was chosen
because it coincided with the approximate projected area that all simulated MSCs
reached/penetrated the surface and it ensured that the full effect of “pseudo-vaccum”
MSC growth and inclusion depth could be realized for all simulations. Subsequent
crack growth behavior beyond this projected area size was similar for all three inclusion
depths simulated in this study. Example 3D crack path results (left column) and crack
growth through the polycrystalline microstructure projected normal to the y-loading
axis (right column) are shown in Figure 4.23 for notch size ρ = 0.6 mm and inclusion
depths of (a) h = 25 µm, (b) h = 50 µm, and (c) h = 100 µm. In this Figure, the
50-µm inclusion is represented by the white ellipse and circle in the left and right
columns, respectively. The different colors in the right hand plot indicate grain ID
numbers (ref. colorbar in Figure 4.23 (a)) with lower numbers corresponding to larger
grains. Superimposed on these right hand column plots are the crack front isolines
at different cycle numbers. The black dotted line in the right hand column Figures









































(c) h = 100 μm 3D crack path (left) and growth through polycrystalline microstructure (right). 
(a) h = 25 μm 3D crack path (left) and growth through polycrystalline microstructure (right). 
(b) h = 50 μm 3D crack path (left) and growth through polycrystalline microstructure (right). 
Figure 4.23: 3D rendering of MSC growth path (left) and projected crack growth
through polycrystalline microstructure (right) for ρ = 0.6 mm notched specimens.
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4.3.5 MSC growth rate (da/dN) versus ∆K results
Figure 4.24 shows computed crack growth rate (da/dN) versus stress intensity factor
(∆K) results for a notch root size of ρ = 0.6 mm and inclusion depths of (a, b) h = 25
µm, (c, d) h = 50 µm, and (e, f) h = 100 µm. The crack growth rate versus range
of SIF data are only shown for one notch root size to avoid redundancy as the MSC
growth results/conclusions for the other four notch root sizes simulated showed similar
trends. In Figure 4.24, the left column contains crack growth rate and SIF data based
on the square root of the projected area method of computation whereas the right
column contains crack growth rate versus SIF data based on the surface crack method
of computation. For definitions of surface versus projected area methods, refer to
Section 3.7.5. Each plot in Figure 4.24 shows the results for all N = 20 instantiations
simulated per inclusion depth. Each data point indicates the average da/dN versus
∆K value of the whole crack front at a given numerical increment of crack extension.
For comparison, the aforementioned mean MSC growth rate lines in vacuum and
laboratory air and the mean LEFM data lines (cf. Section 3.7.2) are also plotted in
Figure 4.24.
The abrupt jump in the crack growth rate in the projected area data signifies the
initially internal crack breaking through the surface and the subsequent simulated
increase in growth rate due to exposure to air. One important thing to note about the
SIFs in the left column projected area data is they do not start at the same initial ∆K
values for each inclusion depth. This is due to the stress gradient effect; the internal
cracks at inclusions located closer to the surface notch experience a higher stress field,
and, hence, a higher initial SIF than the internal cracks starting further into the bulk
of the material.
As was the case for the MSC growth from FIB notch studies in Chapter 3,
the projected area method MSC growth rate data contains less scatter than the
surface method data. In addition, it appears that the scatter in MSC growth rate
decreases with increasing inclusion depth for the projected area method of MSC
growth estimation. For the current study, a crack further into the depth of the notched
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MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(a) h = 25 µm, projected area method.




























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(b) h = 25 µm, surface method.




























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(c) h = 50 µm, projected area method.




























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(d) h = 50 µm, surface method.




























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(e) h = 100 µm, projected area method.




























MSC Mean Exp Vacuum**
MSC Mean Exp Lab Air*
(f) h = 100 µm, surface method.
Figure 4.24: MSC crack growth rate versus stress intensity factor for all ρ = 0.6 mm
notched specimen instantiations. *MSC mean and LEFM lines were fit to experimental
data [137,138] depicted in Figure 3.26. **MSC mean data line in vacuum was fit to
LEFM vacuum data [136] as depicted in Figure 3.28.
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specimen needs to be larger than one located at the surface to have the same ∆K
value due to the notch stress gradient effect. Therefore, at a given equivalent ∆K,
cracks originating further into the bulk of the notched specimen material are larger
and statistically sample more grains than cracks starting closer to the notch surface.
In the FIB notch studies in Chapter 3, it was found that MSC growth rate scatter
decreases among multiple instantiations with crack size due to the crack front sampling
more grains. This sampling of more grains effect could explain the reduced scatter in
growth rate of cracks emanating from inclusions deeper into the bulk of the material.
The surface MSC growth data in the right column of Figure 4.24 displays more
scatter than the MSC growth regime of the projected area method of estimation. The
surface MSC growth rate for the inclusion located furthest from the surface, h = 100
µm, displays the highest scatter in MSC growth rate and a faster average surface
MSC growth rate than the other two inclusion depths, h = 25 µm and h = 50 µm.
There are two reasons for this behavior. First, once the crack penetrates the surface,
the surface crack experiences a higher driving force to “catch up” to the internal
crack dimension (in the z-direction in Figure 4.23) than the other two cases where
inclusions are located closer to the surface; this is due to the internal crack having a
larger projected area when the crack first penetrates the surface as compared to the
less deep inclusion crack fronts.
The second reason for large spikes in crack growth behavior for the h = 100 µm
inclusion depth case is due to the waviness of the simulated crack front. For example,
in Figure 4.23(c) the crack front initially penetrates the surface at x = 0.6 mm and z
= 0.18 mm and starts to grow outward in the z direction from this surface penetration
location. Later, the crack front penetrates the surface in a second location at x =
0.6 mm and z = 0.1 mm and causes the overall surface length to jump from a length
of 2c ∼0.05 mm to 2c ∼0.1 mm in one increment of crack extension, resulting in a
spike in the surface MSC growth rate over that particular increment. Therefore, there
is a transient period in which the internal crack initially breaks through the surface
and transitions into behaving more like a surface crack. Obviously, this “internal to
surface” MSC growth transient period starts earlier in the MSC growth regime as the
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inclusion is located closer to the surface.
In general, the projected area and surface da/dN versus ∆K MSC growth results
seem to approach the LEFM growth behavior, especially for the inclusion depth of
h = 25 µm. The transition from internal to surface MSC growth seems to occur in the
range of ∆K ≈ 8-10 MPa
√
m for the inclusion depths of h = 25 µm and h = 50 µm;
the transition from internal to surface MSC growth was not reached for the h = 100
µm simulated MSC growth depicted in Figure 4.23(c) and Figure 4.24(f). Regardless,
once the transient internal to surface MSC growth behavior is reached, the mean MSC
growth behavior appears to correlate well with LEFM crack growth rate data.
4.3.6 Probabilistic distribution of fatigue life
The experimental fatigue life data used for comparison to the notched component sim-
ulations is from the Master’s Thesis work of Ward [138]. In his studies, Ward analyzed
notched components made from a supersolvus coarse-grained IN100 microstructure
with an average grain size on the order of ∼30 µm [138]. These notched components
had a gage section of 27 mm in length and two symmetric, 2-mm-circular notches
on opposite sides. The gross section width and thickness for these specimens were
9.14 mm by 6.28 mm and the net section width and thickness were 7.14 mm by 6.28
mm. These notched specimens were subjected to load-controlled, constant-amplitude
fatigue loading at T = 650◦, Rσ = 0.05, and f = 0.33 Hz. Two maximum applied
stresses were used corresponding to a net section average stress of 800 MPa and 900
MPa, or a gross section average stress of 625 MPa and 703 MPa, respectively.
The estimated fatigue lives for all notch root radii sizes and inclusion depths are
shown in Figure 4.25. The fatigue lives for each instantiation are computed as a
superposition of incubation life Ninc given by Equation 4.17 and the number of cycles
to propagate the MSC to a projected area of 0.05 mm2. Again, this projected area was
used because it coincided with the approximate projected area that all simulated MSCs
reached/penetrated the surface and it ensured that the full effect of “pseudo-vacuum”
MSC growth and inclusion depth could be realized for all simulations. Figure 4.25
displays the notch root radius size minus inclusion depth (ρ− h) versus number of
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cycles for all instantiations simulated in this study. The fatigue life data was plotted
in this manner so that all fatigue life data could be shown on the same plot with
minimal overlap of data. In Figure 4.25, the upward pointing arrows, circles, and
downward pointing arrows correspond to h = 25 µm, h = 50 µm, and h = 100 µm
inclusion depths, respectively. The yellow filled data points indicate mean fatigue
life behavior of 20 instantiations simulated for each notch size and inclusion depth
combination.
ρ = 1.0 mm 
        h = 25 μm 
        h = 50 μm 
        h = 100 μm 
 
ρ = 0.8 mm 
        h = 25 μm 
        h = 50 μm 
        h = 100 μm 
 
ρ = 0.6 mm 
        h = 25 μm 
        h = 50 μm 
        h = 100 μm 
 
ρ = 0.4 mm 
        h = 25 μm 
        h = 50 μm 
        h = 100 μm 
 
ρ = 0.2 mm 
        h = 25 μm 
        h = 50 μm 
        h = 100 μm 
Figure 4.25: Notch size and inclusion depth versus life for 5 different notch radius
sizes. The yellow filled data points indicate mean fatigue life behavior.
Several interesting aspects of Figure 4.25 should be further discussed. First, as
expected, for a given notch root size, inclusions located closer to the surface are
statistically more detrimental and result in a shorter estimated fatigue lifetime than
inclusions located further into the bulk. As the notch size increases from ρ = 0.2 mm
to ρ = 0.6 mm, the computed fatigue life generally decreases in accordance with the
expected increase in stress concentration within the notch root zone. However, this
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trend is not apparent for notch sizes ρ = 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm, and 1.0 mm. Based on the
20 instantiations simulated per notch root size, the minimum predicted fatigue life of
the 0.6 mm notch with inclusion located at a depth of h = 25 µm was shorter than the
minimum lives of the 0.8 mm and 1.0 mm notches with inclusion located at a depth
of h = 25 µm. For the h = 50 µm inclusion depth case, the 1.0 mm notch size had
the lowest predicted fatigue life followed in order by the 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm notch.
In previous work by Jha et al. [18, 157,180], a description of a difference between
mean and life-limiting fatigue behavior was described based on failure initiation
feature (pore, NMI, large grain) and location of failure (surface versus subsurface). In
this work, it was found that a limited number of simulated instantiations could be
life-limiting even if the failure location (in this case depth of inclusion) was controlled.
The only difference among realizations was the random assortment of grains (size,
shape, and orientation) surrounding the inclusion within the notch root CPFEM zone.
There are certain random assortments of grains that seem to cause fatigue life-limiting
outliers that are an order of magnitude shorter than the rest of the population for a
given notch size and inclusion depth. These outliers occur at a very low probability of
occurrence (1 or 2 out of 20 total instantiations). Since these outliers occurred at such
a small probability of occurrence, the simulation of more random instantantiations
could be done to fully characterize the features and/or microstructural arrangements
that contribute to this life-limiting failure phenomenon. These extreme value tails of
the failure distribution are the most important data points for minimum life prediction.
The failure distributions shown in Figure 4.25 are replotted on a Weibull probability
plot in Figures 4.26 through 4.28 for inclusion depths of h = 25 µm, h = 50 µm,
and h = 100 µm, respectively, to compare the distribution of computed fatigue lives
to notched fatigue experiments [138]. The probability plots were plotted using the
statistics toolbox in MATLAB [144]. Also plotted in these Figures are the experimental
notch fatigue data from Ward [138], as previously described in this section. While
the experimental and computational data points are not directly comparable due to
differences in notch dimensions and maximum applied stress, qualitative comparisons
can be made.
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Figure 4.29 shows the Weibull probabilty plot incorporating estimated fatigue life
data for all inclusion depths (h = 25 µm, h = 50 µm, and h = 100 µm) together.
Note that plotting all of the inclusion data points together on the same probability
plot assumes an equal probability of occurrence of each failure location. In reality,
the probability of occurence of each failure mode should be unequal. Additionally, for
more accurate probabilty of failure analyses, one would also have to consider pores
located near the surface as pores are also a frequent location where fatigue cracks can
form in Ni-base superalloys [18, 137, 138, 157, 180]. However, pores were not accounted
for in this current study.
Figure 4.30 compares the MSC propagation life (Nprop,MSC) for all notch root
radii and inclusion depth simulations to the total life (NT ) data from Figure 4.29.
Figure 4.30 shows that the MSC propagation life is only a small portion of the total
life in the total lifetime regime of N ∼ 105 to 109 fatigue cycles. In this HCF to
VHCF regime, total fatigue life is dominated by crack formation rather than crack
propagation [5,181,182]. The ratio of crack incubation to overall fatigue life estimation
is presented for all notch root sizes and inclusion depths together on one plot in Figure
4.31. This Figure indicates that the majority of fatigue life ( (Ninc/NT × 100%) >
95%) is spent incubating the crack from the debonded inclusion into the matrix for
nearly all (>95%) of the instantiations simulated in the current study.
Additionally, for the current study, only MSC propagation originating from the
perimeter of the inclusion was considered. For the cases of h = 100 µm, the maximum
non-crystallographic FIP at the inclusion depth was on the order of the maximum FIP
value from the surface. Therefore, there are potential cases where the crack initiation
could occur at the surface regardless of the inclusion at a depth of h = 100 µm and
cause the fatigue crack growth life to be shorter than that currently predicted for MSC
growth from the inclusion at h = 100 µm. Therefore, proper fatigue life prediction
should also consider the potential for surface crack formation when inclusions are
above a given distance (h ≈ 100 µm) from the surface. Regardless of these limitations,
qualitative comparison between the distribution of computationally-predicted fatigue
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of experimental and computational Weibull distribution
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of experimental and computational Weibull distribution
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of experimental and computational Weibull distribution
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of experimental and computational Weibull distribution
of failure lives for 5 different notch radius sizes with all inclusion depths, h = 25 µm,
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of MSC propagation life (NMSC) and total life (NT ) for
5 different notch radius sizes and all inclusion depths, h = 25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm
plotted together.





























Figure 4.31: Percent contribution of crack incubation to overall fatigue life estimation
for all notch root sizes and inclusion depths plotted together.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the effect of inclusion depth on fatigue life was investigated for double
edge notched components with notch root radii ranging from 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm.
The inclusions were initially assumed to be debonded due to the magnitude of the
local stresses within in the notch root zone. A *UHypel subroutine in ABAQUS
was used to provide a numerically stable means to simulate the inclusion/matrix
interfacial debonding material behavior. This *UHypel subroutine material behavior
was fully compliant in tension and retained the full stiffness of the matrix material in
compression. The predicted MSC growth rate da/dN versus ∆K curves correlated
well with previous surface MSC growth experiments in laboratory air [137, 138]. A
hierarchical multistage fatigue life estimate technique was used to predict the overall
fatigue lives of the notched components as a function of notch size and inclusion
depth. It was found that inclusions located closer to the surface were statistically
more detrimental than inclusions further into the bulk of the material. The expected
trend of decreasing life with larger notch root size was not completely reproduced
in this work. This was most likely due to the random nature of microstructure and
the ability to determine the life-limiting microstructural aggregate fatigue life with
only 20 instantiations. It was argued that more simulations should be performed
to see if the predicted trend is sustainable under larger simulation population sizes.
However, preliminary results indicate that these simulations could be used as a tool to
determine the relative effect of surface versus bulk fatigue crack formation and early
growth on overall probability of failure; the predicted computational and experimental
fatigue lives showed similar distributions on a Weibull probability plot.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING RESIDUAL STRESS EFFECTS DUE TO
SHOT-PEENING
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Motivation for use and study of residual stresses
The beneficial effects of compressive surface residual stresses have been well documented
in the literature [203–206]. To understand the usefulness of surface residual stresses
as applied to Ni-base superalloys, we must discuss the shift from surface to subsurface
fatigue crack initiation for the transition from LCF to HCF regimes. Pictured in
Figure 5.1 are LCF to HCF transition fatigue stress-life data for notched DA 718
Ni-base superalloy specimens [177] and fine-grained IN100 Ni-base superalloy smooth
specimens [157] without initial surface residual stresses. These two figures were
recreated from their respective sources to display the origin/mechanism of failure for
each data point. The stress amplitude value for each data point in Figure 5.1(a) was
not recorded in [177]. However, qualitative experimental trends can be deduced from
this data without knowing the exact stress amplitude values for the notched specimen
experiments. In each Figure, the open symbols indicate surface crack formation
whereas the color-filled symbols indicate subsurface fatigue crack initiation. Three
distinct fatigue crack initiation regimes are observed from these data:
• Surface-dominated crack initiation (N < 104 cycles): Higher stress ampli-
tudes induce crack formation predominantly at the surface.
• Transition regime (104 < N < 5×105 cycles): Intermediate/transition fatigue
stress amplitudes induce both surface and subsurface crack formation sites, which
leads to a significant amount of scatter in the stress-life data.
• Subsurface-dominated crack initiation (N > 5× 105 cycles): Lower stress
amplitudes induce crack formation mostly at large subsurface grains or internal
nonmetallic inclusions.
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Kt = 1.3 
Kt = 2.5 
(a) Notched Specimen DA718 Ni-base superalloy. Recreated from data































(b) Smooth specimen IN100 Ni-base superalloy. Recreated from data in [157].
(650◦C, R=0.05, 0.33Hz, average grain size 4µm).
Figure 5.1: LCF to HCF transition regime data showing the transition from surface-
to subsurface-dominated fatigue crack formation.
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Thus, there is a transition from surface- to subsurface-dominated failure mechanisms
with decreasing stress amplitude (from LCF to HCF). Other authors have reported
similar results for the transition from surface- to subsurface-dominated fatigue crack
initiation in a variety of materials including: Ni-base superalloys [23,24,159], titanium
alloys [207,208], and high strength steels [209,210]. Since surface compressive residual
stresses are introduced in a component to help retard fatigue crack initiation [211] and
early growth at near-surface inclusions, and to shift the fatigue crack initiation sites
from surface to subsurface locations [203,204], Figure 5.1 suggests that compressive
residual stresses should be useful in the transition and HCF regimes. However, as
shown in Figure 5.2, residual stresses are only beneficial in the transition fatigue
regime (N = 104 − 5× 105 cycles). For example, Barrie et al. [212] investigated the
effectiveness of shot peening on suppression of fatigue crack formation at NMIs in
Ni-base superalloy Udimet 720. They found that shot peening can improve fatigue
performance in the transition regime for strain ranges up to 0.8% for tests at 427◦C
and 650◦C and strain ratios of -1 and 0. Higher strains can reduce the effectiveness of
the compressive residual stresses, so that surface initiation could still occur.
Figure 5.2: Effect of shot peening on strain life diagram for a Ni-base superalloy
smooth specimen [213].
The reason that shot-peening is less effective at higher cyclic stress/strain ampli-
tudes is due to residual stress relaxation with cyclic loading. As shown in Figure 5.3
for a coarse grain IN100 microstructure (average grain size = 25µm) subjected to
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fatigue loading, if the strain amplitude is high enough, plastic straining of an entire
cross section can occur and reverse the residual stress profile so that tensile residual
stresses exist at the surface and compressive residual stresses develop in the bulk.
This reversal of residual stress phenomenon has also been demonstrated in OFHC
copper [214] under a given amount of tensile plastic strain ( 0.3%) and steel [215] for
fatigue loading (R=0, N=800 cycles, σmax = 408MPa, σ
0.2%
y = 408 MPa). If residual
stresses become tensile near the surface, near-surface inclusions would become even
more detrimental to the fatigue life of the component as compared to the absence of
shot peening. The effects of residual stress relaxation due to fatigue loading should
therefore be considered.
Figure 5.3: Surface residual stress relaxation (following specimen failure in fatigue)
in a coarse grained IN100 due to a uniform applied stress [211].
Surface residual stresses can be applied via multiple techniques (shot/gravity
peening, low plasticity burnishing, laser shock peening, etc.). The residual stress
profile depends on the method of surface treatment (Ref. [216] for residual stress
profile examples). Shot peening is the most commonly used technique in industry to
induce residual stresses at the surface, and is the focus of this residual stress study.
In addition to the compressive residual stress state induced at the surface, other
factors can influence the effectiveness of shot-peened residual stresses on fatigue life.
For example, a high intensity of shot peening can induce extensive material damage
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and non-metallic inclusion cracking that can override the benefit of the shot peening
process [212]. In addition, residual stress relaxation can occur through fatigue loading
and by means of thermal recovery [14–16]. Thus, accurate fatigue life modeling of
the effects of surface residual stresses due to shot peening should take into account
plasticity-induced change in microstructure and load/temperature-induced residual
stress relaxation.
While the influence of residual stress on fatigue life has been reported extensively
in the literature, the ability to computationally predict the improvement in fatigue
resistance and scatter due to induced compressive residual stresses are lacking in the
literature. A significant effort in modeling inclusion and residual stress effects in shot-
peened martensitic gear steels was done by Prasannavenkatesan et al. [125,175,217,218].
They considered 3D FEM models at discrete depths subjected to the required amount
of compressive load/unload strain to induce the required residual stress profile at each
particular depth. The simulated inclusion sizes (< 10µm) were small compared to
the overall 3D FEM model dimensions, so the gradient in applied stress and residual
stress over the inclusion was considered to be negligible in their analysis. Alternatively,
inclusion sizes in powder metallurgy polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy IN100 are on
the order of 10-100 µm [18, 157, 180]. For inclusions of these sizes the gradient in
residual stress field due to shot peening (ref. RS profile in [14]) can have a significant
effect on stress/strain response and should be considered when analyzing inclusion
and residual stress effects in Ni-base superalloys. Therefore, a simulation approach
that accounts for the entire distribution of residual stress, and not just at discrete
surface depths, is warranted. Hence, this work aims to develop a framework to assess
(1) the effect of microstructure on the entire residual stress profile due to shot peening
and (2) the effect of cyclic loading on residual stress relaxation in polycrystalline
Ni-base superalloy components. This section begins with an overview of previous
methods to impose residual stresses within components. Next, the method to simulate
application of residual stresses to components is discussed and a simple plasticity
model is presented for calibrating this model. Finally, the method in which crystal
plasticity is incorporated is presented along with results for variability of initial residual
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stress and retained residual stress due to a single load/unload.
5.1.2 Previous Methods for Simulated Application of Residual Stresses
Techniques to simulate the shot peening process can be divided into two methods: (1)
Simulation of the impact response between the shot bead and the shot peened surface
by quasi-static or explicit dynamic analyses to predict the resulting residual stress as
a function of shot peening parameters (shot size, speed, coverage, etc.) [219–224] or
(2) Simulation of the overall induced mechanical response due to shot peening through
a deformation event [125,225,226]. Some relevant works regarding these two methods
are discussed below.
5.1.2.1 Simulation of single and multiple impact events
Shot peening involves the high-velocity impact of shot beads on a surface of a part.
Naturally, some of the first means to model this high-velocity impact were focused on
single impact events. The residual stresses due to a single shot on a target substrate
has been studied by multiple researchers. Chen and Hutchinson [220,221] and Boyce et
al. [219] studied the effect of the impact between a hard body and an elastic-perfectly
plastic substrate on the residual stress profile using 2D axi-symmetric FEM analysis.
They performed both quasi-static and explicit dynamic analyses for two different
shot velocities (200 and 300 m/s) for a steel ball impacting a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The
dynamic simulations incorporated effects of strain-rate sensitivity, inertia, and elastic
wave propagation, and resulted in a better prediction of residual stresses for the
high-velocity impact as compared to the quasi-static analyses. This work [219–221]
was performed to simulate the effect of foreign object damage (FOD) on the HCF
response of a Ti-6Al-4V alloy, which is commonly used in low-temperature gas turbine
engine blades. Their work was primarily focused on the effect of residual stresses due
to the spherical impact on the critical crack length (threshold ∆K) and the location
where fatigue cracks form during subsequent HCF loading.
Frija et al. [222] characterized the dynamic shot been behavior based on the
equivalence between the dynamic impact of the shot with the surface and a static
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indentation of a shot peen bead. The difference between the kinetic energy before
and after impact was assumed to correspond to the amount of energy absorbed
by the shot-peened material via plastic deformation, minus a small fraction due to
losses (vibrations, heating, etc.). A three-dimensional quasi-static FEM analysis of a
single shot bead was performed in [222], where the shot bead was assumed to be a
perfectly rigid sphere traveling at a constant velocity and the shot-peened material
was considered to be strain rate insensitive and elastic-plastic with isotropic hardening
and damage. The residual stresses found along the centerline of the shot bead impact
direction using this calibrated model correlated relatively well with XRD residual
stress measurements for a Ni-base superalloy Waspaloy.
Zion and Johnson [227] used a two-dimensional axisymmetric FEM model to study
the dynamic collision between a hard and soft shot bead and a high-stength steel target
material. Using analysis of variance (ANOVA) method, they systematically studied
the effects of four different shot peen input parameters (shot diameter, shot velocity,
target thickness, and friction coefficient) on five key output parameters (surface and
maximum RS, depth of maximum RS, transition depth from compressive to tensile
RS, and plastic work done at the target surface). They found that the most highly
significant input factor in the FEM model was the value of friction coefficient assumed
between the shot bead and the target material.
Dynamic FEM analyses are not just limited to shot peen events. Brockman et
al. [228] predicted and characterized residual stresses in a Ti-6Al-4V alloy and 2024-
T351 aluminum alloy exposed to laser shock peening using a Johnson-Cook model
with Von-Mises J2 flow theory and isotropic hardening. The laser pulse was modeled
using a two-step explicit analysis, the first accounting for plastic deformation and
the second step returning the system to near-equilibrium conditions. This framework
was applied to a 9-shot rosette LSP pattern and found a significant amount of spatial
variability in the resulting residual stress profile.
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5.1.2.2 Techniques to induce overall mechanical response due to shot
peening
The second method of simulating the shot peen process focuses on how the overall
residual stress profile can be imposed using a quasi-static finite element framework,
which is of interest to the current work. In this approach, the individual shot peen (or
laser shock peen) events that were modeled in the previous method are not modeled.
Instead, the resulting material deformation and hardening states due to shot peening
are (1) induced explicitly within an implicit or explicit FEM model and (2) used as
initial conditions for subsequent relaxation/fatigue analysis simulations.
One way to induce residual stresses explictly within an FEM model is to deform
the FEM model in displacement-controlled constrained compression. The purpose
of this method is to mimic the collective mechanical means in which biaxial residual
stresses are imposed within a component during the shot peening process and to
trace the evolution of the material state throughout the deformation process. For
example, Prasannavenkatesan et al. [125,218] used a simple displacement-controlled
method in conjunction with isotropic plasticity [125] and polycrystal plasticity [218]
to induce residual stresses [125] and reproduce experimental trends in residual stress
relaxation [218] due to HCF cyclic bending for a martensitic gear steel. For these
analyses, individual 3D FEM models were used at discrete depths and subjected to
the required amount of compressive load/unload strain to induce the required residual
stress profile at each particular depth. This displacement-controlled method presented
by [125,218] is best used for simulated application of residual stresses to the surface
of a smooth specimen with well-defined boundary and loading conditions.
An alternative means to initialize residual streses within an FEM model is to
use the residual stress and material hardening states for target initial conditions.
For example, Buchanan et al. [14, 229] used a coupled creep-plasticity model to
investigate residual stress relaxation in polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy IN100 at an
elevated temperature. The initial residual stress state and material hardening state
(effective plastic strain, backstress) were input into their material model as initial
conditions based on experimental XRD and cold work measurements at different
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depths [229]. After these initial conditions were applied to the finite element model, a
self-equilibration step was used (to solve the stress/strain boundary value problem)
prior to performing relaxation simulation studies. A similar method to initialize
the hardening state of a material due to shot peening was done by Benedetti et
al. [230,231]. In their approach, they assumed that the microhardness of the specimens
as a function of the depth were directly related to the work hardening of the material.
For the FEM model several thin surface layers were constructed. Each surface
layer was assigned an initial local yield strength and hardening variables based
on the experimental microhardness measurement at that depth. Additionally, the
initial residual stress profile was induced by introducing an experimentally-fit thermal
eigenstrain distribution within the FEM model. The method of introducing eigenstrains
within an FEM model to produce residual stresses is covered in more detail in the
next section.
5.1.2.3 Eigenstrain method of imposing residual stresses
In the eigenstrain method, the amount of induced thermal eigenstrain and resulting
residual stress as a function of depth can be controlled by specifying spatial distributions
of a thermal expansion coefficient. The main challenge of this method is to determine
the amount of eigenstrain that is required to produce a given residual stress profile.
General frameworks for the solution to the so-called “inverse eigenstrain problem”
have been developed and presented by many authors [226, 232–236]. Universally,
these approaches assume that the eigenstrain distribution can be reconstructed as a





In this equation, N is the number of basis functions, ξi(x), and ci are the coefficent
multipliers for each basis function. The benefit of this model is that the researcher is
at liberty to choose the total number of basis functions and the form of each basis
function; as a result, there are multiple sets of basis functions that can describe a given
eigenstrain distribution. For example, one could use a series of smooth set of basis
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functions [232–234], multiple polynomials [226], or even a superposition of multiple
kernel density functions including triangular functions [235] or normal distribution
functions [236] as the overall eigenstrain distribution estimator. Regardless of the
functional form, the most important factor that should be considered is how to solve
for the basis function coefficients and whether the given eigenstrain distribution is
able to reconstruct the desired residual stress profile. For example, Korsunsky [226]
used axisymmetric plate theory to analytically find stresses and deformations arising
due to peening and found the necessary eigenstrain as a function of plate depth using
polynomial functions as basis functions.
Methods that incorporate both the dynamic process of applying residual stresses
and the subsequent effect that these residual stresses have on material behavior require
separate analyses due to different time scales (dynamic shot/laser peen process versus
quasi-static LCF/HCF/creep loading). An attempt to combine these two analyses
was done by Achintha et al. [237–239] for the application of residual stresses due to
laser shock peening in a Ti-6Al-4V alloy using an eigenstrain approach. In their work,
explicit dynamic FEM analysis was done to determine the residual plastic strain in the
material due to a single/multiple laser pulse(s) and later due to an array of laser pulses.
For this dynamic analysis they assumed a simple elastic-perfectly plastic material
model. The plastic strain as a function of depth calculated from this dynamic analysis
was used as an input eigenstrain in a separate implicit FEM model to determine the
resulting residual stress distribution in the material. They applied this framework to
different thickness specimens and found that although eigenstrain distributions were
similar for different specimen thicknesses, the resulting residual stresses were quite
different among different specimen thicknesses.
5.2 Methodology for Imposing Residual Stresses Using Eigen-
strain Approach
In this section, the methodology used to impose residual stresses within an eigenstrain
framework is introduced and its extension to the crystal plasticity finite element method
is covered. The eigenstrain approach is used here because of its great versatility. The
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eigenstrain is introduced within the microstructure by means of a distribution of
pseudo-thermal expansion coefficients. These thermal expansion coefficients can be
optimized to fit any targeted/measured residual stress profile. Additionally, this
technique can be used for more complex material response (e.g., crystal plasticity)
and more complex geometries (e.g., notches), which is the focus of current and future
work. The application of a quasi-thermal expansion eigenstrain method is covered
below.
5.2.1 Material Model
5.2.1.1 Experiments used to calibrate model
During the shot peening process, equibiaxial compressive residual stresses are intro-
duced near the surface due to constrained plastic deformation. Due to the requirement
for equilibrium, tensile stresses form within the subsurface of the material. To simulate
the material stress state after the shot peening process, a simple computation model is
used and calibrated to experimental residual stress XRD data as reported by Buchanan
et al. [14]. In their work, Buchanan et al. [14] performed residual stress relaxation
studies of a supersolvus PM Ni-base superalloy IN100 with an average grain size of
25µm that was shot peened to an Almen intensity of 6A. The resulting residual stress
profile is overlaid on the shot peened microstructure in Fig. 5.4. As seen in Fig. 5.4(a),
intense plastic deformation (up to ∼30% cold work) is induced near the surface of the
specimen. The TEM image in Figure 5.4(b) shows a very dense dislocation network
within the γ matrix and within the coherent secondary γ′ precipitate channels visible
in this Figure. Also, some dislocations are visible within a the γ′ precipitates.
Shot-peened residual stress profiles depend strongly on specimen thickness. Re-
gardless of the thickness, one characteristic that all residual stress profiles posess is
that residual stress self-equilibrium must be satisfied. That is, the tensile portion of
the residual stress curve within the bulk of the material must offset the compressive
portion of the residual stress curve at the specimen surface. The main difference
between different analytical expressions for residual stress profiles for specimens of
different thicknesses is in the definition of the tensile portion of the residual stress
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(a) Residual stress and cold work profiles overlaid on
SEM image of microstructure [229].
(b) Near surface TEM foil image of
microstructure [229].
Figure 5.4: Effect of shot peening on a supersolvus IN100 microstructure shot peened
to 6A Almen intensity [229].
curve. For thinner specimens, residual stress curves can approach a steady state tensile
value within the bulk of the material. For example, in Buchanan et al. [14], they
studied shot-peened specimens with a thickness of 2mm. The residual stress profile
given in [14] contains the X-ray diffraction measured values at given depths from the
surface. These measured values were fit to a curve of the form [229]
σRS(x) = [(σs − σint) + C1 ·x] · exp(−C2 ·x) + σint (5.2)
where the least square values of σs = −879.0, σint = 205.7, C1 = −67, 028, and
C2 = 20.89 were determined by Buchanan et al. [229] to fit the experimental residual
stress data as a function of depth (x) from the surface. It should be noted that
Equation 5.2 assumes that the residual stress approaches a steady state internal value
of σint with increasing depth (x) and is applicable for depth values from the surface
(x = 0) to half depth (x = 1mm), where the condition of half-symmetry is assumed.
For larger thickness specimens, to satisfy compressive/tensile stress equilibrium,
the tensile portion of the residual stress must decay with increasing depth. An example
of a residual stress profile due to shot peening through the entire thickness of a thicker
Udimet 720 plate is shown in Figure 5.5. As shown in this Figure, the tensile portion
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of the residual stress profile appears to have an exponential or inversely-proportial
decay from the maximum tensile stress at a depth of ∼ 0.5− 1.5 mm from the surface
to a residual stress of zero at a depth of ∼ 2.5− 3.0 mm from the surface. Since it is
unclear what the functional form of this tensile residual stress decay is as a function of
depth, a first-order approximation that the decay is linear can be assumed and used
to develop the full residual stress profile. Thus, we construct a residual stress profile
for thicker coarse-grain IN100 Ni-base superalloy specimens based on three criteria:
(1) the residual stress profile from depths of x = 0 mm to x = 0.35 mm is represented
by the experimental RS profile in Buchanan et al. [14,229] fit to Equation 5.2, (2) the
tensile portion of the curve offsets the compressive portion of the curve at the surface,
and (3) the tensile portion of the residual stress profile decays linearly with increasing
depth (x) from its maximum tensile stress value at a depth of x = 0.35 mm. The
controlling factor for the linear decay of the residual stress with depth is the change
in residual stress as a function of x-distance, dS/dx. To determine this optimal linear
decay value, the areas under the residual stress curve are estimated numerically using
the midpoint method with a step size, dx = 0.001 mm. To exactly offset the tensile
and compressive portions of the residual stress profile, a value of dS/dx = 142.72 is
determined. The estimation of the residual stress profile is shown in Figure 5.6 for
a bar step size of dx = 0.01 mm so that the bars are distinguishable. Note that this
residual stress profile is applicable for thicker specimens.
Another functional form for the residual stress profile of thicker specimens was
proposed by Tufft [241,242] and takes the form:
σRS(x) = A · exp[−x/λ] · sin(B ·x+ C) (5.3)
where A, B, C, and λ are constants fit to experiments. Application of this expression
is shown in Figure 5.7 for Rene’ 88DT that was shot peened to a 6A intensity with
the conditions displayed in the Figure caption. the analytical expression in Equation
5.3 represents the experimental residual stress data well.
As evident from the foregoing discussion, the residual stress profile can change
with specimen thickness. Since the work of Buchanan et al. [229] contains information
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Figure 5.5: Residual stress profile as a function of depth for shot peened Udimet
720 plate [240].
Figure 5.6: Estimation of linear decay of the tensile portion of the residual stress

















Figure 5.7: Residual stress profile and corresponding curve fit for a shot-peened
Rene’ 88DT specimen [241,242]. Peening conditions: CCW31 shot, 6A intensity, 45◦
incidence angle, 800% coverage.
on both the initial residual stress curve and relaxation of residual stresses with fatigue
loading and is applied to thinner (2mm) specimens, we will use the analytical expression
in Equation 5.2 for our initial residual stress curve. Additionally, our study will be
limited to specimens with a thickness of 2 mm, to ensure that the computational
model is consistent with experiments.
5.2.1.2 Isotropic J2 Plasticity Model
A rate-independent J2 plasticity model with combined isotropic/kinematic hardening
was used to calibrate the quasi-thermal residual stress application approach. This
fitted model was later used as an input for a CPFEM model to assess the effect of
microstructure on initial residual stress variability and residual stress relaxation. The
J2 plasticity model employed is an existing ABAQUS [45] material model that employs





)− σys = 0 (5.4)




are the stress and back stress tensors,






















is the deviatoric portion of the stress tensor. An associated flow rule is




















p is the equivalent plastic
strain rate. Cyclic hardening of the yield stress is accounted for by the evolution of
isotropic hardening [33,195], i.e.,
σys = σo + κs [1− exp (−bεp)] (5.7)
where σo is the yield stress at zero plastic strain, κs is the maximum change in the
size of the yield surface, and b defines the rate at which cyclic hardening occurs. The
















In Equation 5.8, the first term represents purely kinematic hardening (linear Ziegler
hardening law) and the second is a recall term depicting dynamic recovery. For this
study, we employ k = 2 backstress terms (c1 = 280900, c2 = 10178, r1 = 1163.8,
r2 = 55.65) to facilitate better stress-strain fitting at lower (k = 1) and higher (k = 2)
strains. This computational model was matched to experimental stress-strain data
of a coarse-grained IN100 Ni-base superalloy microstructure (Ref. Figure 4 in [30]).
The resulting stress-strain plot comparing the computational and experimental data
is illustrated in Figure 5.8. The optimized isotropic/kinematic hardening parameters
for this J2 plasticity model are listed in the upper left hand corner inset of the Figure.
As shown is this Figure, this simple J2 plasticity model mimics the cyclic stress-strain
behavior well for a very complex loading history. Thus, this J2 plasticity model is
deemed sufficient for the calibration of the thermal expansion eigenstrain method to
impose residual stresses in smooth specimen components. These results are covered
later in the text.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of J2 plasticity model in ABAQUS to experimental data at
650◦C. Experimental data are from Ref. [30].
5.2.1.3 Polycrystal plasticity framework with quasi-thermal expan-
sion eigenstrain
This section describes how the concept of thermal expansion eigenstrain finite element
method (covered in the next section) was extended in the context of polycrystal
plasticity. The benefit of crystal plasticity relative to the J2 plasticity model is that
it can characterize fatigue scatter due to microstructure variability; a number of
different statistically-representative microstructure instantiations can be simulated to
address the probabilistic strain-life distribution. The goal of this study was to develop
a framework to induce a full residual stress profile within a crystal plasticity finite
element framework to account for this microstructure variability. Such a framework
can be used to assess the effectiveness of shot peening in suppressing near surface
crack initiation from inclusions located near to the surface of smooth specimens, which
is the subject of Chapter 6.
To incorporate thermal expansion eigenstrain within the crystal plasticity finite
element method under ostensibly isothermal loading conditions, a “quasi”-thermal
expansion portion must be included within the deformation gradient. As shown in
Figure 5.9, the total deformation gradient is assumed to be multiplicatively decomposed
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via
F = Fe ·Fp ·Fθ (5.9)
where Fe denotes elastic distortion and rigid body rotation of the crystal lattice,
Fp accounts for plastic deformation through dislocation glide along crystallographic
planes, and Fθ constitutes thermal expansion. It is noted that temperature change is
introduced only to produce an eigenstrain field to induce initial residual stresses from
associated elastic-plastic deformation. No other properties need be temperature de-
pendent. Isotropic, linearized thermal expansion is assumed, so the thermal expansion
portion of the deformation gradient, Fθ, is proposed as
Fθ =
√
1 + 2α∆θ I (5.10)
where α is the isotropic thermal expansion coefficient, ∆θ is the change in temperature,
and I is the 2nd rank identity tensor. The form of Eqn. 5.10 was chosen so that the





[Fθ]T ·Fθ − I
)
= α∆θ I (5.11)
The rest of the microstructure-sensitive crystal plasticity equations for modeling
deformation behavior of IN100 at 650◦C follow those outlined by Przybyla and
McDowell [46], which was briefly reviewed earlier in Chapter 2.
5.2.2 Finite Element Model Imposition of Eigenstrain Field
To simulate the material stress state after the shot peening process, a simple com-
putation model is used and calibrated to the experimental residual stress XRD data
reported by Buchanan et al. [14, 211, 229, 244, 245] on a supersolvus PM Ni-base
superalloy IN100 with an average grain size of 25µm that was shot peened to a Almen
intensity of 6A. A quasi-thermal method of application of residual stresses is chosen
in this work because it is easy to apply and calibrate and it is easily extended to















Figure 5.9: Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient, including
quasi-thermal expansion.
5.2.2.1 Application to J2 plasticity model
The general methodology for quasi-thermal application of residual stresses to a smooth
specimen is shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 and can be summarized as follows:
1. Initial Configuration: Figure 5.10 shows the finite element model used to
simulate residual stress application to a smooth specimen. The experimental
smooth specimen [229] had a nominal gage section length, width, and thickness
of y =20 mm, z =10 mm and x =2 mm, respectively (ref. Figure 5.10 for x, y,
and z directions). Similar to the finite element model employed by Buchanan et
al. [14, 229], a small portion in the center of this gage section was used for the
finite element model. Half symmetry within the depth (x−dimension) of the
material was employed so that the overall dimensions of the finite element model
for J2 plasticity simulations were xdim = 1 mm, ydim = 34 µm, and zdim =
34 µm. This finite element model was divided into many 2.5 µm-thick finite
elements as shown in the rightmost image in Figure 5.10. It should be noted
that since the compressive region of residual stress field is very thin (x−depth
∼ 200µm) and there is a high gradient of residual stress with depth, a very
fine finite element thickness of 5 µm is required near the surface to provide
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convergence of the FEM response. Buchanan et al. [229] reported a similar FEM
mesh size requirement for convergence. In this work, a finer mesh of 2.5 µm
was used to provide more coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) data points
(black dots in Figure 5.11) to improve functional form fitting; this fitting is
covered later. Each finite element was assigned a given quasi-thermal expansion
coefficient αj and J2 plasticity material properties. The initial distribution of
αj values were assigned so that the resulting residual stress values were within
±250 MPa from the target residual stress profile at a given depth to avoid any





































Figure 5.10: Finite element model used to apply residual stress to a smooth specimen.
2. Eigenstrain Application: With all surfaces constrained from normal displace-
ment, an eigenstrain (ε∗therm,j = αj∆T ) is introduced within the model as shown
in the upper left hand corner of Figure 5.11. It should be noted that an arbitrary
value of ∆T =1 was applied uniformly throughout the whole specimen, without
loss of generality, since temperature is not a physical field variable during the
imposition of residual stress.
3. Release Surface Constraint: The surface constraint at x = 0 is removed to
simulate the spring back of the material after shot bead impact (cf. lower left
hand portion of Figure 5.11). This step is required to relax the stress component
normal to the surface so that σxx ∼0, which is representative of the near-surface
stress state at the end of the shot peening process [125]. This relaxation step is
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analogous to the “unload” step in the displacement-controlled method of residual
stress application presented by Prasannavenkatesan et al. [125].
4. Optimization of Thermal Expansion Coefficients: A secant root finding
method [246] is used in conjunction with the FEM model to optimize the spatial
distribution of thermal expansion parameters to fit the experimental residual
stress profile.
5. Fit Thermal Expansion Coefficients to Functional Form: Gaussian prob-
ability density functions and polynomials are used to fit the optimized thermal
expansion coefficient as a function of depth from the surface. More details on
this functional form and how it is used within the crystal plasticity framework
are covered in the following.
Fit Thermal Expansion Coefficients to Functional Form 
Optimize Thermal Expansion Coefficients as a Function of 
Depth for Given Target Residual Stress Profile 
Impose Residual Stresses 
With all faces constrained, 
introduce thermal eigenstrain. 
Relax surface constraint so  
outer tractions become zero. 
Slices with varying 
thermal expansion 
Use Functional Form within Crystal Plasticity Framework 
Target residual stress profile. 
x 
y 
Optimized thermal expansion. 
Fit for x ≤ 0.1mm. Fit for x > 0.1mm. 
Figure 5.11: Methodology for quasi-thermal application of residual stresses to a
smooth specimen.
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Some additional discussion is required to justify why an FEM model is used for the
optimization of thermal expansion coefficients. In previous work by Prasannavenkate-
san et al. [125], they presented an analytical approach to calculate the amount of
plastic strain required to retain a given amount of residual stress at a given depth for a
J2 plasticity material behavior. They considered separate 3D FEM models at discrete
depths and subjected the FEM models to constrained compressive loading/unloading
to apply the residual stresses. They then investigated the effect that residual stresses
have on inclusions in a martensitic gear steel. For their case, the simulated inclusion
sizes considered for analysis were less than or equal to 10 µm in diameter. So, the
gradient in applied stress and residual stress were small compared to the overall 3D
FEM model dimensions. In fact, there was less than a 100 MPa change in residual
stress over a 10 µm depth difference for the residual stress profile used in their work
(ref. Figure 1b in [125]). Thus, the gradient in applied stress and residual stress over
the inclusion(s) studied were considered negligible in their analysis; therefore, they
could use separate models at each depth and subject them to subsequent uniform
displacement for residual relaxation studies.
On the other hand, the inclusion sizes in PM Ni-base superalloy IN100 that initiate
fatigue failure are on the order of 10-100 µm (ref. [18, 157, 180]). As an example,
an inclusion that is 50 µm in diameter could see a greater than 500 MPa change
in residual stress (ref. RS profile in [14]) over the diameter of the inclusion. This
gradient in the residual stress profile is too large to consider separate 3D FEM models
at different depths when modelling combined inclusion/residual stress effects. Hence,
in this work, the approach needs to account for the entire distribution of residual
stress, and not just at discrete surface depths. Thus, the need to model the full strip
(ref. square prism in middle of Figure 5.10) of material in this work.
Since this work models the entire distribution of residual stresses within a single
FEM model, the boundary conditions (BCs) and boundary value problem (BVP)
are slightly different than the previous approach outlined by Prasannavenkatesan et
al. [125]. Prasannavenkatesan et al. considered separate 3D FEM models at discrete
depths, and were at liberty to choose relatively simple boundary conditions. As
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shown in the left hand side of Figure 5.12, for the simulation of a single subsurface
element, they assumed that all faces but the one oriented parallel to the surface (top
face in this Figure) were constrained from normal displacement. From this initial
configuration they loaded/unloaded the top surface in constrained compression to the
desired residual stress value at the given discrete depth.
On the other hand, the eigenstrain approach has a different set of BCs and BVP
to solve. Consider (as a simple example) the two element FEM problem on the right
hand side of Fig. 5.12 with the top element having a larger coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) than the bottom element and the outside faces are constrained from
normal displacement. When a change in temperature is applied, the top element will
“expand” more than the bottom element causing the boundary between the elements
to move downward. This FEM BVP must satisfy both strain compatibility and stress
equilibrium in the vertical direction. It is relatively easy to use an analytical approach
to find the stresses/strains for this essentially 1D problem. However, if we extrapolate
this thinking to many more elements with a wide distribution of thermal expansion
coefficients, it becomes harder to conceive a closed-form solution that is readily able to
be solved. In addition, the next step in the eigenstrain application approach involves
removing the surface constraint so that the stress component normal to the surface
becomes zero, analogous to the unload step in the displacement-controlled method [125].
This further complicates the problem. Thus, we deem that this eigenstrain application
of residual stress initial BVP requires an FEM model to solve.
5.2.2.2 Fitting thermal expansion coefficient to functional form
The right hand side of Figure 5.11 shows the required thermal expansion coefficient as
a function of x-distance (depth) from the surface that is used to replicate the target
residual stress profile shown in the upper right hand portion of Figure 5.11. The black
dots in Figure 5.11 show the optimized thermal expansion coefficient found using
the secant root finding method and the red and green solid lines show the functional
form fitting of these computationally-optimized thermal expansion coefficients. The




Approach to apply RS profile to a given subsurface 
element using displacement-based method 
(Prasanavenkatesan et al., IJF 2009).  
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of BCs and BVP for displacement-based method [125] and
eigenstrain-based method of residual stress application.
coefficient as a function of x-distance from the surface. The bottom right two plots in
Figure 5.11 show zoomed-in versions of the fitting of the required thermal expansion
coefficient to the piecewise functional forms described below. A piecewise smooth
functional form was required so that the thermal expansion coefficients can be defined
independent of mesh size and so that this functional form could be used as an input
for the crystal plasticity model described later. The thermal expansion function, α(x),
was split into 4 sections described by:
1. x < 0.058 mm : This section of the curve was fit using a superposition of two
Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs). A similar description of using
two Gaussian PDFs was demonstrated in [236] to describe the eigenstrains
induced by shot-peening a GW103 magnesium alloy. The functional form used
to fit the thermal expansion coefficients at x < 0.1 mm is














2. 0.058 mm ≤ x < 0.082 mm : This section was fit using a 5th order polyno-
mial:
α(x) = a21 ·x5 + a22 ·x4 + a23 ·x3 + a24 ·x2 + a25 ·x+ a26 (5.13)
3. 0.082 mm ≤ x < 0.5 mm : This section was fit using a 10th order polyno-
mial with coefficients ranging from highest to lowest ranked terms polynomial
coefficients as a31, a32, · · · , a39, a310.
4. x ≥ 0.5 mm : The last section uses a constant thermal expansion coefficient,
a41.
It should be stated that the selection of the x-value bounds on these different curves
were selected with the constraint that each section pieced together would represent the
overall optimized thermal expansion distribution. Each piecewise function minimized
the Euclidean norm (sum of squares error) within its x-value bounds. The constants of
the two Gaussian PDFs curve were found using a Gauss-Newton numerical approach
[246] and the constants of the polynomial functions were found using the built-in
MATLAB “polyfit” function [144]. The constants used for each curve section are
listed in Table 5.1 and the resulting fitting, again, is shown on the right hand side of
Figure 5.11.
5.2.2.3 Application to polycrystal plasticity model
Using a similar finite element model as previously described for the J2 plasticity
model, a combined crystal plasticity and J2 plasticity model was constructed as
illustrated in Figure 5.13. The polycrystalline grain structure within the crystal
plasticity region is constructed using a random sequential adsorption algorithm similar
to that described in [46,247,248]. This spherical packing algorithm offers more control
over grain sizing as compared to a traditional random seed Voronoi tessellation, which
results in a normal distribution. The values of µ = -0.1 and σ = 0.4 were chosen
for the target lognormal grain size (mean grain size = 34 µm) distribution function,










, based on previous publications of fine grain IN100
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Table 5.1: Constants used to fit functional form for thermal expansion coefficients
as a function of specimen depth.
Curve 1 Curve 2 Curve 3 Curve 4
var. value var. value var. value var. value
A 0.00050647 a21 -4021918.4465 a31 -5450.013 a41 -0.002265
µB 0.02410683 a22 147844.2966 a32 14866.4041
σC 000764205 a23 -26103.8897 a33 -17602.9268
D 0.00226598 a24 15813.7753 a34 11860.8999
µE 0.03770631 a25 -580.0639 a35 -5007.4952
σF 0.01300566 a26 8.5753 a36 1373.2346
G 0.05573199 a37 -24.7787
H 0.0025 a38 27.4454
a39 -1.79011
a310 0.054903
grain size distributions [28,46,194,248]. An example of the target grain size distribution
and the actual grain size distribution created using the spherical packing algorithm is
shown in Figure 5.13(a). These grain size distributions are normalized by the mean
grain volume, <Vgrn>= 4/3π(0.034 mm)
3 = 1.65× 10−3e-3 mm3.
Figure 5.13(b) shows an isometric view of an example polycrystalline grain structure
used for the FEM application of residual stresses. In this Figure, each grain is
represented by a different color to visualize the grain structure. The FEM model is
a square prism of material with a cross section that is 0.17 mm by 0.17 mm, which
corresponds to having approximately five grains through the y- and z-thicknesses of
the cross section. Crystal plasticity is employed for elements that are within 0.35 mm
of the surface and J2 plasticity is employed for elements that are at a distance greater
than 0.35 mm from the surface to the total x-dimension, which is 1 mm in this case.
Figure 5.13(c) shows a scaled side view of the example polycrystalline grain
structure show in Figure 5.13(b) overlaid on top of the target residual stress profile
to compare the assigned FEM material behavior and mesh refinement to the target
residual stress profile as a function of depth from the surface. As shown in Figure
5.13(c) the refinement in mesh was selected to correspond to key areas in the residual
stress profile. Since a mesh size of 5 µm provided convergence for the FEM response,
this mesh size was used for elements that were within the compressive residual stress
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zone, x ≤ 0.2 mm from the surface. Since the experimental residual stress was given
up to a depth of x = 0.35 mm, the crystal plasticity zone was extended up to this
depth also. Beyond this depth of x = 0.35 mm, the residual stress field is relatively
flat; thus, J2 plasticity was used for the zone of x > 0.35 mm and the mesh size slowly
coarsened out to the depth of x = 1 mm.
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Target Grain Size Distribution
Actual Grain Size Distribution
CG IN100 average 
GS = 34 microns 
(a) Target versus actual grain size distribution 
using random sequential adsorption algorithm. (b) Isometric view of example polycrystalline grain 
structure used for FEM application of residual stress. 
(c) Scaled side view of example polycrystalline grain structure in (b) overlaid on target RS profile to show 
assigned material behavior and mesh refinement as a function of depth from the surface. 
Figure 5.13: Example combined polycrystal plasticity and J2 plasticity finite element
model used for eigenstrain-based application of residual stresses. Crystal plasticity is
used for depths of x ≤ 0.35 mm and J2 plasticity for x > 0.35 mm. The experimental
XRD residual stress profile is from Buchanan et al. [229] and the target residual stress
profile is given by Equation 5.2.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Contour Plots of Stress in Specimens
Figures 5.14(b) through 5.14(e) show example stress contour plot results for the
polycrystalline grain structure depicted in Figure 5.14(a). The left hand column of
this Figure shows contours of the σyy component of stress and Von Mises stress at the
end of eigenstrain application with all finite element surfaces constrained (ref. upper
left of Figure 5.11) and the right hand column shows these same contour plots after
the surface constraint is released so the outer tractions become zero (ref. lower left of
Figure 5.11). For comparison purposes, the contour plot scales of the σyy component
plots (Figures 5.14(b) and (c)) are identical as well as the contour plot scales for
the Von Mises plots (Figures 5.14(d) and (e)). These Figures display the ability of
the FEM model to induce compressive residual stresses using constrained thermal
expansion.
The first thing that is immediately noticed from this contour plot is the high value
of σyy stress (or more precisely, the hydrostatic stress) induced near the surface as
the eigenstrain is applied and the faces are constrained (Figure 5.14(b)). This high
amount of hydrostatic stress is typical for a component that is loaded in constrained
compression. It is also well known that when a component is loaded in constrained
compression, larger strain (or equivalently stress) is required for yielding as opposed
to an unconstrained compression condition. In fact, constrained compression can
increase the apparent yield strength by a factor of 2 as compared to unconstrained
compression. In these constrained compression cases, a better indicator of plastic
response is to use a deviatoric (or equivalent) stress measurement. Hence, both the
σyy and Von Mises stress measures are shown in these plots. Although during the
constrained compression step the maximum compressive stress is σyy = −3868MPa,
the Von Mises equivalent stress is at a more reasonable maximum value of 1875MPa.
The release of the surface constraint on the x = 0 face (ref. the bottom left portion
of Figure 5.11) allows the finite element model to expand in the negative x direction.
Subsequently, the stress component in the x-direction (σxx) tends toward zero and the
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(a) Initial polycrystalline grain structure (0.17 mm x 0.17 mm square cross-section). 
(b) Contour of σyy at end of eigenstrain 
application with all faces constrained. 
(c) Contour of σyy after surface constraint 
has been released. 
(d) Contour of VM stress at end of eigenstrain 
application with all faces constrained. 
(e) Contour of VM stress after surface 
constraint has been released. 
Highly hydrostatic 
 σyy   σyy  
*All stresses are in units of MPa. 
Figure 5.14: Example stress contour plot results for conditions before and after
surface constraint released. All stresses are in units of MPa.
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σyy and σzz components settle into the desired biaxial residual stress values. It should
also be noted that after relaxation of the normal surface traction on x = 0 face, all
slices normal to the surface also have net zero σxx traction into the depth.
5.3.2 Scatter in Residual Stress Response Among Multiple Realizations
In this section, the results from N = 5 instantiations are presented to determine the
amount of scatter exhibited among multiple digitally-created microstructures. Due to
the different orientations of the grains, the residual stress value of an element at a
given depth will differ depending on the orientation of the grain in which the element
is located and its interactions between its neighbors. Therefore, certain combinations
of microstructures will cause the overall residual stress profile to deviate above or
below a given ideal/target mean stress value. Plotted in Figure 5.15 are results from N
= 5 random microstructure instantiations. In these Figures, each red dot indicates the
residual stress value within a single element. Clearly, there is significant scatter in the
elemental residual stress values, especially in the near surface area where compressive
residual stresses are highest. Since the finite element model employs a structured,
voxelated mesh, the residual stress component values at each finite depth (x−distance)
are averaged and depicted with a green triangle. Additionally, the target residual
stress profile from Buchanan et al. [229] is depicted by the thick black error bar
lines. It is clear from these plots that the eigenstrain method of computationally
inducing residual stresses within the crystal plasticity framework results in residual
stress profiles that are able to match experimental mean values.
Figure 5.16 compares the experimental data from 6 baseline XRD measurements
[229] to the statistical spread from N = 5 instantiations using the polycrystal plasticity
model. The typical definition of the standard deviation from a small population are
invoked for these ±3σ values. As shown in this Figure, there is a strong correlation
between the statistical spread of the mean value found from experiments and the mean
value predicted by the crystal plasticity simulations for the near surface (x < 0.1mm)
residual stress values. Based on only N = 5 instantiations, the computational model
slightly underpredicts the scatter for locations further into the depth of the smooth
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(a) Instantiation 1 (b) Instantiation 2
(c) Instantiation 3 (d) Instantiation 4
(e) Instantiation 5
Figure 5.15: Computational versus experimental residual stress profile as a function
of depth from the surface. Experimental residual stress data is from Buchanan et
al. [229].
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specimen. However, the current and future studies focus on the role of residual stresses
in suppressing crack formation/propagation near the surface. Therefore, we conclude
that the method used here adequately supports these current and future residual stress
studies. The utility of this model will further be explored with respect to residual
stress relaxation in the following section.





















Computational Initial RS (±3σ)
Experimental Initial RS (±3σ)
Figure 5.16: Computational versus experimental scatter in residual stress profile
as a function of depth from the surface. Experimental residual stress data are from
Buchanan et al. [229].
5.3.3 Residual Stress Relaxation with Single Load/Unload
5.3.3.1 Method to impose single load/unload for relaxation studies
In this section, we present the method in which we impose a single, uniaxial load/unload
sequence to the model to investigate residual stress relaxation. This analysis subsequent
to residual stress imposition uses the *Restart option in ABAQUS [45], which allows
for an analysis to be restarted or continued from a previous step/increment of an
analysis that was already performed. To run this restart analysis, the *Restart, write
command must be invoked in the FEM model input file at the end of the residual
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stress application step. This input file command tells ABAQUS to write the current
state of the model (elemental stresses/strains, nodal displacements, internal state
variables (ISVs), etc.) to ABAQUS restart files [45]. This current state of the model is
then imported as initial conditions for subsequent analysis by using the *Restart, read
command in the subsequent analysis input file. In addition to carryover of the residual
stress/strain state of the FEM model, a provision is made within the user-defined
material (UMAT) subroutine to carryover the distribution of quasi-thermal expansion
eigenstrain induced in the first step of residual stress application.
The boundary and loading conditions used during the single, uniaxial load/unload
sequence to study residual stress relaxation are shown in Figure 5.17. Figure 5.17(b)
shows 2D projections of the 3D FEM model (Figure 5.17(a)) as viewed from the
surface (left) and side (right). The loading step starts from the condition where the
x=0 surface constraint has been released and the stresses in the model have been
allowed to relax normal to the surface (ref. bottom left hand side of Figure 5.11).
Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the lateral surfaces (at z = 0 and z =
0.17 mm) using a multi-point *Equation constraint in ABAQUS [45]. The bottom
surface at y = 0 and the surface at full FEM depth (x = 1 mm) are constrained
from normal displacement during the load/unload sequence. Rigid body rotation
and translation are prevented by constraining z-direction displacement for 4 nodes
located at coordinates (x, y, z) = {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0.17 mm, 0), (1 mm, 0, 0), (1 mm,
0.17 mm, 0)}; these 4 node locations are denoted in Figure 5.17(b) by the green-filled
black circles. With these boundary conditions applied, the top surface (y = 0.17
mm) of the model is subjected to a given net normal traction, σyy,net = σa, and
then unloaded to σyy,net = 0 MPa. During this loading process the top surface is
subjected to a multi-point constraint (MPC) to make all of the nodes on the top
surface displace the same throughout the deformation process. This MPC ensures a
“displacement-controlled” load/unload sequence.
A simple FEM model is used here to illustrate why the displacement-controlled
MPC is required for the load/unload sequence. For this FEM model, J2 plasticity

















(a) 3D FEM model showing  
polycrystalline grain structure. 
(b) 2D projection of FEM model as viewed from the surface (left) and side (right). 
Figure 5.17: Schematic of boundary and loading conditions used for single
load/unload residual stress relaxation studies.
model as illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 5.11. For the load/unload sequence,
the boundary conditions in Figure 5.17 are simulated with (“displacement-controlled”)
and without (“stress-controlled”) the multi-point constraint applied to the top surface
nodes. A maximum net stress in the y-direction of σyy,net = 1000 MPa is used for
both cases. The resulting residual stress relaxation of the σyy component as a function
of depth is shown for the displacement-controlled and stress-controlled load/unload
sequences in Figures 5.18(a) and 5.18(b), respectively. In these Figures, the black
lines indicate the initial residual stress (σyy) profile, the red markers denote the stress
(σyy) at maximum applied displacement/stress, and the blue dotted lines represent
the residual stress profile after unloading to zero net stress in the y-direction. Figure
5.18(c) shows the displacement of the top nodes of the FEM model as a function of
depth for the displacement-controlled (dotted lines) versus the stress-controlled (solid
lines) load/unload sequences.
It is apparent from Figure 5.18(b) that using a stress-controlled loading sequence
forces the entire depth of the FEM model to the maximum stress level (σyy = 1000 MPa)
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imposed in the y-direction. To reach this stress level, the initial highly-compressive
portion of the FEM model near the surface must displace more than the portion
further into the depth resulting in a large spike in the near-surface y-displacement
field for stress-controlled loading. Upon unloading to zero net stress in the y-direction,
the residual stress in the y-direction is flatlined. This phenomenon occurs regardless of
maximum applied stress level. Therefore, the stress-controlled load/unload sequence
is inadequate for modeling residual stress relaxation.
On the other hand, the MPC constraint displacement-controlled method is more
representative of the load/unload sequence as it maintains the shape of the residual
stress profile upon loading (for σyy,net = 1000 MPa) and causes the residual stress to
relax in the y-direction upon unloading. Therefore, we employ this MPC displacement-
controlled method for residual stress relaxation studies. Obviously, the magnitude
of residual stress relaxation will vary depending on the maximum load/displacement
applied. Consequently, we study the effect of maximum load/displacement on residual
stress relaxation next.
In the next section, we determine the required level of loading stress to apply to
the computational model to mimic the experimental load/unload strains for relaxation
studies. For the experimental study of coarse-grained IN100 residual stress relaxation
[14], a single stress-controlled load/unload cycle with σmax = 900MPa was performed.
Upon unload, a retained macroscopic plastic strain value was reported as εp ∼0.0025.
Since the current microstructure and hardening behavior of the computational crystal
plasticity model differs from these experiments, we use a slightly different maximum
load value to test the relaxation of residual stresses due to a single load/unload cycle.
A maximum load sensitivity study was done to determine this value. In separate
simulations, starting from the initial residual stress application (bottom left hand
portion of Figure 5.11) of the microstructure shown in Figure 5.17, the finite element
model was subjected to various peak stresses (σyy,net = 850MPa to 1150MPa in 50MPa
increments) and then unloaded to zero net stress, σyy,net = 0. The resulting overall
stress strain behavior and RS relaxation behavior were recorded for each load/unload
condition. The following section discusses these results.
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(a) Residual stress (σyy) relaxation versus depth for 
displacement-controlled load/unload sequence. 
(b) Residual stress (σyy) relaxation versus depth 
for stress-controlled load/unload sequence. 
(c) Displacement of top nodes of FEM model as a function of depth for 




Figure 5.18: Effect of displacement-controlled versus stress-controlled load/unload
sequence for residual stress relaxation studies. Maximum net stress in y-direction for
both cases is σyy,net = 1000 MPa.
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5.3.3.2 Residual stress relaxation results
In this section, we compare the simulated relaxation of residual stresses to experimental
residual stress relaxation studies on a coarse-grain IN100 at 650◦C with average grain
size of 25 µm [229]. In Buchanan [229], he presented the residual stress relaxation
of two specimens in the axial (y-loading axis) direction and transverse (z) direction
due to a single stress-controlled load/unload sequence with σmax = 900 MPa. The
XRD measurements of experimental residual stress relaxation are shown in Figure
5.19. The spread in XRD data depicted by the red (axial) and blue (transverse) error
bars in this Figure are used for comparison to the simulated residual stress relaxation
results presented here.
Figure 5.19: Experimental residual stress relaxation in a shot peened CG IN100
dogbone specimen due to a single load/unload sequence at σmax = 900 MPa at
650◦C [229].
The average stress-strain behavior of the simulated load/unload sequence for the 1
mm-long specimen as a function of maximum applied stress is shown in Figure 5.20.
A peak stress in the range of σa = σyy,net ∼950-1000 MPa was adequate to produce
an overall plastic strain in the computational model on the order of that measured in
experiments (εp ∼0.003-0.004).
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Figure 5.20: Simulated stress-strain (σyy-εyy) behavior for different applied maximum
stress σyy.
Pictured in Figure 5.21 is the retained σyy and σzz residual stress values as a function
of depth and maximum applied stress following the single simulated load/unload
sequence. The colors and line types corresponding to each maximum applied stress
value are plotted so that they are consistent with those in Figure 5.20. The top portion
of this Figure shows the relaxation of the axial (σyy) stress and the bottom portion
shows relaxation of the transverse (σzz) stress due to the single load/unload sequence.
As in previous Figures, the initial residual stress is denoted by the thick black error
bars. Also, the gray shaded regions in Figure 5.21 (a) and (b) correspond, respectively,
to the axial and transverse target residual stress relaxation profiles depicted in Figure
5.19 that were measured by XRD after unloading [229].
The overall trend of the relaxation curves is as expected: there is an increase
in residual stress relaxation as the maximum applied stress is increased. When the
maximum stress reaches a value of approximately σmax = 1150 MPa, the effect of
residual stresses are totally negated in the axial direction. As the peak stress increases
to a value of σmax = 1200 MPa, the axial residual stresses become tensile at the
surface and go into compression further into the depth (x > 0.4 mm, which is not
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(a) Axial direction (σyy).






























































(b) Transverse direction (σzz).
Figure 5.21: Simulated residual stress relaxation due to a single load/unload sequence
as a function of maximum applied stress. The experimental residual stress target
relaxation data measured after one cycle are from Buchanan et al. [229].
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depicted in these plots) of the model. Although this depth (x = 0.4 mm) at which the
computational model transitions from tensile to compressive stress is slightly different
than the experimental one (x = 0.2 mm [211]), the fact that the computational model
predicts this reversal of residual stresses is promising.
Comparing the gray-shaded target residual stress relaxation zone to the computa-
tional relaxation curves, there is slight difference in curve shape at depths in the range
of x = 0.05mm to x = 0.2mm. The computational model predicts more relaxation
(relatively-speaking) in this region as compared to the experimentally-measured relax-
ation in this region. The reason for this difference is currently unknown, but potential
reasons for this discrepancy are discussed in the “Limitations” section below.
The predicted residual stress relaxation at the surface of the specimen in the
range of x < 0.05 mm seems to follow the experimental trend, despite the error in
the range of x = 0.05 mm to x = 0.2 mm. In the surface region, the peak stress
required to get in the range of the experimental residual stress relaxation is around
σmax = 1000-1050 MPa for the axial direction and σmax = 1100 MPa in the transverse
direction. Since there were a range of values of peak stress that resulted in residual
relaxation comparable to experiments, three different peak stress values of σmax =
1000 MPa, 1050 MPa, and 1100 MPa were used for assessing relaxation behavior
scatter.
The same N = 5 instantiations that were used for the residual stress profiles in
Figure 5.15 were reused here to assess residual stress relaxation scatter. In separate
FEM simulations, these finite element models were loaded up to a maximum stress
value of σmax = 1000 MPa, 1050 MPa, or 1100 MPa and then unloaded to zero stress
along the y−direction. The average residual stress profiles were obtained in the axial
and transverse directions. From these values, the statistical spread of the axial and
transverse retained residual stresses are plotted in Figure 5.22. In this Figure, the
left and right columns contain the retained axial and transverse residual stresses,
respectively, for maximum applied stress values of 1000 MPa (top row), 1050 MPa
(middle row), and 1100 MPa (bottom row). These simulated values are compared to
the statistical spread from 2 separate residual stress relaxation experimental samples
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that were depicted in Figure 5.19 [229]. Compared to the experimental residual stress
profiles [229], the scatter in residual stress of the computational profiles seems to be
within a factor of 2 of the experimental profiles. However, this conclusion is quite
preliminary as there were only a limited number (N = 2) of data points from the
experiments. Further advancement of the residual stress relaxation model would be
possible with more experimental and computational replicas.
In the current relaxation study, we only considered relaxation during the first
loading cycle. It is well known that relaxation with fatigue cycling occurs in two
stages [218]: the majority of residual stress relaxation ocucurs during the first cycle
followed by gradual relaxation with continued fatigue cycling. This two stage relaxation
process has been reported for multiple materials in several experimental [249–251]
and computational [218,252,253] studies on residual stress relaxation. In the work of
Prasannavenkatesan et al. [125], they considered the effects of shot peening-induced
surface residual stresses, pores, and hard and soft primary inclusions in martensitic
gear steel on nonlocal FIPs and fatigue crack formation near the inclusions. They
concluded that residual stress relaxation could only be modeled using polycrystal
plasticity [218].
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Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(a) Axial (σyy) relaxation, σmax = 1000 MPa.





















Comp Trans Relax (±3σ)
Exp Initial RS (±3σ)
Exp Axial Relax (±3σ)
Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(b) Transverse (σzz) relaxation, σmax = 1000
MPa.
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Exp Initial RS (±3σ)
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Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(c) Axial (σyy) relaxation, σmax = 1050 MPa.
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Exp Initial RS (±3σ)
Exp Axial Relax (±3σ)
Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(d) Transverse (σzz) relaxation, σmax = 1050
MPa.
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Exp Initial RS (±3σ)
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Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(e) Axial (σyy) relaxation, σmax = 1100 MPa.
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Exp Trans Relax (±3σ)
(f) Transverse (σzz) relaxation, σmax = 1100 MPa.
Figure 5.22: Simulated versus experimental scatter in residual stress relaxation due
to a single load/unload sequence for 3 different maximum applied stresses (σmax = 1000
MPa, σmax = 1050 MPa, and σmax = 1100 MPa) and N = 5 instantiations. The
experimental residual stress scatter data are from Buchanan et al. [229].
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5.3.4 Limitations of the CPFEM relaxation model
There are many limitations in this model that can cause some errors in the relaxation
predictions. First, the computational model contains a domain decomposition of the
material into crystal plasticity and J2 plasticity models. Although these two models
were calibrated to the same set of experimental data, the difference in anisotropic crystal
plasticity and isotropic J2 plasticity can cause differences in material stress/strain
behavior over the range of several grains. For example, Figure 5.16 shows that the
mean residual stress behavior averaged over a bin size of x = 5 µ, y = 0.17 µm, and
z = 0.17 µm can vary up to ∼200-250 MPa. This scatter further increases when
averaging over individual elements (Figure 5.15) or the scale of individual grains. On
the other hand, a J2 plasticity FEM smears the effect of anisotropy and predicts a
single residual stress profile as a function of depth with no scatter. Additionally, it
should be noted that these material models were fit to a coarse grain IN100 with a
slightly larger grain size (34 µm) than the IN100 microstructure used for the residual
stress experiments (25 µm).
Another potential source of error could be due to the fact that this model is a
quasi-static representation of a dynamic shot peening process. Shot peening involves
high speed collision of many shot beads against a surface. The current model does not
take into account such dynamic effects as elastic wave propagation, high strain-rate
effects, or inertia effects. Previous studies by Chen and Hutchinson [220, 221] and
Boyce et al. [219] on single impact events indicated that explicit dynamic analyses
incorporating strain-rate sensitivity and elastic wave propagation provided better
residual stress prediction for high-velocity (300 m/s in their case) impact as opposed
to using a quasi-static analysis. Additionally, the intense amount of cold working and
very dense dislocation network produced at the surface (ref. Figure 5.4(b)) can invoke
plasticity-induced refinement of the microstructure in the surface layer, as evidenced
by the SEM image of the as-peened CG IN100 microstructure in Figure 5.4 from
ref. [229]. This refinement in the microstructure was not accounted for in this work.
However, the overall purpose of the current model was to simulate the overall induced
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mechanical response due to shot peening, rather than individual impact events or
grain refinement.
Regardless of these limitations, the current framework does a relatively good job
at reproducing the initial residual stress profile scatter and relaxation scatter. While
the total profile of the residual stress relaxation curves are not exactly inline with
experiments, the computationally-predicted relaxation trends near the surface correlate
well with experiments. Therefore, the current quasi-static eigenstrain application of
residual stresses is deemed reasonable for assessing the effect of residual stresses and
microstructure on fatigue variability.
5.4 Summary
In this work, a framework for imposing shot-peened residual stresses using com-
putational crystal plasticity is presented. The residual stresses are induced by a
distribution of quasi-thermal expansion eigenstrains. This distribution was first fitted
to an experimentally-measured residual stress curve using an isotropic J2 plasticity
material behavior and then applied within a crystal plasticity finite element con-
stitutive model. Good correlation between computational and experimental values
were obtained for (1) the initial residual stress profile, (2) the scatter in the initial
residual stress profile among multiple instantiations, and (3) near surface residual
stress relaxation trends for a single load/unload cycle. This method of coupling the
effect of microstructure and residual stresses can be used to investigate the effect of
certain microstructural features (such as the largest grain, inclusions, pores, etc.) on
microstructure-sensitive fatigue estimation. Thus, this framework has great potential
to help advance the field of ICME in the field of predictive probabilistic lifing of
components containing shot-peened residual stresses that are subjected to fatigue




SIMULATING EFFECTIVENESS OF RESIDUAL
STRESSES ON FATIGUE OF NEAR-SURFACE
NONMETALLIC INCLUSIONS
6.1 Introduction
As indicated in the previous Chapter, surface compressive residual stresses are often
induced in components to suppress near-surface fatigue crack initiation and shift the
fatigue crack initiation further into the bulk of the material. Since internal fatigue
cracks often require more fatigue cycles to failure than cracks emanating from the
surface, components containing shot-peened surface compressive residual stresses
should be able to withstand more fatigue cycles than their unpeened counterparts.
In this Chapter, we build on the MSC growth model established in Chapter 3, the
modeling of debonded inclusions in Chapter 4, and the eigenstrain-based application of
residual stresses in Chapter 5 to focus on simulating the effect of shot-peened residual
stresses on a single inclusion located at different depths from the specimen surface.
The overall purpose of this Chapter is to simulate the effectiveness of residual stresses
at different strain amplitudes (LCF to VHCF regimes) to be able to reproduce the
experimental trends previously discussed in Chapter 5 in Figure 5.2 which is replotted
here in Figure 6.1 for convenience. This Figure displays that residual stresses are
only beneficial in the transition fatigue regime around N = 104 − 5 × 105 cycles.
At lower strain amplitudes, internal fatigue crack initiation occurs for peened and
unpeened conditions, so surface compressive residual stresses have little effect on
fatigue performance. At higher strain amplitudes, residual stress relaxation can occur
with cyclic loading so that surface initiation can still occur.
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Figure 6.1: Effect of shot peening on strain life diagram for a Ni-base superalloy
smooth specimen [213].
6.2 Methodology
In Chapter 5, a methodology for imposing compressive residual stresses within a crystal
plasticity finite element framework was established for a simulated smooth specimen.
Figure 5.10 showed the approximation of the smooth specimen as a rectangular
prism and Figure 5.13 showed an example of a combined polycrystal plasticity and
J2 plasticity finite element model used for eigenstrain-based application of residual
stresses. In this Chapter, the combined J2 plasticity/CPFEM eigenstrain-based
method of residual stress imposition is applied to a smooth specimen finite element
model containing a single debonded inclusion. In Chapter 4, the decohesion of the
inclusion/matrix interface was simulated using a *UHypel subroutine material behavior
in ABAQUS. Direct application of this *UHypel approach to a debonded inclusion
in the presence of residual stress caused erroneous predicted residual stresses and
convergence issues, which are discussed in the next section. This motivated the use of
an alternative means to model the debonded material using a “cast iron plasticity”
model in ABAQUS [45].
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6.2.1 Issues with *UHypel material behavior in presence of compressive
residual stresses
As a first attempt to apply residual stresses to a debonded inclusion within a poly-
crystalline matrix, the *UHypel material behavior in Figure 6.2 with A = 1000 was
used to model the debond material between the inclusion and polycrystalline matrix.
Frequently in modeling an inclusion within a matrix material, due to the fact that the
inclusion is much stiffer than the matrix, it is often assumed that the inclusion is linear
elastic and isotropic. The use of a completely linear elastic/isotropic inclusion produced
high residual stress values in the region near the inclusion when the eigenstrain-based
method of residual stress application was used (ref. Figure 6.3). Figure 6.3(a) shows
the full FEM model with dimensions x = 5 mm, y = 0.15 mm, and z = 0.15 mm
used to assess the effect of an elastic inclusion and the *UHypel subroutine material
behavior depicted in Figure 6.2. The different colors near the surface (x = 0) indicate
grains where the CPFEM constitutive model was used. Crystal plasticity was used in
elements that were x ≤ 0.11 mm from the surface, minus the volume occupied by the
50-µm inclusion and 1-µm thick debonded region blanketing the upper hemisphere of
the inclusion. Figure 6.3(b) is a zoomed-in section view of the FEM model near the
surface to show the inclusion (red) centered about the y and z dimensions of the FEM
model and located at a depth of h = 10 µm from the surface. Figure 6.3(b) displays
the domain decomposition of the finite element model showing the debonded material
(yellow), the grain structure surrounding the inclusion, and the J2 plasticity region
(gray). Figure 6.3(c) shows the side view of the sectioned FEM model displaying
the Von Mises equivalent stresses after residual stress application. As evidenced in
Figure 6.3(c) there is an intense increase in residual stresses due to the existence of
the assumed linear elastic inclusion. These higher residual stress values were due to
the inclusion being stiffer than the matrix, which for the same amount of applied
eigenstrain, the inclusion will produce higher residual stress values.
In reality, the inclusion would not be able to sustain these very high compressive
stresses without yielding. Therefore, the inclusion was assumed to be composed of an








Figure 6.2: Example tension/compression asymmetric behavior of the stress strain
diagram comparing different values of the amplification factor, A, within the *UHypel
subroutine in ABAQUS.
Surface 
(a)  Finite element model mesh for  




(b)  Section A-A showing grain structure, inclusion  
(red), and debond material (yellow) for h = 10 μm. 
(c)  Von Mises stresses after quasi-thermal expansion  







J2 plasticity Inclusion 
Figure 6.3: Example grain structure and Von Mises stress distribution for direct
application of eigenstrain method for a linear elastic inclusion at depth, h = 10 µm.
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plasticity model was constructed to test this method out for a fully-bonded inclusion.
The resulting residual stress contour plot and binned values of the residual stress as a
function of depth from the surface are shown in Figure 6.4. This Figure displays the
importance of incorporating inclusion yield stress for the eigenstrain application of
residual stress.
Figure 6.4: Residual stress contour plot and binned residual stress values as a
function of depth for the assumption that the inclusion has isotropic elastic-perfectly
plastic material properties. The inclusion is located at h = 10 µm for a finite element
width, W = 150 µm, and height, H = 150 µm.
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6.2.2 UHypel technique incorporating “elastic/plastic” response
Since the inclusion and the matrix require elastic/plastic responses for quasi-thermal
eigenstrain application of residual stresses in a finite element framework, an effort was
made to incorporate an “elastic/plastic” response for the UHypel subroutine material
response of the debonded material. The stress strain response was split into two
piecewise smooth curves as
σ = A ·
[
1
















where values of A = 0.0075, B = 700, C = -0.0035, D = 1.4965e5, F = 0.3, and
G = -0.5 were used in Equations 6.1 and 6.2 to model the left hand side (red) and
right hand side (green) of the *UHypel curves shown in Figure 6.5. The value of Eref
= 179 GPa corresponds to the macroscopic elastic modulus of the polycrystalline
matrix material. Figure 6.5(a) shows the simulated stress strain behavior for the
polycrystalline matrix if it were linear elastic, the assumed elastic-perfectly plastic
response of the inclusion, and the proposed two-piece UHypel curve to simulate the
debond region. The simulated debond material behavior is elastic-perfectly plastic
in compression and fully compliant in tension as signified by the two-piece UHypel
“S-curve” in Figure 6.5(a). The form of the two Equations 6.1 and 6.2 for the *UHypel
subroutine are (1) a sigmoidal shape (red curve) for the stress versus strain material
behavior and (2) a normal distribution (green curve) for the modulus versus strain
plot so that the modulus decays smoothly to zero (fully debonded) as the strain
increases above zero. Ideally, it would have been easier to only use one curve, but
since ABAQUS requires the modulus to be defined within the *UHypel subroutine and
a sigmoidal curve is specified for the stress versus strain plot (red curve), the modulus
is defined in the *UHypel subroutine by dividing the stress by strain. This becomes
problematic as the strain approaches zero (ref. Figure 6.5(b)) because the modulus
approaches infinity and the simulation crashes with a divide by zero error. Therefore,
the second normal distribution of the modulus versus strain (green curve) was added
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with the requirements that (1) there was a smooth transition (C0 and C1 continuity)
between the two curves and (2) that the stress smoothly decays to zero as the strain
transitions from compressive to tensile strain to simulate the debonded condition.
























(a) Stress versus strain behavior.























(b) Modulus versus strain behavior.
Figure 6.5: Example tension/compression asymmetric behavior of the (a) stress
versus strain and (b) modulus versus strain diagram for the behavior of the debonded
region that is implemented in ABAQUS using the *UHypel subroutine. The green
and red portions of the *UHypel curves can be deduced from Equations 6.1 and 6.2,
respectively.
A severe issue was encountered when this 2-curve “elastic/plastic” UHypel subrou-
tine was implemented in ABAQUS. To maintain the elastic-perfectly plastic material
behavior in compression, the modulus must continually decrease with increase in
compressive strain as shown in Figure 6.5(b). With increasing compressive strain, the
finite elements essentially go into an artificial state of buckling, resulting in negative
eigenvalues and numerical instability; the simulations eventually crash. Therefore, this
2-curve “elastic/plastic” UHypel subroutine was discarded in favor of the assymetric
elastic/plastic “cast iron plasticity” model covered in the next section.
6.2.3 Elastic/plastic material model used for debond region
In the previous sections, we justified the use of an elastic/plastic material response for
the simulated non-metallic inclusion and the debond region between the inclusion and
the polycrystalline matrix; we also disproved the ability of the UHypel subroutine
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to model this behavior successfully for the quasi-thermal eigenstrain application of
residual stresses in an FEM scheme. In this section, we discuss the use of a “cast iron
plasticity” constitutive model in ABAQUS to mimic the required debond material
response in tension (fully compliant) and compression (stiffness retained). While the
cast iron plasticity model is intended for constitutive modeling of gray cast iron under
monotonic conditions [45], the ability to define different yield strengths, plastic flow,
and hardening in tension and compression in a built-in ABAQUS material model [45]
were desired characteristics for modeling the debond material. The yield function
in tension is a function of the maximum principal stress and the yield function in
compression is a Von Mises equivalent stress based function [45].
Figure 6.6 shows results for uniaxial (a) monotonic and (b) cyclic stress strain
response of the cast iron plasticity material model. In compression, the elastic/plastic
stress strain response was defined by the tabular (stress versus plastic strain response)
method in ABAQUS [45]. In tension, the material was assumed to be elastic-perfectly
plastic with a yield strength of 300 MPa. The reason for a nonzero yield point in
tension is discussed further in the results section. To display the history dependence
of the model, one uniaxial strain-controlled load sequence between εmax = 5% and
εmin = -5% was simulated in order of compression-tension-compression and another
load sequence was simulated in order of tension-compression-tension. The resulting
stress strain response for these two sequences are shown in Figure 6.6(b). This
Figure shows a slight history difference in tension-compression-tension loading versus
compression-tension-compression loading, due to different hardening behaviors in
tension and compression. However, with continued cycling, the cast iron plasticity
material will harden to a point where both curves will coincide, producing an essentially
elastic/perfectly plastic stabilized hysteresis loop with the maximum allowable tensile
stress being 300 MPa.
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(a) Monotonic stress strain response
























(b) Cyclic stress strain response
Figure 6.6: Stress strain response used to model debonded region.
6.2.4 FEM model used to simulate residual stress effects on inclusions at
various depths
To analyze the effect of residual stresses on inclusions of various depths, a single
inclusion at various depths from the surface was considered. Only 5 different finite
element meshes were used, one for each depth: h = 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 µm.
For each depth, two initial conditions were considered (with and without initial
compressive residual stresses due to shot peening) for fatigue loading at maximum
strain values ranging from εmax = 0.4εy to 1.8εy in increments of 0.2εy, where εy =
0.042% is the proportional limit of the material. The purpose of using these selected
input variables for inclusions of different depths with and without residual stresses
is to assess the predictive capabilities of the FEM model to estimate effectiveness of
residual stresses in extending fatigue life over a wide range of fatigue regimes (LCF to
VHCF). Strain-controlled loading was used for all cases with Rε = 0.05. Ten fatigue
loading cycles were simulated for the cases where initial residual stresses were present
because ten cycles offered a more stabilized cyclic FIP and residual stress response
over just using three cycles. The boundary conditions used for the cyclic fatigue
loading were identical to those previously used for the residual stress relaxation study
in Chapter 5 (ref. Figure 5.17).
The five structured C3D8 finite element meshes used for the simulation of residual
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stress effects on inclusions of various depths from the surface are illustrated in Figure
6.7. Each 3D finite element model had dimensions x = 1.0 mm, y = 0.136 mm, and z
= 0.136 mm. The x and z dimensions correspond to approximately 4 grains through
the thickness of the specimen. The previously described crystal plasticity model (ref.
Ch. 5) with quasi-thermal eigenstrain expansion is employed for elements that are
within x = 0.35 mm from the surface, minus the elements assigned to the inclusion
and the debond material (ref. Figure 6.7(b)). The aforementioned J2 plasticity model
in Ch. 5 was assigned to elements that are at an x-depth greater than 0.35 mm from
the surface. The finite elements are 5 µm × 5 µm × 5 µm in size at the surface and
inclusion regions and slowly coarsen out with increasing x-depth as shown in Figure
6.7(a).
(a) Example finite element model for h = 200µm. 
A 
A 
(b) Section A-A showing FEM meshes  
for inclusions at various depths. 
h 
h = 10 µm 
h = 25 µm 
h = 50 µm 
h = 100 µm 









Figure 6.7: Schematic showing example finite element meshes for the simulation of
residual stress effects on inclusions of various depths from the surface.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Effect of maximum allowable stress of debond material
An FEM model was created to determine the effect of maximum allowable stress of the
debond material on the residual stress field. For this model, the 50-µm inclusion was
located at a depth of h = 25 µm corresponding to the location of peak compressive
residual stress. This FEM model was similar to Figure 6.7 and had overall dimensions
of 1 mm × 0.15 mm × 0.15 mm. A half-section (Section A-A in Figure 6.7) view of the
simulated polycrystalline microstructure, inclusion, and debond material are shown in
Figure 6.8(a). Figures 6.8(b)-(d) show contours of the Von Mises equivalent residual
stress after the surface constraint has been released (ref. Fig. 5.11) for maximum
allowable stresses in the debond region of σT,allow = 100 MPa, 200 MPa, and 300 MPa,
respectively. The contours of VM stress are all similar in these Figures minus the
region circled in Figure 6.8(b), which is enlarged in the inset of this Figure. This
lower Von Mises portion in this Figure signifies fallacious debonding of the inclusion
from the matrix. This false debonding of the inclusion from the matrix disappears in
Figures 6.8(c) and (d) for a higher maximum allowable tensile stress for the debond
region material behavior. In fact, a slight increase in the maximum allowable tensile
stress from σT,allow = 100 MPa to σT,allow = 200 MPa increased the VM stress in this
false debond region from ∼150 MPa to ∼850 MPa.
The reason for the false debonding in Figure 6.8(b) is due to the way in which quasi-
thermal residual stresses are applied to the smooth specimen. In the “release surface
constraint” step (ref. bottom left portion of Figure 5.11) of the imposition of residual
stresses, the surface constraint is released so that the net stress component normal to
the surface is negligle (σxx ∼ 0). However, stresses within a polycrystalline ensemble
are heterogeneous at the grain scale. Although the net stress in the x direction is close
to zero, the local stress within the grain next to the debond region could be tensile,
causing the artificial debonding of the inclusion from the matrix. Therefore, to avoid
the potential for artificial debonding, a maximum allowable tensile stress within the
debond material region was set to σT,allow = 300 MPa for all subsequent simulations.
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(a) Polycrystalline grain structure for inclusion depth h = 25 µm and inclusion diameter φ = 50 µm. 
(b) Von Mises residual stress for maximum tensile stress allowable of debonded region, σT,allow = 100 MPa.   
Inset displays larger view near inclusion. 
(c) Von Mises residual stress for maximum tensile stress allowable of debonded region, σT,allow = 200 MPa. 




Figure 6.8: Residual stress results for debonded region having different maximum
allowable stresses. All values of stress are in MPa.
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6.3.2 Relaxation of residual stresses with cycling
Figure 6.9 shows the relaxation of residual stresses with cycling for the finite element
model in Figure 6.7 containing an inclusion at a depth of h = 10 µm for depth
measurements of x = 0 (surface), 10 µm, 25 µm, and 50 µm. The y-component of
residual stress, σyy, is normalized by the intial y-component of residual stress, σyy,RS,
at each given depth. The colorbar on the right of each plot indicate the maximum
strain amplitude applied for each curve color. For this Figure, maximum strain values
between 0.4εy and 1.8εy (εy = 0.42% is the proportional limit of the material) in
increments of 0.2εy are plotted. For constant strain amplitude loading, the majority of
relaxation occurs in the first cycle (up to ∼15-30% for the highest strain amplitude).
Cyclic relaxation in the subsequent cycles also occurs, but only to a small extent.
As expected, the relaxation of residual stresses increases with maximum applied
strain amplitude. Similar results have been reported for multiple materials in several
experimental [249–251] and computational [218, 252, 253] studies on residual stress
relaxation.
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(a) x-depth = 0 µm (surface).
































(b) x-depth = 10 µm.
































(c) x-depth = 25 µm.
































(d) x-depth = 50 µm.
Figure 6.9: Relaxation of residual stresses with cycling for inclusion located at depth
of h = 10 µm as a function of maximum applied strain amplitude.
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6.3.3 Evolution of FIP distribution with cycling
The evolution of grain-averaged maximum noncrystallographic FIPFS with cycle
number is shown in Figure 6.10 for the highest maximum applied strain case, εmax
= 1.8εy (εy = 0.42%), and an inclusion depth h = 10 µm. This strain amplitude
was chosen because it resulted in the highest amount of cyclic relaxation and FIP
evolution. In this Figure, the change in FIP for the jth grain (grn, j) over the kth
cycle (cyc, k) is normalized by the FIP value of the jth grain computed over the 10th
simulated fatigue cycle (cyc, 10) and is given by
normalized ∆FIP grn,jcyc,k =





This equation was evaluated for each grain (j = 1 to 315) and each cycle (k = 2 to
10, indicated by the colorbar). The results in Figure 6.10 show that the normalized
change in FIP decreases with cycle number and approaches a steady state change in
normalized FIP with change in cycle.
A clearer illustration of this steady state change in normalized FIP with change
in cycle is shown in Figure 6.11. In this Figure, the normalized change in FIP with
change in cycle is averaged over all grains, i.e.












Figure 6.11 shows a significant amount of transient change in FIP behavior in the
first few cycles due to initial residual stress relaxation and subsequent relaxation with
continued cycling. This transient behavior of change in FIP with each cycle begins to
approach a steady state behavior around cycle number 8-10. Since we are interested
in calculating the driving force for fatigue crack incubation and early propagation
over a stabilized loading cycle, the FIP used for estimation of MSC growth in the
presence of residual stresses is computed over the 10th loading cycle.
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Figure 6.10: Evolution of FIP distribution within grains for all grains in h = 10 µm
instantiation under εmax = 1.8εy strain-controlled loading.



























Figure 6.11: Mean evolution of normalized FIP within all grains for h = 10 µm
instantiation under εmax = 1.8εy strain-controlled loading.
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6.3.4 FIP and maximum stress distribution as a function of applied strain
amplitude
Figure 6.12 shows the effect of applied strain amplitude on the maximum grain-
averaged non-crystallographic FIP for different inclusion depths for the case of initial
residual stresses applied (left column) and no initial residual stresses applied (right
column) prior to cyclic loading. The maximum non-crystallographic FIPFS values
plotted in Figure 6.12 were binned every x = 17 µm for ease of displaying differences
among different maximum applied strain loading cases. The colorbar indicates the
normalized maximum strain applied εmax/εy, where εy = 0.042% is the proportional
limit of CG IN100. The FIP values for the left column (initial residual stress) are
shown for εmax = 0.4εy to εmax = 1.8εy in increments of 0.1εy, whereas the FIP values
for the right column (no initial residual stress) are shown for εmax = 0.6εy to εmax
= 1.8εy in increments of 0.2εy. The dashed vertical lines in each plot signify the
minimum and the maximum x-depth of the inclusion for each simulated FEM model.
The distribution of initial residual stresses has a significant effect on the FIP
profiles in the left column of Figure 6.12. For the same amplitude, in the near surface
region (x < 0.1 mm), the FIP is elevated relative to the FIP values further into the
bulk of the material (x > 0.1 mm), due to the cyclic relaxation of the residual stresses
near the surface. In the depth regime of 0.1 mm< x < 0.25 mm, the FIP values are
the lowest, but are higher than the FIP values for the same FEM model without
residual stresses. Further into the depth at x > 0.25, the FIP values for the FEM
model with residual stresses are also elevated relative to the FEM model without
residual stresses due to the existence of initial tensile residual stresses in this region
prior to cyclic loading.
As the applied strain amplitude is increased to values above the proportional limit
of the material, εmax > εy, the FIP values tend to converge for the two cases of initial
and no initial residual stresses for elements deeper than x = 0.1 mm from the surface.
This is due to cyclic plastic strain ratcheting and the relaxation of the residual stresses
further into the depth of the material towards zero residual stress.
The high values of FIP near the surface at x < 0.1 mm, even for lower applied
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(a) h = 10 µm with RS.




















































(b) h = 10 µm without RS.




















































(c) h = 25 µm with RS.




















































(d) h = 25 µm without RS.




















































(e) h = 50 µm with RS.




















































(f) h = 50 µm without RS.
Figure 6.12: Grain-averaged non-crystallographic FIP for different inclusion depths
as a function of maximum stress applied for case of residual stress applied (left) and
no residual stresses applied (right) prior to cyclic loading. The colorbar indicates
normalized maximum strain applied εmax/εy, where εy = 0.042% is the proportional
limit of CG IN100. Dashed vertical lines indicate min/max x-depth of inclusion.
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(g) h = 100 µm with RS.




















































(h) h = 100 µm without RS.




















































(i) h = 200 µm with RS.




















































(j) h = 200 µm without RS.
Figure 6.12: (continued) Grain-averaged non-crystallographic FIP for different
inclusion depths as a function of maximum stress applied for case of residual stress
applied (left) and no residual stresses applied (right) prior to cyclic loading. The
colorbar indicates normalized maximum strain applied εmax/εy, where εy = 0.042% is
the proportional limit of CG IN100. Dashed vertical lines indicate min/max x-depth
of inclusion.
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maximum cyclic strain, may suggest that fatigue crack formation is more preferable
in this area at lower strain amplitudes. However, the residual stresses in these lower
strain amplitudes are still quite compressive (ref. Figure 6.13). In Figure 6.13 the
maximum normal stress in the y loading direction during the 10th fatigue loading
cycle is shown as a function of x depth, inclusion depth, and maximum applied strain
amplitude (indicated by colorbar). Consistent with Figure 6.12, the maximum normal
stresses are binned every x = 17 µm and the dashed vertical lines signify the minimum
and maximum x-depth of the inclusion in each simulated FEM model. Thus, as
demonstrated for Figures 6.12 and 6.13, eventhough the FIP near the surface at
x < 0.1 mm is higher for applied strain values below the proportional limit of the
material, the maximum normal stress remains compressive. This compressive stress
decreases the likelihood of inclusion/matrix debonding and should be accounted for in
hierarchical fatigue life modeling. The use of a debond law in Figure 4.10 within the
hierarchical fatigue life model is covered in the next section.
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(a) h = 10 µm.




































(b) h = 25 µm.




































(c) h = 50 µm.




































(d) h = 100 µm.




































(e) h = 200 µm.
Figure 6.13: Maximum normal stress (σyy) as a function of x depth, inclusion depth,
and maximum applied strain amplitude. Dashed vertical lines indicate min/max
x-depth of inclusion.
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6.3.5 Hierarchical fatigue life estimation of MSC growth in presence of
residual stresses
The hierarchical fatigue life approach [4,29,54,55] introduced in Section 4.2.2 incorpo-
rating inclusion/matrix interfacial separation is used here for fatigue life estimation.
The total fatigue life is assumed to be demarcated into stages of inclusion/matrix
debonding, fatigue crack formation, early MSC/PSC growth and long crack growth by
NT = NDB +Ninc +NMSC/PSC +NLEFM (6.5)
where NDB is the number of cycles required to partially debond the inclusion from
the matrix, and is assumed to follow the debond law illustrated in Figure 4.10. The
maximum nonlocal stress component in the y loading axis averaged over a cylindrical
domain around the inclusion (ref. Figure 4.11) is used to determine the number of
cycles to debond the inclusion from the matrix.
Following debonding, crack incubation is considered in grains adjacent to the
debonded region. A simplified form of the Tanaka and Mura [131] crack incubation
model was extended to microplasticity by Shenoy et al. [194] to estimate the incubation
life for IN100 for a crack on the order of grain size. In this study, the number of
cycles to incubate a crack from the debonded inclusion region (a = aDB) into the









A value of αg = 1.68×10−5 µm-cycle was used for the estimation of crack incubation
in the presence of residual stresses and dgrn is the grain size of the grain where crack
incubation occurs. This αg value is different from the previous αg value because of
cyclic relaxation; the FIP assessed over the tenth cycle is lower relative to the third
cycle FIP, so an adjustment has to be made to offset this lower FIP value. For crack
incubation, the grain-averaged maximum range of plastic shear strain, (∆γpgrn)max,
is computed over the tenth simulated fatigue cycle. Of the grains adjacent to the
debonded region, the grain with the lowest computed value of Ninc in Equation 6.6 is
assumed to incubate the crack.
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The technique for estimation of MSC growth developed in Chapter 3 is used here
to estimate MSC growth from inclusions with and without initial residual stresses
applied. For the case of no initial applied residual stresses, the simulated MSC growth
from the inclusion followed the method previously described for the growth of MSCs
from inclusions within notched components in Section 4.3.3. The one difference was
that the average FIP value for the whole smooth specimen for each strain amplitude
was used for the value of FIP o(GAll) in Equation 3.35. MSC growth was assumed
to originate from the inclusion for all cases. The MSC growth model in vacuum (ref.
Figure 3.31) was used while the simulated crack was not exposed to the surface; when
the MSC broke through the surface, the MSC growth model was instantaneously
switched to the MSC growth model fit to laboratory air MSC experiments (ref. Figure
3.30) to estimate MSC growth exposed to lab air.
A modification of the MSC propagation technique was needed to account for
residual stress effects on MSC propagation. Figure 6.14 shows a schematic of MSC
growth from an inclusion in the presence of residual stresses. The MSC estimation
process begins with calculating the average residual stress along each radial line used













where Nr is the number of crack front integration points on the radial line emanating
outward from the center of the inclusion, Rθ is the length of the radial line measured
from the outer radius of the inclusion to the outward-most (current) crack front
integration point, σjyy(x) is the residual stress at the jth crack front integration point,
and drjN (x) is the distance between crack front integration points a
j
N (x) and a
j−1
N (x).
An approximate residual compressive strain is calculated from Equation 6.7 by















This computed approximate residual compressive strain is used to modify the first
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term of the crack force driving parameter FIP ∗ Equation 3.33 via
FIP ∗(aN) = BMSC
∣∣∆εa + εRSyy ∣∣n (aN)msgn (∆εa + εRSyy )+CMSC aN [Φ (X∣∣µ, σ)− 0.5]
(6.9)
The incorporation of the residual compressive strain in Equation 6.9 is similar to
the principal of superposition for estimated LEFM crack propagation in the presence
of residual stress [198], only it is applied to a finer microstructure scale around the
simulated MSC. If the value of Equation 6.9 is less than zero, no crack growth for the
current crack front radial line is assumed (da/dN(xj) = 0). Otherwise, crack growth
rate is calculated in accordance with Equation 3.31. The results from this hierarchical










Applied cyclic strain direction 
(a) FEM Model. 
(b) Zoomed-in schematic of crack front near inclusion. 
Crack front 
Integration point 
Figure 6.14: Schematic of MSC growth from an inclusion in the presence of residual
stresses.
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6.3.6 Effect of inclusion depth and residual stresses on fatigue life
The results of the hierarchical fatigue life estimation technique for the five inclusion
depths simulated (h = 10 µm, 25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, and 200 µm) with and without
initially imposed residual stresses are shown in Figure 6.15. For ease of explanation
purposes and to reduce wordiness, the case in which residual stresses were initially
applied will be referred to as “with initial residual stress” or “wRS” and the case where
residual stresses were not initially applied will be referred to as “no initial residual
stress” or “nRS” in the following. The estimated number of cycles for (a) debond life,
(b) crack incubation life, (c) MSC propagation life, and (d) total life are depicted in
this Figure. The data points that had an estimated total fatigue life beyond NT =
1012 were placed at NT ∼ 8× 1012 in Figure 6.15(d). As evidenced by Figure 6.15, the
debond life, crack incubation life, and MSC propagation life of the nRS FEM models
follow the same general strain-life trend.
The two main effects of the residual stresses for inclusions located near the surface
at h = 10 µm, 25 µm, and 50 µm are (1) to suppress debonding of the inclusion from
the matrix and (2) to extend the MSC propagation life due to residual compressive
stresses/strains near the surface. These two effects extended the life of the inclusions
located at depths of h = 10 µm and 25 µm to the fatigue limit in most cases and
extended the life of the inclusion located at a depth of h = 50 µm to a lesser extent.
For the inclusions located further into the depth of the material at h = 100 µm and h
= 200 µm, the residual stresses were smaller around the inclusion and had less effect
on prolonging the fatigue life.
Figure 6.16 shows a comparison of (a) the experimental strain life data from
Konig [213] comparing fatigue behavior of a limited number of unpeened and shot-
peened Ni-base superalloy components and (b) the minimum life predicted from the
wRS and nRS computatational models subjected to fatigue loading. Most of the data
points for the minimum life predicted for the nRS computational model is from the h
= 50 µm inclusion depth data; the data points for the wRS computational model are




























h = 10 µm w/ No RS
h = 25 µm w/ No RS
h = 50 µm w/ No RS
h = 100 µm w/ No RS
h = 200 µm w/ No RS
h = 10 µm w/RS
h = 25 µm w/RS
h = 50 µm w/RS
h = 100 µm w/RS
h = 200 µm w/RS

























h = 10 µm w/ No RS
h = 25 µm w/ No RS
h = 50 µm w/ No RS
h = 100 µm w/ No RS
h = 200 µm w/ No RS
h = 10 µm w/RS
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h = 50 µm w/RS
h = 100 µm w/RS
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h = 10 µm w/ No RS
h = 25 µm w/ No RS
h = 50 µm w/ No RS
h = 100 µm w/ No RS
h = 200 µm w/ No RS
h = 10 µm w/RS
h = 25 µm w/RS
h = 50 µm w/RS
h = 100 µm w/RS
h = 200 µm w/RS





























h = 10 µm w/ No RS
h = 25 µm w/ No RS
h = 50 µm w/ No RS
h = 100 µm w/ No RS
h = 200 µm w/ No RS
h = 10 µm w/RS
h = 25 µm w/RS
h = 50 µm w/RS
h = 100 µm w/RS
h = 200 µm w/RS
(d) Total life, NT .
Figure 6.15: Comparison of hierarchical lives of finite element models with and
without imposed residual stresses.
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Some interesting key characteristics of the experimental fatigue life data are
reproduced by the computational model in Figure 6.16(b). First, with decreasing
applied maximum strain amplitude, the separation of the minimum fatigue lives of the
wRS condition and nRS condition occurs in between N = 104 and N = 2×104 cycles,
which appears to be consistent with the experiments [213] in Figure 6.16(a). Also
similar to the experimental data, the estimated wRS strain-life data has a “knee” in
the data at around N = 2×105 cycles. Beyond this “knee” in the data, the wRS data
rejoins the nRS data just past N = 106 cycles in accordance with the experimental
data [213].
While these preliminary computational results seem to mimic experimental data
quite well, some unanswered questions still remain and should be investigated in future
work. First, it should be stressed that only one FEM model was simulated with and
without initial residual stresses per inclusion depth in this study. Multiple random
instantiations should be simulated to analyze the effect of microstructural variability
on scatter in fatigue life and the effectiveness of residual stresses in extending the
fatigue life in the transition from LCF to HCF life data.
Second, the assumed debond law was constructed based on severely limited experi-
mental data (3 data points) for a different Ni-base superalloy (a fine-grained Rene’ 95
Ni-base superalloy versus a CG IN100 used in this study) at room temperature (versus
650◦C in this study). A more robust fatigue life estimation could be constructed with
a better understanding of inclusion/matrix interfacial debonding behavior for surface
(and bulk) inclusions at elevated temperatures. Once these studies are available, they
could be plugged into the highly modular hierarchical multistage fatigue life estimation
model used to predict overall fatigue life.
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Minimum life (w/o RS)
Minimum life (w/ RS)
(b) Crack incubation life, Ninc.
Figure 6.16: Comparison of experimental data and minimum life predicted from
computational model with and without imposed residual stresses.
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6.4 Conclusions
The effectiveness of applied surface compressive residual stresses was investigated
for simulated smooth specimens containing a single subsurface 50-µm inclusion at
different depths from the surface including h = 10 µm, h = 25 µm, h = 50 µm,
h = 100 µm, and h = 200 µm. The ability of the inclusion to debond from the
matrix was simulated using an elastic/plastic compression/tension assymetric material
behavior given by the “cast iron plasticity” model in ABAQUS [45]. This material
behavior allowed for separate yield strengths and hardening behaviors in tension and
compression. The cyclic relaxation of residual stresses were characterized over the
first ten simulated cycles; it was found that the stabilization of the change in FIP
behavior with cycling occurred at around the 8th-10th cycle for the case where initial
residual stresses were applied. The MSC growth model from Chapter 3 and 4 was
extended in this Chapter to account for the effect of residual stresses on MSC growth.
This modified MSC growth model was used in conjunction with an inclusion/matrix
interfacial debond law and a crack incubation law of the Tanaka-Mura [131] type to
estimate the overall fatigue life of the simulated specimens with inclusions at different
depths with and without initial residual stresses applied. The resulting estimated





In this Dissertation, the effect of shot-peened induced residual stresses and inclusions on
microstructure-sensitive fatigue in polycrystalline Ni-base superalloy IN100 components
was simulated using the crystal plasticity finite element method. A microstructurally
small crack growth equation was developed that took into account (1) the tilt and
twist character of the grain boundary, (2) the distance that the MSC was from the
next grain boundary, and (3) an estimation of the evolution of driving force FIP
with crack extension from initially uncracked simulations. This MSC growth model
was fit to experiments (in both laboratory air and vacuum) for the case of 1D crack
growth and then computationally applied to 3D crack growth from a FIB notch in a
smooth specimen (Ch. 3), from a debonded inclusion located at different depths from
notched components containing different notch root radii (Ch. 4), and from inclusions
located at different depths from the surface in smooth specimens containing simulated
shot-peened induced residuals stresses (Ch. 6).
For the FIB notch studies in Chapter 3, the MSC growth model successfully
portrayed the scatter in experimental MSC da/dN versus ∆K behavior of surface
cracks. Using the square root of the projected area characterization method, the MSC
model predicted the reduction in oscillation behavior of the MSC growth rate and
the convergence toward LEFM response with crack extension; this reduced oscillation
behavior was due to the crack front statistically sampling more grains with crack
extension.
The calibrated MSC growth model from Chapter 3 was then used to study the effect
of inclusion depth on fatigue life of notched components. It was found that inclusions
located closer to the surface were statistically more detrimental than inclusions
further into the bulk of the material. At the strain level tested, the predicted fatigue
life behavior showed life-limiting phenomenon for only 1 to 2 out of 20 simulated
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instantiations. It was argued that more simulations should be performed to better
characterize this life-limiting feature. However, the demonstration of the simulations
as a tool to determine the relative effect of surface versus bulk fatigue crack formation
and early growth seems promising. Indeed, once the simulated MSC penetrated the
surface, the surface MSC growth rate versus range of stress intensity factor results
tracked well with MSC experiments (cf. Figure 4.24(b)).
In Chapter 5, a method for inducing shot-peened residual stresses within a compu-
tational crystal plasticity framework was presented. In this process, a distribution of
quasi-thermal expansion eigenstrains was imposed on the finite element model resulting
in a distribution of residual stresses. The eigenstrain distribution was first fitted to an
experimentally-measured residual stress curve using an isotropic J2 plasticity material
behavior and then applied within a CPFEM model. Good correlation between compu-
tational and experimental values were obtained for (1) the initial residual stress profile,
(2) the scatter in the initial residual stress profile among multiple instantiations, and
(3) near surface residual stress relaxation trends for a single load/unload cycle.
The developed eigenstrain-based residual stress application technique was then used
to investigate the effectiveness of residual stresses on near-surface suppression of fatigue
crack intiation from non-metallic inclusions. The effect of compression was notable
for determining “debond life” for the inclusions located within the region of highest
compressive residual stresses. Once the inclusion was debonded from the matrix, the
debonded region was simulated using an elastic/plastic compression/tension assymetric
material behavior given by the “cast iron plasticity” model in ABAQUS [45]. This
material behavior allowed for separate yield strengths and hardening behaviors in
tension and compression. The MSC growth model from Chapter 3 and 4 was then
extended in this Chapter to account for the effect of residual stresses on MSC growth.
This modified MSC growth model was used in conjunction with an inclusion/matrix
interfacial debond law and a crack incubation law of the Mura-Tanaka type to estimate
the overall fatigue life of the simulated smooth specimens containing inclusions at
different depths with and without initial residual stresses applied. The resulting
estimated minimum life predictions correlated well with experimental trends, indicating
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the effectiveness of residual stresses within the transition fatigue regime between LCF
and HCF.
7.2 Novel Contributions
This work resulted in a number of key deliverables that can be used to help advance
tools relevant to ICME. The unique contributions from this Dissertation include the
following:
• A physically-based MSC growth model incorporating crack tip/grain boundary
effects was presented that incorporated key features such as (1) the current crack
length, (2) the distance of the crack from the next grain boundary, and (3) the
tilt and twist angle of the crack path across the grain boundary. Additionally,
this work contributed a method to map evolution of driving force FIP with crack
extension based on initially uncracked simulations. This framework allows for
the projection of MSC growth based on the stabilized FIP response from a single
uncracked CPFEM simulation, which significantly reduces the time required for
fatigue life predictions relative to more detailed mesoscale modeling approaches
incorporating MSC growth/damage evolution within the CPFEM model (for
example, Castelluccio and McDowell [53, 147,254]). Therefore, the MSC growth
and hierarchical modeling frameworks presented here are suitable for larger
scale parametric studies and FEM models containing a modest number of finite
elements for investigation of microstructural effects on fatigue variability.
• The MSC growth framework predicted a reduction in MSC growth rate oscillatory
behavior and convergence to the LEFM solution (based on a da/dN vs. ∆K
plot) with crack extension for the square root of the projected crack area method
of crack measurement. The predicted transition from MSC to LEFM growth
(on a da/dN vs. ∆K plot) was at a crack length of 2a ∼ 250 µm, which was
on the order of the MSC to LEFM transition crack length seen in experiments
(a ∼ 100 µm) for a fine-grain IN100 microstructure [12].
• A methodology to incorporate the effect of inclusion depth and differences
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in environment (laboratory air exposed surface cracks versus pseudo-vacuum
cracks growing from subsurface inclusions) on MSC growth was devised and
demonstrated for the problem of subsurface NMIs located near the surface of
notched components.
• A method to impose residual stresses within a crystal plasticity framework to
demonstrate the beneficial effect that residual stresses have on microstructure-
sensitive fatigue. These residual stresses were induced using a distribution of
quasi-thermal expansion eigenstrains, that were fit using J2 plasticity. Initial
results indicated that the framework developed in this work was able to simulate
the effect that residual stresses have on the transition from surface to sub-surface
dominated fatigue. This type of framework can be used to assess the combined
effects of microstructural variability and shot-peened residual stresses on fatigue
variability of shot-peened Ni-base superalloy components.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
In this work, a computational framework was demonstrated for simulating the ef-
fects of inclusions and residual stresses on microstucture-sensitive fatigue of Ni-base
superalloy smooth and notched components. While this Dissertation has advanced
computational tools significantly on a number of fronts, there are still many unresolved
opportunities for future research directly related to this Dissertation work. Some
specific recommendations for future work in each Dissertation (Chapter) focus area
include:
MSC Growth Model:
• Validation of grain level MSC propagation using state-of-the-art in-
situ HEDM measurements of evolving 3D MSCs. Experimental moni-
toring of three-dimensional evolution of subsurface MSCs at the grain scale is
possible with high energy diffraction microscopy (HEDM) and x-ray diffraction
contrast tomography (DCT), also known as microCT (µCT) [142, 143, 255].
HEDM non-destructively maps the microstructure (grain size and morphology,
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crystal orientation, etc.), while DCT monitors the evolution of cracks or voids.
Multiple researchers have monitored in situ microstructure evolution and 3D
crack growth using this method for a wide variety of materials (ref. extensive
review by Stock [256]). The data obtained from these experimental studies
including (1) initial non-destructive mapping of microstructure (grain size and
morphology, crystal orientation, inclusion and pore spatial distribution, etc.), (2)
grain-level stresses/strains, and (3) microstructure and MSC growth evolution
with cyclic loading form a complete basis for validation of CPFEM-based MSC
growth modeling. Specifically, the validation of 3D crack front isolines (ref.
computational results in Figure 3.39) as a function of number of cycles could
be used as a specific metric for comparison to experiments (ref. experimental
results in Figure 6 of Herbig et al. [142]).
• Facet analysis of high temperature MSC propagation and effects of
GB of different character. The assumption of a multislip mechanism in
assessing the plane at which the MSC propagates (ref. Equation 3.39) appears to
reproduce the RMS roughness of the fracture surface measured in experiments [7].
Recent experimental investigations employing orientation imaging microscopy
(OIM) and quantitative tilt fractography measurements in an SEM [93, 94] have
been able to characterize the orientation of individual fracture facets relative to
the loading axis and crystallographic slip planes. In recent studies of a coarse
grain Ni-base superalloy fatigued at 650◦C, the facet where failure originated
had a majority of the normal vector component in the loading axis direction and
was in between two crystallographic slip planes [93], indicating the activation
of slip on multiple slip planes. As more data becomes available on the failure
facets resulting from elevated fatigue tests of Ni-base superalloy specimens, it
would be interesting to compare the orientation of the failure facets relative to
the loading axis in experiments and those computationally predicted from the
MSC growth model employed in this work.
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Inclusion in Notched Specimens Studies:
• Larger number of simulation instantiations to more fully characterize
life-limiting behavior. In the notched component studies, a limited number
of notch sizes (ρ = 0.2 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm, and 1.0 mm) and inclusion
depths (h = 25 µm, 50 µm, and 100 µm) were simulated to investigate the effect
of these input parameters on fatigue life. For the population size studied and each
permutation of input parameter, only ∼1-2 of the 20 instantiations simulated
comprised life-limiting fatigue lives. To be able to fully characterize this minimum
life probability distribution, many more computational instantiations should
be simulated to warrant a high confidence in the life-limiting distribution [135].
Therefore, the full characterization of the life-limiting failure distribution was not
possible for the simulations performed in this inclusion/notch study. However,
the prediction of inclusion depth on fatigue life appeared to be well represented
with this framework.
• More comprehensive simulations at different strain amplitudes to
characterize breadth of statistical spread. The current study on inclu-
sion/notch effects only simulated five different notch sizes and three different
inclusion sizes for one strain amplitude. It is well known that the spread in
fatigue life increases with decreasing applied stress/strain amplitude. The abil-
ity of the current framework to predict this trend should be investigated in a
more comprehensive parametric study of notched components similar to that
previously performed by Musinski and McDowell [76].
• Extension of current framework to consider near surface pores in
Ni-base superalloy components. In the absence of non-metallic inclusions
located near the surface, fatigue crack initiation tends to occur at near-surface
pores [7,18,157,180]. In the current work, pores were not considered and fatigue
cracks were assumed to originate from the simulated inclusion regardless of
inclusion depth. For the inclusion depth of h = 100 µm, the maximum driving
force FIP for fatigue crack formation and early growth was on the order of
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the maximum FIP at the surface. The addition of a pore at the surface would
further elevate the driving force FIP so that surface fatigue crack formation/early
growth would be more favorable from the surface pore than the inclusion located
further into the bulk of the material. As such, it is recommended that the driving
force for fatigue crack formation and early growth for surface pores should also
be cosidered for the case where the most detrimental inclusion is located at a
depth of approximately 100 µm or greater; this depth was also the depth at
which subsurface to bulk transition was considered in LCF experiments of a
fine-grained Ni-base superalloy N18 [179].
• Probabilistic considerations for fatigue of component-sized specimens.
In the current study, only a single 50-µm inclusion was considered at three
distinct depths from the surface notch. This size inclusion was considered
because it tended to be the statistically largest inclusion found to cause failure
in notched component experiments [138]. In reality, for proper probabilistic
life prediction, the full distribution of inclusion sizes and interaction effects
of clusters of inclusions should be considered. Also, the statistically weakest
inclusion/defect size within a volume increases with increasing material volume
size [13, 165]. In the current work, the distribution of failures for each inclusion
depth were grouped together in one probability distribution function (ref. Figure
4.29). However, the total probability of failure distribution function should
consider the probability of occurrence of each inclusion depth. Regardless, the
type of information obtained from these simulations, such as the probability of
failure distribution as a function of inclusion depth, could be used in conjunction
with macroscopic probabilistic crack growth models (e.g., DARWIN [257]) to
determine the overall probability of failure for more complex geometries and full
turbine engine components.
Eigenstrain-Based Application of Shot-Peened Residual Stresses:
• Effect of grain refinement in the surface layer of shot-peened speci-
mens. The process of shot-peening produces an intense increase in dislocation
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density and plasticity-induced grain refinement near the surface. In the cur-
rent study, the eigenstrain-based application of shot-peened residual stresses
assumed that there was no refinement in the grain structure for the simulations
performed. Rather, the amount of quasi-thermal expansion needed to induce
a given residual stress profile for a constant (non-refined) grain structure was
assumed to be applicable. It would be interesting to investigate the effect of the
refined near-surface refined microstructure on residual stress relaxation. Can it
be simulated by using a gradient in the microstructure, i.e., using a finer grain
size at the surface? This type of research question should be addressed in future
work.
• Incorporation of residual stresses in notched components. A natural
extension of this Dissertation work would be to investigate the combined aspects
of all topics investigated: effects of inclusion, residual stresses, and notch gradient
on fatigue life of notched components.
Effectiveness of Residual Stresses on Near-Surface Suppression of FCI from NMIs:
• Improvement of modeled inclusion/matrix interfacial debond law at
elevated temperatures. The current study assumed a somewhat rudimentary
assumption for the process of the inclusion debonding from the matrix based on
limited in-situ fatigue studies at room temperature from Xie et al. [20]. For the
applied constant strain amplitude and inclusion depths considered for the notched
component study, the debond law predicted that the inclusion would debond
from the matrix within the first 1-20 cycles, which was a very small portion of
the total predicted life of the component. On the other hand, when residual
stresses were imposed on the smooth specimens simulated in Chapter 6, the
inclusions located near to the surface experienced compressive residual stresses
for applied strain amplitudes below the yield (proportional limit) strength of the
material. In these cases, the “debond life” of the inclusion/matrix interface was
significant, and could partly account for the shift in crack initiation loacation
to subsurface. To improve the debond law, it is suggested that careful in-situ
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studies (similar to Xie et al., [20]) should be performed at elevated temperatures
for a range of (seeded) inclusion sizes, depths, and strain amplitudes. An even
higher fidelity experimental procedure could involve using HEDM to determine
debond and intial MSC growth behavior from inclusions.
• Scatter in inclusion with residual stress simulations to determine tran-
sition fatigue life window scatter. In the last part of this Dissertation, the
effectiveness of residual stresses in prolonging life in smooth specimens was
simulating using CPFEM. A single microstructural configuration/instantiation
was considered for each of 5 inclusion depths (h = 10 µm, 25 µm, 50 µm, 100
µm, and 200 µm). The results showed an effective fatigue life window in which
residual stresses were effective in prolonging fatigue life based on minimum life
for all specimens tested with and without intial compressive residual stresses
imposed. To test the sensitivity of this fatigue life window to variability of
microstructure, this study should be duplicated for multiple microstructural
instantiations to determine the scatter in the surface to subsurface transition
fatigue life window for shot-peened induced residual stresses.
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